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The News Has Been

A

Constructiv Booster for
Holland Since 1072

VOLUME

70

—

NUMBER

33

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, AUGUST

FESTIVAL VALUE Record
IS

SET AT

HAU

at

Grand Champion Bull
at

Gain in Assets Reported
Next Fete
Klaasen to Be Secretary;
Other Officers Are

HOLLAND FIRMS |

National Water Ski

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE

Champs and Tourney

Official

BEGIN MOVE

Show

Zeeland, Aug. 14 (Special)— A
record crowd of nearly 10,000
persoas attendedthe annual farmers' picnic which was held Wednesday in the Lawrence St. park
under auspicesof the Zeeland
Chamber of Commerce.
Throughout the day, 3,500 cups
of coffee and 4,000 glasses of

CURB

junior championshipbull prize.

The grand champion cow was
exhibitedby M. D. Bulb and
son of Comstock park. This was a
seven-year-old cow with a butterfat record of 661 pounds.
The junior champion cow was
exhibited by Gerrit Buth of
Coopersville.Forty-three head of
cattle were registeredlor the contest, the entries coming from
Kent, Ottawa and Allegan coun-

RULE

OF RATION

Next year's festival thus will be Forest Grove. They also won
from Saturdayto Saturdayas has
been the custom of past years.
Next year's festivalwill be ear-

May

the

ARRAIGN BOY IN

16, is the closestdate to the 15th
of the month.

ALUGAN COURT

In the election of officers for
the ensuing year, J. J. Riemerstna. Mrs. J. E. Telling and William J. Brouwer were reelecteoas
chairman, vice-chairman and trea- Pickett Waives Hearing;
surer. respectively.Harold Klaasen was chosen secretary to re- To Appear Friday Before
place K. P Stephan, serretarvJudge Miles
manager of the Holland Chamber

Township Residents

Affected is Result of

Petition

Defense Rttinf
Other* Are Not Certain of

ties.

ard Vande Bunte of Jamestown.
The bull class was won by Nick
DykhuLs, route 3, Holland. Prof.
Earl Weaver of Michigan State
college judged the cattle show
with the assistance of Jim Hays,
dairy extension man of Michigan
State college The 4-H club event
was judged by District County
Agent Paff of Allegan.

Board Agrees to Confi

arraigned Wednesday

be-

murder.

Upon waiving examination. Picwas bound over to Allegan
circuit court and his arraignment
was set for Friday before Judge
kett

BUILDINGS

BURN

attempt to curb spec

on the Park road on the sout
side of Lake Macatawa bet
the Holland city llmlta and
tawa park was sought *
through a petition which the
township board filed with the

tawa county road commission
Grand Haven.
This road between the
ate limits and Virginia park
part of US-31 before the
road was constructed. Later the)
highway became known as US-31A
but the state highway department1

known to use steel or iron In the
manufactureof their product

which all have priorities. George
Ranger, general superintendent. was unable to state how this
firm would be affected.
The Buss Machine works, manufacturers of wood turning machines, does not expect difficulties
in obtaining steel and iron supplies

WO

BARN AND

weapon with the intent less than

for Traeel

ahead of non-defense needs,” will
have any effect on Holland factories was a question that officials
of various local industries could
not definitelyanswer this week.
Seven Holland firms who are

W.

a charge of assault with a deadly

With State on Limit

needs can be put uncompromtaingly

M

fore Justice V’olney W. Ferris on

With Conntjr

Highway Unit

,

was

ROI

Some Likely Will Not Be

The day's program also In- were questioned today and While
cluded a 20-minutetalk on Fries- four felt certain that OPM’i ordian rattle by E.
Clark, na- ers would have no effect on such
tional field man of the Holstein- rationingof steel and iron, the reKriesian Breeders association. maining three were unable to sa\
Various sporting events were in- how they will be affected.
The Holland Hitch Co., manucluded.
of Commerce who declined to be
facturers of trailer hitches, reAllegan. Aug. 14 (Special) -Ala candidate for reelect ion.
In a ball game at 5 30 p m
The bureau also employed S. H. ton W. Pickett. 15, of Grand Rapids the Ottawa learn defeated its op- ported that about 85 per cent of it.'
output was for defense projects
Houtman as general manager for
ponents from South Blendon.
the fourth consecutive year.
In a report to the bureau. Mr.
Houtman estimated that the value
of the 1941 festival to Holland
totaled $500,000.
This was divided as follows:
Sales tax (quoting Auditor General Vernon J. Brown), $260,000;
gas tax (quoting Brown), $60,000;
bulb business,$35,000; hotel and
boats business,$25,000; residence
lodging (placed through the festival housing division), $10,000;
Tulip Time gate receipts, $10,000;
publicity,55,200 words and 165
pictures in 51 periodicals plus
newspaper space and radio time,

SPI

PM

ON

There was a judging contest for
Consequences Risiaf
4-H and FFA with entries from
lemonade were served free at the three counties and first prize
Reelected
From Order
the canteen.
was won by Gerard Heyt, route
In the Black and White cattle
Tho Tulip Time bureau, meet4, Grand Rapids. Second prize
Whether the action in Washingshow which featured the day’s was won by Wilton Beuschel of
ing la.st Thursday to arrange for
ton
Saturday of the OPM, placing
the 1942 Tulip Time festival, set program, the prize for exhibiting Sparta; third prize, Edwin De
the grand championshipbull was
all steel and pig iron on the full
May 16-23 as the dates for next
Kleine of Jamestown; fourth,
awarded to Nienhuis brothers of Bert Saur of Sparta; fifth, How- priorities list so that “defense
year's festival.

lier than usual as Saturday,

Tl

Zeeland Farm Picnic AWAIT OUTCOME

Nienhuis Brothers Exhibit

MILUONINYEAR
as Bureau Arranges

Crowd of 10,000

14, 1941

as about 90 per cent of the firm's
work is for defense projects,Eldon W. Dick, secretary-treasurer
Two Thousand Dollar Fire reported.
H. S. Coveil of the Hart and
Hits Smith Farm on Old
Cooley ManufacturingCo., manuZeeland Road
facturers of furnace accessories
said he did not know how their
A bam and two small adjoining company would be affected in the
buildings on the farm of Dick future.
Smith, route 3, Holland, on the old
The Holland Furnace Co., manuZeeland road, cast of the city, facturers of furnaces and air conwere destroyed by fire which ditioning equipment, through A.
broke out between 1 and 1:20 u.m. W. Tahaney, secretaryand asSunday.
sistant treasurer,could not make
Included In the loss, estimated a statement as to how its producat about $2,000, were all the farm tion would be affected.
implements, but the livestockwas
Plant Manager Kenneth Kemp
saved. Cause of the blaze has not of the Holland Precision parts,
been determined. A deputy sheriff manufacturers of bearings, exsaid fire starte
started in one of the un- pressed belief that the orderjull

Fred T. Miles of Holland. His bond
was set at $3,000.
Pickett is charged with shooting
Lieut. Detective Burton R. Irwin.
44. last July 31 on US-31, two
miles south of Holland. The detective, who is recovering from a seri$100,000.
ous head wound which Ls expectTotal general disbursements for ed to leave him blind, was returnthe 1941 festival amounted 'to $4,- ing the youth from Kentland. Ind.
117.42 as follows: Administration, to Grand Rapids to face charges
$1,255.61;publicity, $982.79; Tulip of robbery and stealing an autoTime film, $400; program distri- mobile.
Neither Pickett'sfather nor his
bution, $626.36; information, direction $561.19; general festival attorney was in court on Wednesexpense, $291.27.
day. Pickett appeared to be perMr. Houtman reported that total fectly calm and, immediatelyfolassets as of June 20, 1941, were lowing hia arraignment, he asked
S7.633.15 or a gain of S5.130.45 for a magazine jo* read and refrom July, 1938, when the assets quested the sberlfr to' notify Ms Used bOndtiYg's.
were listed at $2,502.70.
father of his scheduled arraignHolland firemen were summonTotal receiptsamounted to $13,- ment Friday.
ed and spent about an hour at the
During his stay in jail, the scene They centered their atten750.64 while total disbursements
reached $12,446.04 leaving a cash youth has not asked once about tions on preventing the flames
balance of $1,304.60.
the condition of the wounded de- from spreading to the farm home
tective. He has not seen any of the and to the nearby chicken coop. A
accounts of the shooting in news- large tree offered protection from
papers and seems to have no in- the intense heat.
terest in the entire affair.
Firemen alternated in standing
In another arraignmentWed- behind the tree trunk while they
nesday before Justice Ferris. threw water on the sides of the
Arthur Assink. 26. alias Arthur house. The firefightersalso preWatson of Allegan, waived ex vented fire from spreading to anamination on a forgery charge and other outbuilding which was said
was bound over to circuit court. to have contained either gasoline
Grand Haven, Aug 14— A new His arraignmentalso was set for or oil.
breed of beef cattle, the Aberdeen Friday. His bond was placed at $1
The farm is located about oneAngus, Ls making its appearance in 000.
fourth mile east of the J. Y. HuizOttawa county, the work of a west
enga farm upon which a large bam

Championi of the third annual nationalwater ski championahipa
held over the week-end on Lake Macatawa,aome of the trophies
they received and tourney officials are ahown In the above picture.
They are (left to right) Bud Pickard,Fort Cutter, first In the
tlalom event; Dave Zimmerman, Chicago, chief judge; Dan B.
Haim, Sr., Trenton, N.J., president of the American Water Ski
aeeociation;Commodore O. W. Lowry of the Macatawa Bay Yacht
club; Douglaas C. Fonda. New York city, flrat In the trick riding
event; Miss Lyda Mae Helder, Grand Rapids, national women's
champion;Charles R. Sllgh, Jr., nationalmen's champion and firat
in the jumping event; Clem L. Platt, Bayvllle.Long laland, secre-

sometime ago abandonedstate!

CARS COLLIDE,
ONE HITS POLE
Auto* Locked Together

tary of the water ski association.

Accident on River

WATER RECORD
SET IN CITY

IS

Ebelinks

Have Cereut

Avenue

With Seven Blouomi
Mr and Mrs. Henry Ebelink of
Central park have a night blooming coitus with seven flowers
similar to the one of Mrs. Ed-

ward Morlock which bloomed
Ninety-NineMillion Gallons more than a week ago.
The first blossom of the EbeAre Pumped in July by link plant, which the Ebelinks

Work* Board

have had 20 years or more, died
Tuesday morning. Three more
blossoms appeared Tuesday night
and closed nnd died about 8
a m. today Two more buds are
scheduledto bloom tonight or
Wednesday. The seventh is a tiny
bud and will bloom later
This particular species of cacti
evoked a great deal of interest
in Holland a short time ago when
a plant which Mrs. Morlock had
for several years bloomed for the
first time. The blossoms resemble
to .some extent a white water
My 'Die flowers bloom only one
night and then die.

maintenance. Since that time un-;
limited speed has been permit!
and numerous accidents have
curred along the road.
George E. Heneveld. Park t(
ship supervisor,reported this
ernoon that the road
ers accepted the petitionat
agreed to take up the matter wit
state officialswith the idea
urging a speed limit of 35
per hour and establishinga hi|
way patrol to enforce the
latlons.

Mr. Heneveld was ac
Locked together, two automo- to Grand Haven this forenoon byj
biles continued about 245 feet on Nick Stlelstra, township clerk;
River Ave. between Sixth and Bert Van Lente, Justice of peace;
and William F. Wlnstrom,
Fourth Sts. Tuesday about 10:30
resenting the citizens along
p.m. and did not come to a halt road.
until one of the cars had struck a
Signed by 333 residents, the pet
fire hydrant and
boulevard Ition was first filed with the
ship board by residents on
light pole.
south side of the lake. Mr. He
Drivers of the cars were Cora

a

veld said the township board
Jean Baker, 17, route 4. Holland, ed from the sheriffs dei
all-time high for water
and William Jackson, 16, route 1, that It could do nothing
pumpage for one month in Holland
Zeeland. Two versions of the acci- enforcing any speed limit* unt
was reported here by the board
of public works.
dent were given to Holland police they had been established,
it was decided to file the petit
During the 31 days of July in
by the drivers.
which little rain fell, a total of
Miss Baker informed police that with the county road
TTie petition urges the ei
99,297,600 gallons of water was
she turned right onto River Ave.
pumped into the city water mains,
off Sixth St. and that about 100 of speed signs along the road
the board reported. The previous
feet north of the intersection, enforcement of the regulations
all-time high was established in
the Jackson car passed in front officers. The signers coot
July.
1930.
when
88.889.320
galof her and cut her off. She said that the present highway is
have no effect on this fiHn aFthe
the two cars became locked with quate and unsafe -lor
major part of its production is for lons were used in Holland.
A
new
record
for
a
single
dav's
her
car hitting the fire hydrant ed speeding because adjacent
defense work.
nnd light pole. The pole was perty in recent years has
The Home Furnace Co , manu- pumpage also was established in
built up and traffic has been
July when 4.640.160 gallons were
broken
facturers of furnaces, was unable
creased.
pumped
July 28 The previous sinJackson told police that Miss
to make any statement. Clarence
They also requested impi
Baker tried to pass his car on the
Becker was in Chicago Tuesday on gle dav's record was established
in 1939 when 4.302.160 gallons
right
and
struck
it from the rear. men! of the highway shoulders at
business in connectionwith the
were used in a 24-hour period.
He claimed she then lost control repair of other defects along
steel situation.
'Die new month's record is an inof her car and pushed his vehicle road.
Randall C. Bosch of the Western
crease of 12,408,280gallons over
down the street.
Machine Tool works, loo] manuthe previous record while the new
Police listed George Cochran,
facturers. expressed belief that
day record is a Iioost of 338,000
and Charles Cochran, both of 71
such action should aid in allowing
'
gallons over the old mark.
River Ave . and Don Davidson, 20
firms with defense projecis to obGrand Haven. Aug 14 (Special)
The hoard reported that the inWest
Fourth
St . as witnesses altain steel more ea.sil>.He antici- Hie following persons were arcrease in pumpage for July was
though they did not see the
pates the OPM action will not afraigned in .last ice George V Hoffdue to I he continued dry spell and
aetual crash. Delia Schuitema,
fect this firm as the major porei's court Monday night and upon
becaiiM' ol added demands caused
17, route 3, Holland, a passenger
their pleas of guilty paid fines and
tion of their work has A-l-A priorby
construction of new homes in
in
Jackson's car also was listed
ities.
COS t s
Holland
as a witness.
Claud1
L
Ferguson. 41 MuskeWashington, D. C, Aug. 14
Michigan Karm-to-Prosper enJack Bos, 176 West 24th St.,
was destroyedby fire last July
gon. paid $10 fine and $3.35 casts
$171,000 war department cont
rollee, N. J. Wilkinsonof Nunica.
reported to police Wednesday that
Legion Auxiliary Wins
31, entailinga heavy loss.
WILL
TRIAL
up >n a charge of hauling with an
for army service shoes has
County Agent L. R. Arnold is
his car collidedon West 20th St.
IS
BY
Holland firemen also were calloverloaded truck on M-50 in Tallawarded
the Holland-Racine St
Trophy
enthusiastic over the decision of
with another vehicle driven by
ed out twice Saturday to extinmadge township Aug 4. He was
Co.. Holland. Mich., it was anMr. and Mrs. Wilkinson to develop
Mrs
Ray
Riksen.
179
East
27th
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special) guish grass fires. The first run
arrested by Charles Kohloff of the
nounced Wednesday.
a herd of Aberdeen Angus in OtSt . as she was backing from a
Grand Haven. Aug. 14 'Special)
Peter Boer, 485 Washington stale highway depariment.
Mrs. Ruth Vollmer, 39, Robin- was made about 2 p.m. to the
driveway.
tawa county, and is following the son township, died Monday noon Bolhuis Lumber and Manufactur- —The fifth districtAmerican Le- Ave.. of the Boer Transfer Co.,
Theodore Curtis. 21. of Muskeventure with keen interest. “There at Cutlervilleafter an illnessof ing Co., 200 East 17th St., and the gion auxiliary won the Ethel St it pleaded not guilty on arraignment
A city park department truck The order is the fourth to be J
gon, paid $5 fine and $1 costs alter
awarded the local firm since tl
Is a place for this breed in Ottawa
three weeks. She had been serious- second about 3 p.m. to 28th and membership trophy at the state Wednesday afternoon h fore Muni- being arrested by state police Aug driven by A J. Vanden ELM, 179 start of the national defense pro- j
county," he said.
West
28th
St
.
and
a
car
driven
convention
in
Grand
Rapids
which
cipal
Judge
Raymond
I.
Smith
to
ly ill the past several days. She State Sts.
9 on l'S-16 in Crockery township
by Mrs
De Boer. 164 East gram, accordingto P. Kromann,
closed Tuesday.
The Wilkinsons’ interestin An- was bom February 25, 1902, in
a charge of failing to comply w,th
on a charge of improperovertak- Kith St , were involved In a comptroller of the Holland-Racine
gus cattle dates from before they Chicago and up until the present
This was awarded for the great- city zoning ordinance.
ing and passing
3L
minor accident at 9:45 a.m today
moved to their present farm. year' she was president of the
est increase in membership during
Date for his trial was set for
John
\ an Haver. 25, Spring
All orders are to he completed I
at 16th St and Central Ave.
the past year and with it the dis- Sat unlay at 10 a.m In a ronipl.nnt
“Where we formerlylived,"Mrs. C^ark school group of the townG.H.
Lake, paid $1 fine and $1 costs on
by Nov. 15. he said. The first or-'j
Wilkinson explained,"we had some ship. Mr. Vollmer conducts a fox
trict will be entitled to an extra sworn to by City AttorneyClarder was for 50,000 pairs of shoes,1
a
charge
of
having
defective
grade dairy cows with a strain of farm in Robinson township.
member at large at the national ence A Lokker, Boer is ( barged
the second was for 87,500, the.^
brakes Van Haver was arrested
Grand Haven. Aug. 14 (Special) convention in Milwaukee Sept 14
IS
Angus blood in some of them. We
with using his Washington Ave by slate police Aug 10
Surviving Mrs. Vollmer are the —Three persons pleaded guilty
third order was for 40,000 and the,
to
18.
noted that despite this strain of husband, Louis; eight children, Ida
property for commercial purposes
CITY new order is for 50,000 pairs.
Edward Tokarczyk,21. route 3.
when arraigned before Judge Fred
the beef type the milk production Belle. Irene, Ruth, Elizabeth,LudMrs. Edward Mastenbroek. fifth in the operation of Ins tranMer
Work on the defense contractsis
West Olive, was arrested by SherT. Miles in Ottawa circuit court
held up well.
wig, Stuart, George and Raymond, this forenoon. They were to ap- district president,installed at the business and the sioiage of com- iff William
Two
Holland sportsmen today progressingsatisfactorily, although
Boevc in Grand
convention Tuesday, was electeda mercial vehicles on the premises
"Last year when we decided to all at home; her parents, Mr. and
Haven Sunday. Driving on Seventh shot a 20-pound fox about 12 some difficultyin getting materpear this afternoon for disposition
go in for breeding of beef cattle Mrs. G. W. Johnson of Robinson
delegate to the convention She which are classified ;i.v "B ' residials has been experienced, it was
of their cases.
Si . he w as unable to stop Ins car miles south of Holland.
also received a cash prize
on our farm here we decided on township; two sisters. Mrs. George
ential and restrictedto residential
They were Gerrit Ver Burg, said. This problem will be
as tie approachedthe swing bridge
Nelson Botbyl, 23. and Mrs.
uses.
the Aberdeen Angus."
Minasian of Chicago and Mrs. Florence Barringer,27. both of 116
which had been opened, and was West 22nd St., and Glenn Mannes, rected through priorityprovisic
FATHER SUCCUMBS
The Wilkinsonsbought a bull Frank Glafcke, of Robinson townCommon coundll at its meeting forced into Hie oncoming lane of 581 State St A second fox which The contracts are being filled"]
Eastern Ave., Grand Haven, were
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Mattson, May 5. after Aid Frank Smith reand two heifers from the best of ship; and the following brothers.
charged with lascivious behavior 311 West 17th St., left Monday
traffic, or on the wrong side of they saw playing with the one at the Racine, Wis., unit of the
blood, with fine pedigrees running George of Muskegon, Raymond of
upon complaint made by her hus- afternoon for Calumet in the up- ported that (‘omplamls had been Jhe road The sheriff placed a which they bagged made its company while civilian orders keep ]
back several generations. These Cleveland,Richard of Durand, Ed- band, Marion Barringer.
made to the storage of trucks on charge of reckless driving against escape
the local plant busy. A new gar-‘
per peninsula upon receivingword the properly, voted to instructthe
animals came from the Cesor ward of Grand Haven township,
About a week ago Mannes spied rtson shoe is scheduled for produc-;
Harry Dreese. 49. of Ferrys- of the death of Mrs. Mattson's
lokarczjk and Monday night he
farms near Detroit. The heifers Warner of Muskegon, Winfield of
city attorney to act to abate the
burg, was charged with the theft father, Mr. Keveme.
paid a fine of $25 and casts of $4 - a fox while the two young men tion and it is possible that the^
since have given birth to two ani- Chicago and Roy of Robinson
alleged nuisance.
60.
were hunting crows. Unable to company may make some of these f
of two bathing trunks and a candy
fnals, a bull and a heifer, both of township.
shoot it then, they decided to try at the Holland plant.
bar from the McLellan store Aug.
^I'ich the Wilkinsonsare raising.
and get it at
later date.
2. Dreese told the court he was
This summer they purchased anMeantime, they heard that a farintoxicated.
Change* Plea to Guilty
other heifer from the Scripps- Storm Causes Damage
mer in that vicinityhad lost 20

A now

FOUR FINED IN

RUUD UP ANGUS
HERD

IN

!

COURT AT GJL

COUNTY

ROBINSON RESIDENT
TAKEN
DEATH

NEW ORDER
SHOE

TO

COMPANY
—

ON
ORDINANCE CHARGE
FACE

Membenhip

E

firm.

THREE ADMIT GUILT
TO CHARGES AT

FOX

BAGGED BY
TWO SOUTH OF

M

•

-j

a

Win Championship
National Water Shi Tournament

Sligh and Miss Helder

Booth Wildwood farms at Lake

in North Blendon Area
Orion near Detroit.
In time a fine herd of the beauNorth Blendon, Aug. 14 (Spectiful black cattle will be developed on their farm which they re- ial)— Monday’s storm caused manajPe^ Black Creek Angus farm. jor damage in the North Blendon
The Angus is a jet black, polled area. The barn on the Charles

Carpenter at G.H.

It

Hurt in Fall Off Ladder
Grand Haven. Aug. 14 (Special)

—Arthur Vanden Bosch, 54,

16

Titles at
Individual

Crowns

Alio

Decided in Contests
animal, of compact body more Rietman farm was destroyedby South Eighth St., fell 10 feet from
fire
at
about
4:30
p.m.
Two
calves,
n ladder about 10 a.m. Wednesday
cylindncal than the Hereford or
on Local Lake
Shorthorn. The breed ranks high a flock of chickensand all the through a window he was instalhay and grain were included in the ing in a frame at the Eagle-OtTop honors in the third annual
ono^ei8ht'bulls easBy attaining
2,21X1 pounds and cows 1,400 loss. It was not determined wheth tawa Leather Co. He suffered national water ski championships
er the barn was struck by light- scalp injuries and was taken to
pounds.
which were held over the weekThe Wilkinsons are carrying on ning or whether the fire started Municipal hospital In an ambul- end on Lake Macatawa under
studies with hybrid com, having when a tree fell, snapping the elec- ance for an x-ray examination.
sponsorship of the Macatawa Bay
tric wire.
Mr. Vanden Bosch had been Yacht club were awarded two
planted Ohio 20 and 24 this year
The 20, they say, is more resistant A bam on the farm of Mrs. John employed for many years at the members of the local Macatawa
La Mar and another bam on the leather company as a carpenter. Bay Water Ski association.
to corn borer. Mr. Wilkinsonalso
Sam Hague farm were blown He is a brother-in-law of Frank
p“n,teJ aorne Huron oats, which
They were Charles R. Sligh,
down. The roof of the bam on the M. Lievense of Holland.
yielded better than his previous
Jr., of Holland and Miss Lyda
Ben
Kuyers
place was blown off.
plantings, but not as heavily as
Mae Helder of Grand Rapids. Mr.
Several small buildings on variARCHERY SCORES
though he had had enough seed to
Sligh, with 1,000 point? won the
ous
farms
were
blown
down
and
Men,
Neal
Houtman,
411;
Don
sow as thickly as he desired.
men’s national championshiptitle
a number of trees uprooted.
De Waard, 408; Norm Vander and Miss Helder with 700 poinU
Schel
336;
Walter
De
Waard.
285;
given transfer
won the women’s national title.
FIRE IN ALLEGAN
Gordon De Waard, 230; A1 WaltFort Custer, Aug. 14— Pvt. RayIndividual championshiphonors
Allegan, Aug. 14— The fire de- ers, 182; and John Vander Wege,
partment was called to the home 93; women, Alma De Waard, 349; went to Sligh, first in the jumpof Mr. and Mrs. James Markley Geneva De Waard, 325; Laura tag event; Douglas Fonda, New
been transferredwith a group 6155
Monday to extinguish a blaze Steggerda. • 197; Julia Vander York dty, first in the trick ridtag
selectees to Camp Grant, 111., foi
caused by sparks from a defective Schel, 195: Stell Walters, 179; event; and W. B. (Bud) Pickard,
trainingat that station.
Fort Custer, first in the slalom
chimney. The damage was slight
Jean Ver Berg, 54.
event
,

•aia&asgfi

Sligh aLo placed .second in the
trick riding and in (he slalom
contests. His first place netted
him 400 points and he scored 300
points for each second position.

Miss Helder placed first in
trick riding and second in the
slalom. She was tied by Mias
Nevlyn Eves of Kenilworth,111.,
who scored 700 points by placing
first in the slalom and second in
the trick riding but the judges
awarded the champioaship title
to Miss Helder for exhibiting excellent form which is the basis

Meet Will

Be .Staged

Here

Next Year; Date* Yet
to Be Set

chickens one night. About 5:30
in Assault on Taxi Man
a.m. today, without dogs, they
went to the place where they had
Gerrit Nykamp, local taxi
seen the fox and in a short time
erator, who first pleaded not guilt
found two of them playing in a to the charge, appeared recent
gully.
ly before Municipal Judge
The fox wax first wounded by a
mond L. Smith and pleaded gull
12-gauge shotgun which Ver Burg
to a charge of assault and batte
was carrying. Mannes finally killon Milton Schofield, a rival
ed the animal with a shot through
operator.
the stomach from a .22 calibre ro-

Nykamp was assessed a fine
of the executive committee had pcating rifle,
$25 and costs of $4.15 which'
been held and that its members
arrangedto pay. The alleged off*
voted unanimously to accept the
ense occurred last July 7.
invitation.Dates for the event Overrule* Motion to
will be set later.
Dismi** Court Charge
Second honors in the national
Vanden Berg Case
championshipswent to Pickard,
with 738 points.He was awarded
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
Granted Coi
an aquaplane.Third place was —A motion to dismiss the case
in the judging of all events.
won by Fonda with 720 points, against Arthur Donaldson, 30,
After a forenoonsession
Presentation of trophies and winning a marine clock. Other route 5, Grand Rapids, charged
day, examination of Kenneth V
prizes to the various winners was finishersand their points follow: witfrindecentexposure, was denied
den Berg, 23, route 3, Holland,
made by Commodore O. W. Fourth. George Good. Grand Rap- in a decision filed in circuitcourt a non-support charge before Mu
Ixwry Sunday night following a ids (local water ski club member), today by Judge Fred T. Miles of
idpal Judge Raymond L. Smi
buffet supper at the yacht club. 481; fifth, Jack Fisher, Wilmette,
,
was continued Tuesday af
In response to an invitation 111., 374; sixth, Don Ibsen, The motion to dismiss the case.
pending further proceedings in
from Mr. Lowry for the Ameri- Seattle,Wash., 315; seventh, Erl- on the. grounds there was lack of cult court, upon agreement Of
can Water Ski associationto hold ing O. Wiig, Oonneaut Lake, Pa., sufficientprobable cause, was
parties involved.Mrs Faye
the 1942 championshipsagain on 257; eighth, Dan B. Hains, Jr., heard last July 19. Donaldsonis at
den Berg, his wife, was tthe.
Lake Macatawa, Dan B. Hal ns Trenton, NJ., 253; ninth, Dave libertyunder $350 cash bond
_
witness,
Vanden Berg was
of Trenton, N.J., associationpres- Thompson. Benton Harbor, 164;
will appear for trial, during the with non support of his'
ident, announced that a meeting
(See: Ski Meet— Next Page.)'
September term of court.
child.

U
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fell while going over the

afternoon. He was
examined by a physician and ad-

jump Sunday

SHUTOUTS,

14, 1941

own doctor if he
experiencedany difficulty with

FOUR OTTAWA Miss Thelma Grevengoed

MODELS

vised to see his

HE GAME MARK

the injury.

Sunday'sprograri started at 10
am. with the women’s trick riding event. The last event, the

SOFTBALL PLAY

men's jumping championships,
was not concluded until about
7:15 p.m.

Mrs. Winner finished third in
the women's trick riding behind
Miss Helder and Miss Eves.
Fourth place was won by Mrs.

Tailors and Zeeland Win;
Steffens and Hulsts

Hams

Are Even

Next came the men's slalom in
which Pickard won first and received a trophy and a pair of
shoes as the champion.Sligh finished second and Fisher won
third, receiving a pair of 'ja thing
trunks. Hains finished fourth.
Good was fifth and Fonda was

Two shutouts and a tic game
featured the Holland softball
league games In Riverviewpark
Tuesday night
Steffens Food store and Hulsts
Market, who always put on a
close affair, battled to a 11 draw
in eight innings while the Dyk- sixth.
First place in trick riding, the
ema Tailors shut out the F’ure
next event, was awarded to
Oils, 5-0. and the Zeeland Sun0006 blanked the Amxmr Leath- 1 Fonda, who receiveda trophy and
a table as the champion.He perers, 3-0.
Third Baseman Griep got the formed three of the toughest
tricks, the first riding backwards
longest hit of the evening with a
homer in the fourth for Hulst's on both skis with the bar beonly
Kmie Overbook got tween his knees; the second riding backward on both skis with
Steffens' only run in the first
when he singled and came home the bar between his legs and in
his mouth; and the third, riding
on an error.
Kraai and Vryhof. first two backward on one ski.
For his three tricks which gave
men up for the Dykemas. walked.
Kraai scoring on a center-field him second place. Sligh rode
single and Vryhof coming in on backwards on both skis, rode
a throw. Batema also walked in backwards with one ski lifted
the second and came in on an- above the water and rode on one
other throw. Ousting got around ski. holding the bar with his
on an error and Batema singled toes and holding the other ski
and came in on a fly for the above his head with both hands.
Third place went to Ibsen for
last run
Zeeland had its big inning in which he received a penknife. He
the sixth when Van Lden and first rode on one ski with the
VoOcers both singled to left and other held above his head with
scored on Styfs double to left. both hands. Then he held the
rope on his foot and rode on one
Styf later scored on an om.
Pres Bos, Steffens hurler, al- ski. and for his third trick, rode
lowed five hits, fanned nine and holding the rope with one hand
walked three while Dutch Schur- and placing the other hand on the
l

nm

S

Hulst outfit gave free ski in the water.
Pickard placed fourth and Wiig
five hits, fanned four and walked
was fifth in the trick riding
four.
For placing first in the women's
Windcmuller gave out four hits,
struck out one and walked eight slalom. Miss Eves received a
while Ben Jansen, giving out bathing suit and a compact. Mrs.
three hits, fanned 11 and walked Winner placed third and Mrs
Hains was fourth.
three.
The day's concluding event was
Blaukamp of Zeeland allowed
two hits, struck out eight and the jumping contest. In placing
walked none while Ray Weener second to Sligh. Good won a tow
and Corky Weener of the Armour line and Fonda, in third place,
team gave six hits, downed five received a jacket.
Other positions in this event
on strikes and walked two.
follow; Fourth. Pickard; fifth.
Non-scoringplayers:
Steffens— Buursma. Crozier, T. Wiig; sixth. Fisher; seventh, IbBouwraan, Handwerg, S. Bouw- sen; eighth, Roberts; ninth.
man, De Witt, Steffens, Johnson Gnehm: tenth, Hains; 11th Telling; 12th Jensen.
and P. Bos.
Points scored in Saturday's
Hulstf— Hulst. Westerhof, Tuls,
J. Bouwman, Slager, R. Bouw- jumping event were added to
man, Piersma, Prince and Schur- those amassed in Sunday's event
in determiningthe winners. Only
man.
Dykemas — Koopman, Jansen. points scored Sunday counted in
Prince, Westerhof, Bos and Dyk- the slalom event toward the
championshiptitle.
ema.
In Saturday's slalom and jumpPure Oils — L. Elenbaas, De
Neff, Kempker, Ingraham. J. ing events for men, Sligh carried
Elenbaas, Conklin, Rutgers. Ven- away the honors when he qualder Ploeg. Schrotenboer,Winde- ified for each event with the highest score. Sligh chalked up 27
muller and Thomas.
Zeeland
Buter. Waldyke. points in the slalom and was tied
Meengs, . Wyngarden, Karsten, by Pickard.
Sixteen out of 23 contestants
Schaap and Blaukamp.
Armours — Brown, Hulst. Van qualifiedfor Sunday's slalom anH
Dorple,
Weener, R. Weener, 15 out of a smaller number of
Paauwe, Bloemers, Van Liere, entrantsbecame eligiblefor the
Van Norden, Smith and Douma. jumping event.
If a contestant qualifiedtn

man of the

—

Slim STARTED Selects Wedding Date

FOR WAUKAZOO Convention in October

August 28 has been set for the
marriage of Thelma Grevengoed,
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
— Four suits were started in cirGrevengoed of Holland, and Baldcuit court Tuesday,including one
Friends and relatives attended
win L. De Komc, son of Dr. and
to set aside deeds and orders and
funeral services for Benjamin
Mrs. John C. De Rome of Grand
Winkels in Oakland Friday.
to quiet titles brought by James
Rapids.
A large number from here atJ. De Koster and Mary De Koster
The wedding will take place in tended the mission fest of Oakof Holland vs. Anna Luidens. Jo- the home of the parents of the
land, Drenthe and Overisel which
hanna Luidens and Ethel Luidens. bride-elect.A reception will fol- Was held in Overisel last week.
defendants, covering properly low.
Music was furnished by the
known as the east five rods of lot
Mrs. Clarence Sterenberg,.sister Drenthe band
1, block 37, original plat of the of Miss Grevengoed,will be matThe Rev. and Mrs. Essenbutg
city of Holland
ron of honor. Melvin De Kome of Chicago spent a few days with
Suit was also started by Gerald will be best man for his brother. their children,Mr. and Mrs. John
Broker of Grand Rapids against Mr. and Mrs. Louis Iw. Hekman of De Weerd.
Harm Rosema in which Broker Grand Rapids will be master and Mr and Mrs. Egbert Van Dam
seeks judgment of $10,000.to cov- mistress of ceremonies.
plan to celebrate their 50th weder hospital bills, loss of earnings
Miss Grevengoed has been hon- ding anniversary Thursday evenand damage to plaintiff's car and ored at several showers recently. ing
clothing as the ro.'Ult of an auto- Miss Marie Beckman of Holland
S Etenga of Grand Rapids who
mobile accident last Feb. 5. on M- and Miss Carol De Kruyter en- spent his younger days in this
50 near the intersectionof high- tertained at a double shower for vicinity called on old friends here.
way M-114, about five miles west Miss Grevengoed and Mrs. L.
Mr. and Mrs John Klomp has
of Grand Rapids. Plaintiff,who Hekman at Miss De Kruyter’s returned from spending a few
was driving in a easterly direction, home in Grand Rapids. Guests days in Lucas.
alleges defendant, who was driving from Holland, Grand Rapids,
Henry Telgenhof.Jr. who Is
north on the intersectinghighway Grand Haven and New Jersey at- laid up with infantileparalysis is
M-114, collidedwith Broker s car, tended.
improving
causing permanent injuries to
A nice rain fell Monday evenOn Aug. 1. Mrs. J. Boerema and

Drenthe News

|

plaintiff.

Evelyn Adema Broker has also
started suit against Rasema in
which she seeks judgment of $15,000 agaiast Rosema as a result of
the same accident in which Broker
is seeking $10,000 damages from
Rosema. Mrs. Broker at the time
of the accidentwas unmarried
and her name was Evelyn Adema
She was a passenger in the Broker
car. Mrs Broker seeks damages
to cover doctor and hospital hills,
damage to her clothing, wrist
watch, glasses,etc., lass of earnings and permanent disfigurement
and permanent injuries, according
to the allegatioa>

Suit was also commenced by
William Ragcr of Muskegon
against John Niemazyk of Grand
Haven, in which he seeks damages amounting to $10,000 as the
result of an automobileaccident
which happened last Jan. 17 in
Spring Lake when Rager was a
passenger in a car owned and operated by Burton Cruson. Rager
alleges he sustained cuts and
bruises and sufferedpermanent
and disfiguring scars when the
Niemazyk car struck the Croson
car.

WOMAN

IS

HELD

AS EMBEZZLER
11

—

Grand Rapids. Aug
Because Mrs. Sophia Powell, 42year-old"ideal" employe of the
Inter-State Freight Co, wanted
to "live expensively’ she was held
today on a charge of embezzling
$15,000 from her employes.
)

Mrs. D. Thomasma entertained at
the Candle-light House in Grand
Rapids. Many beautifulgifts were
presented to Miss Grevengoed.

On

Wednesday evening of this
week, Miss Sena Grevengoed and
Mrs. Clarence Grevengoedhonored
Miss Grevengoed with a miscellaneous shower. Attending were
aunts and cousins of the bride-tobe.

Overisel

News

Rev

Stanley Schipperof TrinReformed church. Grand Rapids. will have Charge of the services in the Reformed church on
Sunday Rev. Schipper is a son of

ISth Annual Reunion

H

STYLE

SHOW

Youngsters Enjoy Annual
Children’sParty and
Marionettes
Manager S. E. Paulus has announced the list of models who
will take part In the seventh
annual Waukazoo Inn style show
to be held in the Blue and White
room of the Inn Saturday,August 16, in conjunction with the
Jeanes shoppe of Holland.

The committee in charge expects the seventh annual fall
showing to be the most outstanding in the event's history.
Howard H. Besuden of Cincinnati will again be at the microphone as master of ceremnies.
Among those who have already
accepted invitationsto model arc
Mrs. S. D. Gold and Miss Peggy
Kirchen of Holland, Miss Lois
Wulfekoetterand Mrs. Clemence
ing
Ottcrbein of Cincinnati, Mrs. EdMr and Mrs John Van Dam win P. Daly of Marshall, 111.,
made a trip up north last week Mrs. David S. Phelan of St. Louis.
and called on George Scholten. Mrs Roger Q. White, Miss Anne
Miss Jean Vis spent a few days Paulus and Mrs. Virgil Tobin of
at the beach with friends.
f Chicago. Mrs. William Barrett of
Indianapolis, Miss Ruth Anne
Cunninghamof Milwaukee, Miss

ity

Ten Cate Family Holds

LISTED Holland Will Entertain

The 15th annual reunion of the thn church.
descendantsof Dork Ten Cate
Janet Kollen led the Christian
was held Saturday afternoon and Endeavor meeting on Tuesday
evening in Overtsel grove. A bas- evening. The topic discussed was
ket supper was served with the “SettingChristian Standards in
Rev G. Vande Riet of Overisel Our Friendships."
pronouncingthe invocation.
Mr. atid Mrs. Julius Pomp and
Games were played under the Loraine called on Mr. and Mrs.
supervision of Mrs Dick Mouw Otto Schaap and Mr. and Mrs.
and prizes were awarded to Bert John Mulhoek, parents of twin
Vander Ploeg, Julius Ten Cate, boys, of Grand Rapids on Friday.
Mrs Ted Vanden Berg and HowMiss Loraine Pomp will teach
ard Ten Cate A program follow- English and gym in Reed City the
ed in charge of Mrs. Donald Van- coming school year.
der Ploeg and Mrs. John B VanGeneva Hazekamp has returned
der Ploeg.
home from the hospital.
A welcome speech was given by
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Pyle and
Jimmy Gemmill and a guitar solo family left on their vacation last
by Julius Ten Cate. A playlet week
entitled 'The Naughty Boy” was
Mrs. John Arink is visiting Rev.
followed by an instrumental duet and Mrs. Harold Arink in Spring
by Harold and Jay Ten Cate. Valley. 111.
Gretchen and Jane Vander Ploeg
Guests of Tony Freye on Sunsang a duet and BerjjaminTen day were Mrs. Ralph Van Dam,
Cate gave a Dutch reading.Henry Sophia Van Dam, and Mrs. RayTen Cate sang a Dutch solo.
mond Van Dam of Drenthe.
At the business meeting plans
The Sandy View school has new
were made for another reunion green slate chalk boards. New
next year to be held in the Over- books from Kellogg in exchange
isel grove the second Saturday in
for the old ones brought in last
August. Officers for the coming fall have also been received.
year are Dick Mouw. president;
The Immink family reunion was
John Stadt. vice-president; and
held at Veunnk's grove on Tues-

Mrs. Herbert Lee Vander Ploeg.

secretary and treasurer.Fifty-five
Prosecutor Menso R Bolt said
members were present.
Mrs. Powell admitted taking the
money by having the firm's accounting department issue checks Miss Visscher Feted
on claim requests that had been

Katherine Duffy of Louisville, and
the Misses Betty and Dottie Borders of Kansas City, Mo.
Youngsters between the ages of
six and sixty enjoyed the annual
Children's party Saturday night
in front of the Inn at which Mrs.
C. C. Wood entertained with a
marionette show Later in the

evening, Miss Eve Whittier of
Grand Rapids and Tag Chapman
of Kenilworth. 111., won prizes for
the best costumes based on the
theme, "What I want to be when
I grow up." Judges were A. S.
Hopkins of Chicago.John Riley

of St. Louis and Verne Wilson
of Cincinnati.

Among the new arrivals at
Waukazoo are Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Lahram and Mar> Alice and
Edith Ann, Morris Burlingame,
Mrs. Arthur H. Applegate and
Tom. Carl F. Margraf, Mr. and
Mrs. A A. Hupp and family Gordon Kriger. Mary G. Henry, all
of Cincinnati,Mr, and Mrs. Ballmer of Detroit,Mrs. Clarke Marion of Hamilton. O., Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Rile. Mrs. C. N. Jones
and E. M. Wald of St. Louis.
Adolph Eisner. Chicago, E. W.
Ball and family. J. L. Plummer
and family and Mrs. Anna Weit
of Ft. Thomas. Ky., and Mrs.
John T. I,cakes and son Bill of

Plans are being made for the
annual convention of the American Federation of Reformed Young
Women's societies which will be
held in Holland Ocl 8 and 9.
More than 1,000 delegates are expected from Christian Reformed

meetings will be held in Maple
Avenue church and the big mass
meeting on Oct 8 which is open
to the public will be held in

Hope

Manorial chapel Dr. H. Meeter
of Grand Rapids, teacher of Bible at Calvin college, will be the
Girls’ societiesall over the counheadline speaker. A large banquet
try. Each society sends two ofalso is scheduled.
Miss Johanna Timmer of Grand
Mias Dena Kuiper of Holland,
Rapids is president of the federavice president of the federation,
tion.
will serve as convention chairman
and hostess. She is being assisted by a committee of the Holland
class Is league. Miss Marjorie De
Vries heads the housing committee, Mias Albertha Bratt will take
charge of music and Mias Jeanette
Brink will serve aa convention
chairman. Publicity la in charge
of Miss Anne Beukema and Miss
ficial delegates.

DUTCHMEN Sll
GJL MILLERS IN

CLOSE CONTEST

Anne Brouwer.

A

prayer service in Fourteenth
Street Christian Reformed church
on the night of Oct. 7 will precede
the opening of the convention. County

Fourteenth Street church

will

serve as convention headquarters.
Conventionmeetings will be held
in various locations. Sectional

Setters Use Three

HuHers, Holland

Two

in 11-10 Tilt
The Holland Flying Dutchmen
on the top end of
a 11-10 score in a long and hardfinally ended up

MATCH WON BY

HOLLAND CLUB

fought battle with their old rivals,
the Grand Haven Millers,in Riverview park Wednesday night.
Grand Haven used three pitchers
who allowed a total of 13 hits

while Holland used two who allowed nine. Allen Piersma, former
Holland Country club golfers Holland high school moundster,
experienced little difficulty in de- showed up well in the four comfeating golfers from the Pon- plete innings he pitched and was
taluna Country club of Muskegon not removed until Howie Kueken
in an inter-clubmatch here Wed- smashed out a long homer to left
nesday afternoon.
field in the fifth inning driving in
The local aggregation won by a two other runs.
score of 40^ to 9H. Among those
Until Kueken came through, as
who turned in low scores for Hol- he inevitablydoes sooner or later,
land were Howard Jalving, 70; the lead was in the hands of the
George Slikkers, 73; Lee Kleis, 73; Dutchmen, who got off to a ripBen Timmer. 77; Venn Tuls, 74; ping start in the first when the
Ade Slikkers, 75, Joe Chamber- first three batters scored
lain. 78.
Grand Haven added three more
The low scores for Muskegon after Piersma was taken out and
were Dick Riensma, club pro. 77; the Hollanders fought a long, upMax Reck. 74; Harry Meiers, 79; hill battle in their last four innand H. Van Vulpen, 79.
ings to regain control.
Pro Kleis scored two points for
Right FielderLloyd Driscolltopthe local team over the Muske- ped the list of local batsmen with
gon pro. Kleis had Reinxma three three hits, including one home run,
down at the end of first nine but and four runs in five times at bat.
the visitingpro was two up on
ShortstopBaldus and Second
Kleis on the second nine.
Baaeman Karrell led Grand HavPoints scored by the various lo- en with three hits apiece, Baldus
cal golfers follow;
Kleis, 2; Timmer, 4; Clarence
Lokker, 3; Raymond L. Smith,
2H; George Slikkers,3; Ade Slikkers, 3; Ade De Groot, 3; Jalving,

also clocking a circuit rider in the
eighth.
Zietlow, Eminegger and Marod,
pitching for the losers, struck out
four and walked six. Pitrsma al3; Chamberlain, 3; Henry Ter lowed five hits, fanned two and
Haar, 3; Ed Heneveld, 3; Tuls, 3; walked three and Lefty Van WlerDr. T Van Haitsma, 3; H. Plea- en, mopping up after four runs had
sant, 3; and Bill Pelon, 2 Vi.
scored In the fifth and continuing
Dayton. O
Kleis Is urging all local golf- from there, gave four hits, struck
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F Palmer
of Cincinnati are also staying at ers to play first round matches in out seven and passed three on
the Inn. Mr. Palmer is a professor the club championshiptourney in balls.
Grand Haven launched its drive
in the University of Cincinnati order that it may be completed
by Labor day.
In the third frame when four runs
engineeringschool.

scored on two hits and three local
Judge and Mrs. John H. Druffol
The Voorhorst family reunion
errors. Singles by Karrel and Kuewas held at Du Mont lake last and family of Gncinnati visited
ken drove in Fisher and Baldus,
Friday with about 50 people en- the Thomas Hogan Jrs.. at Blue
both of whom reached first on
joying the basket picnic at noon. Heron cottage last week.
Harry Brenner's errors. Karrel
Mrs. John Brink, Jr., presided at
at Bridal Luncheon
either the slalom or jumping event paid.
the business meeting. Mrs. Floyd
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pyle and scored on an error and Kueken
Yellow and white formed the Albers read the minutes of last
he became eligible to compete in
three children, residing west of after a fly.
Authorities will confer today, he
By this time the Hollanders had
Sunday’strick riding contest.
Zeeland, enjoyed a trip to northMid, on the charge to be placed color scheme for a luncheon Sat- year's meeting A short program
urday in the Theodore Boot home was next Dorothy Jean and ShirQualifiers for the slalom fol- against her.
ern Michigan including the straits four runs, three in the first and
low; Sligh, 27. Pickard, 27; Wiig.
and Traverse City. They also visit- one In the second, and In their half
Bolt said Mrs. Powell used the at 38 East 17th St. honoring Miss ley Ann Schipper sang a duet,
of the third again went into the
25; Tyndall.24; Fisher. 24; O’- embezzledmoney to live in a lav- Gertrude Visscher whose mar- after which Russel Busscher recited friends at Rose Gty.
(Continued from page one.)
lead.
Mahoney, 23; Sieffert. 22; Thomp- ish style, meet old debts and fin- riage to Paul Vander Hill will ixi "The Elephant." Then Phyllis
Miss
Stella
De
Jonge,
student
at
tenth, August Gnehm. Sun Valley,
take place in Trinity Reformed Jean Brink and Thelma Voorhorst
son, 22; Fonda. 22; Hains, 21; ance her son s education
Nels Van Lente’s triple in the
Davenport,
la.,
returned
Monday
Idaho, 133; Uth, Bill Telling,
Krause, 21; Telling,18; Good, 16;
each sang a little song Lois Voorafter spending a week at the home first drove in Harry De Neff who
The firm is bonded. Boll said church Sept. 9
Holland local water ski club
Chanute Field, 111., Aug. 14 —
Gnehm, 15; Jensen. 15; Hall, 12 Mrs. Powell was dischargedreThe centerpieceof the luncheon horst gave a talk on her trip to
of her parents,Dr. and Mrs. J. De had walked and Loren Wenzel's
member), 58; 12th, G. M. RobThe qualifying jump provided cently.
table was of yellow gladioli Kentucky last spring After the A month ago Chanute field issued Jonge, on Main St. Her brother, single drove In Van Lente. Wenerts, Grand Rapids (local water
more thrills than the slalom as
flanked by tall yellow tapers program sports and swimming a call for selecteeswho could work Peter Jay, also student at Daven- zel scored on a throw.
ski club member), 53; 13th, Charthere were more spills. A fall in
Place cards were miniature brides were in order. John Voorhorstis as machinists.Today Fort Custer's port, returned a few days before.
Tuesink brought in the aecondles O’Mahoney, Conneaut Lake.
the slalom, however, disqualified
The
gift table also followedthe the newly elected president and reception center, with newly-inMiss
Cathryn
Boonstra. home inning run on a single after being
Pa., 49; 14th, Del Jaasen, Wisducted soldiers from the groat
a contestant. He still had a
color scheme and a white wedding Arlyne Voorhorst is the secretaryeconomicsteacher at Lake Orion, hit by a pitched ball.
consin Rapids, Wis., 36; 15th,
BY
automobile and industrial cities of
chance after a fall on the jump
bell was suspendedabove it. The treasurer.
Driscoll singled In the third and
Is spending this week at Camp
Lieut Edward Krause, Fort CusMichigan, is answeringthe call.
Qualifiers in this event follow
affair was in the form of a miscame
in on a wild pitch.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Hossink
of
Michi-Vo-Ed
near
Allegan
at
the
ter, 19; Jerry Sieffert,Oshkosh,
There are no former butchers,
Grand Haven. Aug 14 -One of cellaneous shower and the afterSligh, 82. Good. 81; Fonda. 77;
In the fifth. Kueken's base
Holland entertained Mr. and Mrs. or bakers, or candlestick makers school conferencefor home ecoWis.. 19, tied.
Fisher. 77; Wiig, 75; Hains, 70; the worst electrical storms to hit noon was spent informally
rounder scored Baldus and Karrel
Earl Albers and Barbara, Mr. and
nomics instructors.
As national champion. Sligh rePickard. 70; Roberts,67; Tyn- this vicinityin many years struck
Hostesses were Mrs.
R Mrs. Albert Vos and Ronald. Mr among these selectees. Such names
Mrs.
S. Olson and son, Hugh, after which Westerhof brought in
ceived two trophies and a pair of
is
"hookers",
"coremakers”,
"madall, 67; Gnehm, 66; Ibsen, 66; here late Monday afternoon, Mulder. Mrs Stephen Karsten,
and Mrs. Eli Nykamp and Sylvia, chine molders," and other occupa- returned to their home in Mil- the eighth run, reaching first on a
water skis and wooden shoes. The
Telling, 55; Jensen, 48; O’Maho- stunning several people and doing Mrs. Edward Van Eck and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kraker tional names less familiar to the waukee, Wis., after spending a single to left and scoring on a
trophies become his permanent
considerable damage in Grand Boot. Guests included Mrs. II. D
ney, 29.
on
Tuesday evening.
posessioasif he wias the title
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. throw.
A large crowd gatheredat the Haven. Spring Lake and Ferrys- Terkeurst. Mrs A Ottoman. Mrs. The Overisel baseball team won layman identifythe civilian work Harry Derks on Central Ave.
Driscoll with his homer also
three different times. By winning
of these men.
yacht club and numerous specta- burg and other sections near C. Trapp, Mrs (' Kosten. Mrs
brought in the only, Holland run
the jumping event, he also reover
East
Holland
last
Friday
6
to
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Van
Pvt. Clyde A Bolt. Zeeland,
tors lim'd the shore between the here.
P Machida. Mrs
Do Jong
In the fifth.
ceived a dozen golf balls, and a
worked as an enamel sprayer for a Farowe of Portage, where he is
Much of (ho damage seemed to Mrs. R. Visscher. Mrs G Schuil- 1.
yacht club and Jenlson park to
Karrel rounded the sacks for
trophy which becomes his perAmy
Slotman.
Harriet Mulder. refrigeratorcorporation in Grand- pastor of the Reformed church,
center around Seventh and Wash- ing and Mrs. G Glupker
the Havenites on a couple of
manent possession. For placing see the two-day competition.
Angeline
Immink.
Frances
De
visited
relatives
and
friends
in
ville. Melbourne B. Cutler, MusAn unusual sight was provided ington Sis. One unidentified man
second in trick riding he receivRoos, Charles Kraker. Kenneth kegon, was a thread-milling ma- Zeeland the past week. Last Mon- singles in the sixth and Baldus
Saturday about 4:15 p.m. when was rendered unconsciouswhile
ed a tow rope. He was given a
Mrs. Floyd Riemersma
Wolters, Eugene Welters, all of chine operator with an airplane day they left for a pleasure trip to completed their scoring with his
leaving a parking space
tow rope for second in the sla- the large yacht of Herman Falk
Overisel, and Jason Geerlmgs of company in his home city. " tend- Niagara falls. They were accom- homer in the eighth.
A
bolt
apparently
struck
his
of Milwaukee, steamed Into the
Is Feted at Shower
De Neff and Van Lente, both of
lom.
Zeeland are attending the W. K. ed a semi-automatic machine panied by their mother, Mrs. A.
harbor She was the Seaforth and car and witnesses said that it
whom
had singled, scored on DrisMiss Helder received a trophy
Mrs. Floyd Riemersma who be- Kellogg camp at Pine Lake this
which cut screw threads on metal Pyle.
after a cruise to the eastern end appearedas though the entire top
coll’s second single to center field
which she will retain permanentfore her recent marriage w;i., week.
A.
C.
Bryant
of
Stockton,
objects." Pvt. Cutler said of his
of Lake Macatawa, she returned of the car was aflame for a few
ly If she wias the national title
Judy Looman was guest of honor
Guests of Louis Slotman and his former work.
Ala. visited friends in Zeeland in the sixth.
seconds The car jolted and the
three times She also received a and dropped anchor on the opIn the eighth, Wenzel walked
at
a
linen shower Wednesday sister, Mrs. MacDougall,on SunMonday.
motor
was
killed.
The
man
was
Two
"machine
buffers"
are
posite side of the lake. The Seapair of skis and engraved kkrnievening given by her mother day were Mr. and Mrs. Will Slotand Driscollsingled to right. Ken
Mrs.
Anna
Crask
returned
to
revived in a few minutes
personified in Pvt. Manfield J.
pen. For placing first in the forth departed Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Henry I^ooman. at her home man of Chicago,Henry Slotman
Vanden Berg reached first on a
Clerks in the Henry Oasemier
Pressey. Muskegon, and Pvt. Ar- her home in Sturgis Saturday after
trick riding event, she was and received a gun salute from
on West Ninth St
third baseman's error which scorand
daughter
Muriel
of
Detroit.
visiting
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
noll Vander Kolk, Zeeland. Their
awarded a cocktail table. She the yacht club and greetings from store near the same spot were
A three-course lunch was served Wenzel and advanced Driscoll
Guests
of
Mrs.
Edward
Folkert
Mrs.
Lloyd
Hall
on
East
Main
St.
nearby boats.
stunned and Henry Peel, propriwork was different, however. Prosreceived a tow rope for placing
ed by the hostess, assisted by and Evelyn on Friday afternoon
to third. Brenner, hit by a pitched
etor of the F^iel shoe store, was
sey polished hides by holding them the past two weeks. She returned
iecond in the slalom.
Ivorena Looman and Helen Was- were Mrs. G. J Kropscott of
ball, loaded the sacks and another
with
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Donald
knocked down by the bolt. C A
against a revolving abrasive.VanAs the second best woman Are Fined for Fiihing
sink The house was decorated fur Hampshire,Texas; Mrs. J. H. Dubrun walked In when Bob Vanden
Myers of Presley'sdrug store was
der Kolk buffed and polished auto- Wright, who spent the week-end
water skier, Miss Eves received
the occasion. Games were played bink and daughter,Florence, of
Berg was walked. Ken brought in
here.
Five-year-old
Kay
Frances
mobile hardware.
With Too Many Lines knocked down and stunned for and prizes wore awarded to Mrs
a pair of water skis. For third
the winning run when Tuesink
Lansing; Mrs. Albertus Pieters.
several minutes.
Pvt. Harold F. Cross, Dowagiac, Wright is now a guest at the Hall
place with 450 points, Mrs. Kay
A. Brandsen. Mrs. B. Brandsen, Mrs. G. H. Dubbink. Mrs Henry
singled to the pitcher.
home.
The
telephone
company
reportCharles Steeastra and Fred
Winner. Wilmette, 111., was
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Rienx'i- Naberhuis, all of Holland; Mrs. and Pvt. Earl C. Ennonga, Grand
Holland
AB R H E
Haven, were punch press operatawarded a pair of candle sticks. Vander Ploeg, both of Grand ed, scatteredtrouble Forty sta- sma A play was given by Lorena
......5
2 2 0
John
Kronemeyer
of
Hamilton,
tions
were
placed
out
of
commisFourth place was won by Mrs. Rapids, were arrested Tuesday on
Looman and Helen Wassink They Miss Gertrude Kronemeyer of Zee- ors. Cross ran a power punch press Battjes Entertain Many
....... 4
2 3 0
sion
in the Tri-Cities.The time
Cranberry
lake
for
fishing
with
and
power
brake
for
a
stove
manuDan P. Hams. Sr, Trenton. N.J.,
also sang a few songs with Clar- land; Mr. and Mrs. A. Walter of
......3
clock
on
the
new
lighted
fountain
seven
lines.
Arraigned
before
Grand Rapids Friends Driscoll, rf ...........••••• 5 2 1 0
facturer in Dowagiac and Ennenga
with 338 points.
issa Ixroman.
3
4 0
Ann
Arbor;
Mrs.
James
Kollen.
Irwin of Coopersville. in Central park was damaged.
In presenting the trophies, Howard
Other guests were Mrs. C Mrs. Mannes Folkert and Irene of operated a punch press cutting out
3
1
0 2
The
fire departmentmade two
each
was
assessed
a
fine
of
55
forms of a car muffler for a muffMr. and Mrs. Dewey Battjes of
Lowry explainedthat the water
Schemper. Janet Schemper. Mrs Overisel.
......4
0
0 2
calls
within
15
minutes'
time
diiki tourney in Holland resulted and costs of $6.85, which they arGrand Rapids have entertained
J Vanden Berg. Celesta Mae Several Overiselites attended ler company in his home city.
1 .... 4
0
1 1
rectly after the storm
ranged
to
pay.
Tlie
arrests
were
after Sligh "sold" the sport to the
several Grand Rapids friends reVanden o Berg, Mrs. W. Hirdes
......4
1
1 0
the
Ionia
fair this week.
Considerable
damage
was
done
made
by
Conservation
Oflicer
yacht club. Lowry thanked all
cently at their summer home on
Mrs. C. Looman. Mrs. G. I/ximan.
0 0 0
..... 1
to the Elmer Klop residence near
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard Steketee TEACHERS
Forrest
Lavoy.
contestants for "putting on a good
Lake Macatawa at Central park.
Mrs. M. Looman and Mrs R.
...... 3
0 1 0
the city limits. A large part of
and Gail Margaret of Grand Raphow" after coming here at their
SESSIONS Mr. and Mrs. J. Smeelink and
Raak. Others invited were Mrs
the
corner
of
the
house
was
deids
were
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
own expense. He also thanked Three Local Selectees
children,Jud, Carol and Lorraine
Harm Looman, Mrs. R. Nykamp
... 36 11 13 5
stroyed.
Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst Sunday eveother individuals for their work
Mrs. H. Schemper. Mrs. A. Van
Allegan, Aug. 14— A group of spent the week-end with them.
Grand Haven
AB R H E
A
summer
cottage
in
Highland
ning.
Mrs.
Ralph
Steketee
returnas members of various commitAre Sent to Fort Bragg
Kampen, Mrs. John Schutte and
Mr. Battjes’mother, Mrs. Helen Fisher, cf ....................5
140 teachers are attending a con0
Park, was struck. A large tree
ed with them after visiting at the
tee*.
Mrs. Louis Volkema.
ference for vocational homemak- Battjes of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Baldus, ss ....................5 3 2 0
was
destroyed
and
part
of
it
fell
Voorhorst
home
for
a
few
weeks.
Fort Custer, Aug. 14— "Marin us
Three events decided the chaming teachers sponsored by the Margaret Heasley, guests at the Karrel, 2b ....................5 3 2 1
Lois and Arlyne Voorhorst have
piomhips in the men's division— A. De Kraker. Herman Oudemolen on the cottage.
WANT SHOE REPAIRMAN returned
state board of control for voca- Battjes cottage for a week, left Kueken, lb ................ 3 2 2 0
Several
homes
were
struck
on
from
a
six
weeks'
stay
the «lak)m, jumping and trick and Donald J. Wierda, all of HolAn open competitiveexamination
tional education Monday to Friday last week-end.
Westerhof,c ..........
3
0
US-31
north
of
Ferrysburg.
at
Camp
Oak
Openings
in
SaugaHding. Two events, trick riding land. recently inducted into the
will be held by the U.S. civil serthis week at Camp Michi-Vo-Ed,
Mrs. Battjes entertaineda group Deremo, 3b .............. 3 0 0 1
The county road commission retuck.
and slalom, decided the women's army, have been transferred with
vice commission for the position
near Allegan.
of Grand Rapids friends at a HbU|
••*•••• 5
0 0 0
championship.
a group of 114 selecteesto the ported hundreds of trees down in of shoe repairman with employDr. Muriel Brown, consultant in luncheonTuesday. Present were Dobson, If .................. 4 0
Bruce Parker, 1940 champion field artilleryreplacementtrain- Ottawa county.
ment in the quartermastercloth- Jury List Is Drawn for
family life education from the Mesdames John Gerriteon, Wesley ZUtlow, p
...... .10
0 0
of Garden City, Long Island, and ing center at Fort Bragg, North
ing and equipment repair shops,
United Stateg office of education, Karsies, J. Franken, John ty* Eminegger, p .......... 2 0 0 0
Mils Virginia Pfaff, Brooklyn, N. Carolina, for training at that sta- Man Accnsed of Theft
September Court Term is leader of -the discussionpro- Bert Hunderman, B. K. Kuiper, A. Marod, p
Fort Custer, Mich. Full particuO' 0 0 0
Y„ 1940 women's champion,were tion. The trip was made in a speclars may be obtainedfrom Dick
gram. Members of the staff of the Slenk, A. Van Sledright,B. HettX
WM...MM..MMMMM*
0 0
unable to be present to defend ial train.
in South Haven Sought Klein at Holland post office.
Grtnd Haven, Aug. 14 (Special) homemakingdivisionof the state derks and Belle TroosL
their titles. Parker's work and
—The jury list for the September board of control present at the
Guests a week ago Sunday were
Totals ..........
37 10 9 2
the fact that his assistant at
LIKES BUtTEBMILK
Holland police, upon request ’of
CARD 31 YEARS LATE
term of Ottawa circuit court which tonference Include: Ruth Free- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bos and
x-Batted for Dobson in ninth.
Jones beach became ill of appenDivon,
—A Salt Lake South Haven officials,checked Black River, N.Y.
-Some opens Sept. 7 was drawn today. gard, chief of vocation home- daughter Beth Susan, Mr. and
Grand Haven 004 041 010-10
dicitis prevented him from par- Oty resident,Charles Moat, holds buses on Tuesday in the search persons might; say postal service
The jury will* not be called until making education,Gladys Love Mrs. Gerald Rocks and daughter Holland ............311 012 03x-ll
ticipatingand Miss Pfaffs work the local buttermilk drinkingre* for Albert Rudolph, between 28
was a bit slow between Black Sept.
.
and Alba Lyster, supervisors,and Marilyn and Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Batteries: For Holland—Pien.necessitatedher absence.
ord. Spotting a sign "All the Milk and 30, who is wanted at South River and Fulton, 67 miles away.
Tho«e from Holland are Gerrlt Neva Voesbrlnk, itinerantteacher Hunderman, all of Grand Rapids.
ma. Van Wieren and Wemel; for
Only one injury to contestants You Can Drink for 10c," Most Haven on a grand larceny charge. A postcard mailed at Fulton Aug. Dykhuls, firit ward; Walter Allen,
trainer of Michigan State college.
Grand Haven— Zietlow, Eminegwss reported for the two day’s couldn’t resist the temptation and Police said he took between $800 5, 1910, by Miss Gladys Brown second ward; Cornelius De Jongh,
Railway tank can built by U. S. ger, Marod and Westerhof,
Jack Fisher of Wil- consumed five quirts in 20 min* and $1,000 in cash and checks arrived the other day of Mr. and
third' ward; Fred Heertpink,
Wyoming has almost 30 million oil companiestotaled 142,500 as of
ptte, III, suffered chest injuries utet
from a South Haven resort
Mrs. Fred Ring.
fourth ward. •
acres of unreserved land.
January 1, 194L
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Tinholt-Hekman Vows

!

ACCIDENT HERE Solemnized in Chapel

FOR WEEK

Altar decorations of

[T2IITH0USA1

in

Hospital After

He

Rides Bike Into Track
)ur

New Homes Included

in List of

at Corner
AMP MRS. PAUL PUPRBT
OF PARIS, FRANCS, HAVt 79

Twenty-Six

Applications

6RANPCH/LPRSN, ANP ALL
OF THEM ARE BOVS /

lullding activitiesin Holland

i'

a sudden turn upward last
ek when 26 applicationsfor
ilding permits were filed with
y Clerk Oscar Peterson.
Total amount to be expended in
26 applicationswas $20,145 or
increase of $10,485 over last
tk’s figure of $9,660. Value of
permits for the week of July
was $15,825.
Tour of the applications were
the construction of new homes
Holland bringing the year's

'ELON WASHBURNo* muruom, MmAomstm,
HAS WORN THE SfiMC
HAT FOR S¥ YEARS,
ANP ALTHOUGH
HE IS ft, IT
IS THE

Jarvin Prins, build home at 194
it 27th St., one and one-half
Dries, one family, 24 by 26 feet,
ime construction and asphalt
ofing, $3,150; one stall garage,
170; John Hamer, contractor.
[Peter Westrate,build home at
Washington Blvd., one story,

OF
i

h

'•

„

ONLY

OWNEP

THE

,_.ne construction with brick
fneer and asphalt roofing, 44 by
) feet, garage attached, $4,000.
Bernard Helmus, build home on
it 30th St., 32 by 28 feet, one
illy, one and one-half stories,
stairs unfinished;frame conjction and asphalt roofing,$3,J. S. Bouwens, Zeeland, con-

OF

Skelton told police that he did
not see the boy on the bicycleexcept that he "got a glimpse of

HAS eeen
in

ALIVE TOPAY
are in
north

CONSTANT

something" just before the boy
hit the truck on the right side
near the rear.
Glenn Mannes, 581 State St,
told police that his car, behind
a second car, had halted on State

gMSZ/

Amu.

St

for the intersectionwhen the
truck seemed to make an unexpected turn onto 19th St He said
the boy on the bicycledidn’t stop
for the stop sign and apparently
didn't see the truck until he crash-

rM%
WNU

HATM4AU4

Serrio*

actor.

Lucas, build home on West
5rd St., 24 by 40 feet, one story,
family, frame constructionand
lek veneer, $4,000;garage, frame
instruction,12 by 20 feet, $200;
S. Holkeboer and Sons, con-

truck-

fic to pass.

?MAPOilON
ij

a

hospitalreported he suffered
lacerationson his h«*d. An x-ray
examination of the spine revealed
no fracture, the hospitalsaid.
Driver of the oil truck, according to Holland police, was Harvey
Lavern Skelton, 31, route 1, Coloma, who was driving northeast on
Michigan Ave. and turning east
on 19th St. The boy was riding
northwest on State St. and, it was
said, passed between the curbing
and two cars which had stopped
at the intersectionfor other traf-

Pescenpank
\

injured as the result of

bicycle accident which occurred

The

HAT HE HAS
EVER

12-year-oldHolland bay wai

and Miss Harriet Lemkuil of Oost-

Novel Contests Featured

\nd

gladioli,

and candelabra

formed an attractive setting for
the marriage of Miss Donna Althea Tlnholt of Holland to Louis
R. Hekman of Grand Rapids in
Calvin Seminary chapel, Grand
Rapids, Friday afternoon. Miss
Tlnholt Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George B. Tlnholt of 609
State St. and Mr. Hekman is the
aon of Mr. and Mra. Henry Hek
man, 1115 Cadillac Drive, Grand

at 8:30 a.m. Friday at the fivecorner Intersection, formed by
River and Michigan Aves. and 19th
and State Sts.
Rapids.
The Injured youth wai Gerald
The single ring ceremony was
llenken, son of Mr. and Mrs. Her- performed at 4:30 o'clock by Dr.
man Menken, 479 Central Ave. R. J. Danhof and the Rev. H. J.

'

to 55 since last Jan. 1.
aother applicationprovided
installation of a new store
)nL The list of applicationsfol-

A

lilies

METE

HALF OF

palms,

ferns, two large baskets of white

Youth

AMASS TON AND

Kuiper.
liie bride was lovely In her
gown of traditional white satin
with soft flowing lines. The fitted
bodice waa fashioned with high
puffed sleeves, a modified V
neckline and a deep yoke of Chantilly lace which extended over the
shoulders into the button closing
In back. TTie very full skirt was
shirred Jo a snug fitting midriff
and fell into a long circulartrain.
Her ivory veil of bridal illusion extended beyond the train and was
caught by a tiara of orange blossoms. With her gown the bride
wore elbow length mitts of matching lace and carried a small white
Bible topped by white gardenias.
Miss Thelma Grevengoedof
Holland attended the bride as maid
of honor. She wore a combination
blue net and lace gown fashioned
with a fitted midriff and a full
skirt of alternating rows of lace
and net A crownless hat with a
shirred brim and blue lace mitts
completed her costume and she
carried an arm bouquet of pink
and white roses and lilies.

b employed at the Hekman Furniture Ox in Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Hekman left on a
wedding trip to Quebec and
through Canada. They will make
their home in Grand Rapids on

Aluminum Collected Her*

Pendmi

Stored at Park

State Orders

their return later in the month.
'
For traveling Mrs. Hekman chose
The scrap aluminum which Bar
• mossy crepe in burnt ginger with
a deep brown brimmed felt hat scouts and Camp Fire girls colBrown accessories and a corsage lected July 31 in Holland’s campaign to aid national defense
of yellow roses completed her goweighed 3,095 pounds, it was aning-awaycostume.
nounced Friday.
The slightly more than a ton
and a half of metal was weighed
Reunion
Thursday and removed to tha
Is Held in Grove
grandstandat Rlverview parte
A reunion of the descendants of where it will be stored pending reJacob Geerlingsand Mrs. Gecr- ceipt of shipping orders from
Ungs, nee Maria Van Voorst, and Governor Van Wagoner. The aluHenry Geerlings and Mrs. Geer- minum had been stored in a "silo’*
Ungs, nee Dirkje Van Voorst was at Centennial park.

i.

Garlmgs

held In Veurink’s Riverside grove

August 1.
The couples were married In the
province of Gelderland In The
Netherlandsin 1883 and came to
America in 1865. Henry Geerlings
settled in Holland and spent all
his life here and Jacob settled on
a farm in Holland township near
Niekerk which is now occupied by
his son, Fred Geerlings.
There are now about 104 living
descendants of which 64 were present A picnic supper was served
after which a game of softball was
played. After dark, Dr. Jacob F.
Geerlings of Salt Lake City, Utah,
showed many colored pictures of
Utah, Grand Canyon of Colorado,
California,Yellowstone National

FARM RESIDENCE IS
DESTROYED BY FIRE
Drenthe, Aug. 14 (Special)—The
large farm home of Richard Kiotopenberg, located one mile west of

Oakland, was destroyedby fire
last Thursday night, causing an
estimated loss of about $3,000.
The fire resulted after t gasoline pump exploded, It was reported. The loss was partly covered by
Insurance.
The fire departmentof Drenthe
was summoned and was successful In preventing the fire from

spreading to nearby buikUnp.
Furniture on the first floor of the
home waa carried to safety. 1 '•

park and Holland, Mich.
At a business meeting, plans
were made for another reunion
next year. Officerschosen are Ger- Shower Compliments
rit Johnson, president; Martin
ed into it.
Edsko Hekman of Grand Rap- Geerlings, treasurer,and Mrs. Miss Janet Schemper
Mra. C. Schemper was hostess at
James Davis, Jr., route 1, Covert, ids, brother of the groom, per- Martin Geerlings, secretary.
a miscellaneous shower Thursday
an occupant of Skelton's truck, formed the duties of best man.
night In the home of Mn, A.
also was listed as a witness. Po- Seating the guesta were Jay Tln- Fidelis Class Has
Brandsen north of Holland on USlice were Informed the oil truck holt and John Hekman.
31 honoring Miss Janet Schemper
was owned by the Friday Realty
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin J. Tlnholt Party at Tunnel
Co. of Coloma.
served as master and mistress of
The Fidelis class of Sixth Re- whose marriageto Abel BerkompThe injured boy was removed ceremonies. Mrs. Tlnholt wore a formed church held its annual as will take place in the near fut-

burg, Wls., returned to Holland
Friday from an extended trip
through the west. They visited the
Bad Lands, Black Hills, Denver,
YellowstoneNational park, Glacactor.
ier National park, Mt. Ranier NaSteffens Bros, grocery, 288 West
Between 350 to 375 attended the
Nth St., a new store front of wood picnic of the Home Furnace Co. church Sunday. Next Sunday Rev. tional park, Portland, Ore., San
% ?
Francisco, Yosemite National park, to Holland hospital In the Lange- gown of soft green silk net and beach party Friday evening at
glass, $1,400; E. S. Holkeboer Saturday afternoon and evening at A. Maatman will preach there.
Among the invited guests wcr«
land ambulance.
a corsage of pink and white roses. Tunnel park. Songs were sung and
Las
Angeles,
Hollywood,
San
Sons, contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Flik and
Tunnel park. Activities began with
The traditionalLohengrin and games were played on the beach Mesdames M. Diepenhorat, ' A.
Hans Von Ins, 16 River Ave., a ball game between the tin shop daughters of Grand Rapids visited Diego, Tijuana and Agua Caliente,
Mendelssohn
wedding marches after which the group went to the Greving, H. Koojker, H. Brandsen,
Mexico,
Boulder
dam,
Grand
Couild addition on north side of and office force versus the shop in the home of Mrs. Flik’s mother,
100 Attend Plmbers,
were
played
by
Henry Bruinsma grove for lunch. Arrangements B. Brandsen, D. Knoll, B. Van Der
btore, five and one-half feet by 24 with the former team winning. Mrs. G. Blok, West 18th St., Sun- lee dam, Bonneville dam, Grand
as the bridal party assembled. Mr. were In charge of a committee Zwaag, L. Van Der Zwtag, S. TimPicnic
in
Woods
Canyon.
feet, 18 by 20-foot basement and Miscellaneous sports for all ages day.
mer, H. Looman, G. Looman,
The Rev. John H. Wamahuls About 100 attended the Holland Bruinsma also played Liszt’s “Lie- headed by Mrs. G. Oosterbaan.
irs to store, frame construc- followed.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Boerman of
bestraum" and the second moveThose
present
Included
Mrs. Ltfoman, F. Riemersma, W. Boa,
and
Mrs.
Warnshuis
of
Staten
plumbers'
picnic
Friday
at
Veuron and asphalt roofing, $250;
Grand Rapids were visitors in the
One of the most interestingand
ment of Brahms’ “Sonata in G Garry Overway, Mrs. M. Over- C. Schemper, H. Schemper, B.
aust have approval of appeal
home of Mr. and Mrs. K. Dees Lsland,New York, who have been ink’s woods. Out-of-townguests
novel events was a beauty contest
visiting their mother and sister, included representativesfrom four Minor." Duets sung by Misses way, Mrs. Arthur De Waard, Mrs. Brandsen, J. Van Den Berg. A.
Building InspectorHenry
Sunday.
in which ten men "customers"
Mary Slenk and Helene Hekman Alvin Van Gelderen,Mrs. John Brandsen, W. Hirdes,A. Van Kamnan reported.
Miss Clarabelle Gerritsen of Mrs. A. C. Warnshuis and Miss plumbing wholesale concerns of were “Ich Liebe Dich" by Grieg Mokma, Mra. Elmer De Boer, pen, R. Nykamp, R. Raak, Kate
were provided with two beauty
.Darwin Van Oosterhout,272
Fairbanks Ave. spent last week Henrietta Warnshuis of this city, Grand Rapids. Albert Swartz,
operators apiece. Cosmeticsof all
Mrs. L Van Tak, Mra. Bart Mul- Vander Zwaag, B. Van Der Zweeg,
left this morning. They plan to plumbing inspector of Grand Rap- and "Because," d’Hardelot
Zest Ninth St., tear down garage
visiting friends in Battle Creek.
kinds were available.A parade of
For
her
daughter’s
wedding
Mrs.
der, Mrs. Jacob Essenburg,Mrs. G. Plaggemars,J. Jordan, U Voh
ad building and build two-stall
Special music at Fourth church visit their daughter in Cleveland ids, Mr. De Boer, one of the state
Tlnholt chose a long aqua silk Marin us Meurer, Mrs. Oosterbaan, Kema, H. Zwlen, A. Raak, M. Loothe "beauties"followed. Frank
and
continue
their
vacation
at
plumbinginspectors,and Sam Altirage, 20 by 22 feet, frame concrepe trimmed with white braid. Mrs. Bernard Dokter, Mrs. Burt man and Misses Celesta Van Din
Kampen was chosen by the judges Sunday was furnished by the Flik Cape Cod, Mass.
huis, local plumbinginspector, also
[gtruction and asphalt roofing,
sisters and Marie Slot of Grand
She wore a large black felt hat Kortering, Mrs. Eugene Vande Berg and Alice Van Der Zwaag.
as the most beautiful.His operatMrs.
Thomas
Rosendahl,
78
were
present.
$150; Mr. Van Oosterhout, conRapids. In the morning Miss Lois
and a corsage of pink and white Vuaae, Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst,
ors were Miss Louise Bartlett and
West
Eighth
St., will leave today
Contests and games featured the
tractor.
Flik and Miss Marie Slot sang two
roses. Mrs. Hekman, mother of Mrs. Herbert Wybenga, Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Verhey. Judges were
for
Evanston,
111., to visit her
afternoon
program.
Contests
and
Henry Strabbing, 306 West 11th
the bridegroom, wore a long black Leonard Fought, Mlssei Cornelia Alyce Jean Smith Is
Ben Roos, Henry Wolff and Henry numbers, and in the evening they nephew find nie«e, Mr. and Mrs. prizes included:
[St, double garage, 20 by 20 feet,
sang one number.
Tubergen.
lace gown complemented by a and Frances Van Voorst, Mra. Ray Feted on Birthday
Fred
Trimau.
Fish pond for small children,
frame construction and asphalt
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Zuidema
black tricorn hat with a yellow- Van Voorst. Mra. H. Dokter, Mra.
Another contest which provided
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Schaap
of 52 everyone fishing out a prize.
roofing,$250; Mr. Strabbing, conMrs. E. H. Smitl, missionary on
of route 2 announce the birth of a
unusual entertainment was the
East 18th St. and the Rev. and • Balloon breaking contest for flecked veil. Her corsage was of Richard Bouwa and Mrs. James
I factor.
furlough here from Africa, •enBerkel.
dummy contest for wives who aim- son, Ronald Lee, Saturday morn- Mrs. -Ray Sehaap of De Motte, girls 6 to 10— Ruth Dogger and yellow roses.
nMrs., Gladys Schrotenboer,134
tertainedwith a birthday paring at the Lampen Maternity Ind., will leave this afternoon for
Gifts were arranged by Miss
ed at the target with croquet balls.
home.
JiQrce Lappinga.
I West 16th St., interior remodeling
ty Friday in honor of her daughSeane Tlnholt.
Mrs. Andrew J. Dalman took the
South Holland, 111., where Rev.
Rotten Park Is Scene
to make home into two-family
ter, Alyce Jean, who marked her
Balloon breaking contest for
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Sargeant
Following the ceremony a reprize with two out of three. Wild
Schaap will conduct three serplace, $100; Justin Busscher, conboys 6 to 10 — Deward Knoll and
sixth anniversary. TTid affair wai
of
Hollywood,
Fla., are spending
ception for about 70 guests was of Birthday Party
chicken races were arranged for
vices Sunday. From there, they
tractor.
Bruce Bouwman.
held in a cottage on Lake Michiabout a week in Holland as guests
held In the Warm Friend tavern In
men and women.
will go to Winona Lake for a
A surprise party was given Fri- gan beyond Maple beach.
Ed Donivan,65 West 15th St.,
Ball throwing contest for girls Holland. Guests from away Includof Mr. and Mrs. M. Everett Dick
Bible conference.
Another novel contest was the
garage, 20 by 20 feet, frame conGames were played on the beach
over 10 — Joan Kool and Hazel ed Dr. and Mrs. Walter Slemsen day afternoon at Kollen park by
West 11th St.
Among those from Holland who
gum relay in which two teams of
Mra. G. Kraker for Robert Krak- and prizes were awarded to tho
struction and asphalt roofing,
A
son, Carl Jay, was born last visited Moody Bible Institute in Kool.
of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Roy e* and Dorothy Bo Iks on the occa14 persons raced one by one to a
winners. Refreshment*were serv$300; Wallace Vander Kolk, conSack race for boys over 10
Friday at Holland hospital to Mr. Chicago recently were Mrs. M.
Klomparens of Washington,D. C., sion of their 12th birthday annitable, put on gloves, unwrapped
ed at a beautifullydecorated table
tractor.
and Mrs. Henry De Jonge, 272 Van Dyke, Mrs. Peter Wiersum, Justin Bouwman and Roger Bouw- and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tlnholt
versaries.Gifts were presentedA The guest of honor was presented
man.
Prank Ten Have, 321 West 13th gum, chewed it, removed gloves Washington Blvd.
of Ferrysburg.
Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Beerthuis
and returned to the starting line.
two-courselunch was served by with many beautiful gifts.
St., reroof home with asphalt
Peanut carrying contest for woMrs. J. Ossewaarde and Mrs. J. and two sons, Mrs. Frank NewThe bride was bom In Holland the hostess.
In the patching contest in which
Guests included Janet Vander
roofing, $125; Mr. Ten Haw, conSywassink are attending the Win- house, Mrs. Harold J. Barkel, men— Mrs. George Steketee and and is a graduate of Holland
the husbands threaded a needle
Those present were Eunice and Zwaag, Charleen Kay Van Dyke,
tractor.
ona lake Bible conference for two Mrs. Ben Klies, Mrs. T. D. Young Mrs. Herman Kammeraad.
Christian
high
school
and
Calvin
held by the wives and the wives
Trenton Groteler,251 West 12th '*‘u °yn lne,
wiv<* weeks.
Smoking contest for men— Fred college. She has been employed Wayne Schipper,Louise Vander Shirley Ann Bowman, Jean Corand daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
St., interior remodeling to make h
T
p3wh 0nj°..the Among the local people attend- Jousma and R. Michmershuizen. Bouwman and George Steketee. as a teacher in the Christian Rlet, Henrietta Broekhuis,Val- nelia Heynen, Myra June KemUnto two-family home, 5200;
and Mrs' ing the Winona lake Bible conBalloon throwing contest— Sam schools of Grand Rapids. Mr. Hek- ora and Claulsa Woltera, Janice me, James Allen De Weerd, Donna
Albert L. Bradfield and Russell
Kraker, CarolineNyhof, Chester Mae Kalkman, Allen Vanden Ben,
rnnt
P™e and ference this week are Miss Tena Welch,
Smeenge, contractor.
Althuis
and Herman Kammeraad. man was bom in Grand Rapids
public school teachershere,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Oonk secNykerk, Lloyd Lampen, Leon- Kenneth Mokma, Junior Slenk,
Bessie Weersing, 290 Van Raalte
Apple dunking contest— Frank - and attended Calvin college and
Holkeboerand Jean Nienhuis, mis- are candidates for the degree of
ard Kraker, Mrs. L Tanis, Mrs. Bobby Kaashoek and Paul Edgar
Kve., enlarge garage by two feet
lyn Steketee and Deward Knoll
the Harvard Business school. He I G. Kraker and Mrs. A Kraker.
In the guessing contest in a sionaries to China home on fur- Master of Arts to be conferredby
Smith.
in length,$45; George Vander Bie,
Marshmallow eating contest
lough, HenriettaBrinkman, Paul the University of Michigan in
jar of beans, Miss Evelyn Steinontractor.
Brinkman, Gertrude Holkeboer, August. They took their graduate Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wieghmink.
William Hovinga, 241 West
“°"e,werc
Peanut picking contest— Preston
___
declaredwinners. Both had the Mr. and Mrs. H. Brouwer, Louise work in the graduate divisionof
5t, tear down old porch and reUnema, and Viola Cook. TTie group Western Michigan college which Kool and Deward Knoll.
WIN#! OVIK MICHIGAN!
same
guess, just two away from
build new glassed in structure,six
Shring eating contest— Preston
left Saturdaymorning in two cars. is conducted in cooperation with
the correct number.
4 fut pmrmlt pUm» dot m
by 20 feet, also remodel kitchen
Vander Wege and Mrs. Bert
Supper was provided by the They were accompanied by Jennie the Horace H. Rackham School Wieghmink.
pomr it—. Pilots mrw im
rch, $200; G. Giebink, contractBoer
of Drenthe and Jessie Ten- of Graduate Studies,University
company. Refreshments consisted
eomstomi
eommmmleoUom
Df.
of Michigan.
Other prizes were awarded to
of ham, hamburgers, hot dogs, genburg of Grand Rapids.
John Ter Beek, 94 West 16th St.,
with
tko
Field hy roilo
George
Woldring,
Bert
Wieghmink
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
J.
Knaap
Misses Anna Boot and Jeanbeans, coffee, lemonade and relDnstruct basement under house,
lolophono.
ette Westveer have returned from of 214 West 13th St. are marking and Virginia Brouwer.
lent blocks. $6nQ; Cor. Kalk- ishes. Each picnicker also was pro- a two weeks’ vacation at Isle their 35th wedding anniversary The sports committee consisted
vided with five tickets for ex- Royale.
aan, contractor.
today.
of Kenneth Woldring, Mr. and
change
at the concession.
Plaggemars Hardware Co., 13
Four Holland students at Wes- Mrs. James Lappinga and the reKenneth
Steketee,
clarinetist,
Picnic
arrangements
were
in
IWest 16th St., interiorremodeling
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Neal Stek- tern Michigan college in Kalama- freshmentcommittee consisted of
charge of Henry Den Uyl, John
of second floor, $300; E. S. Holkeetee, Jr., 330 West 17th St., is at zoo were graduatedat the end of Walter Krulthof and John WestenHuizenga, Bill Steinfort, Art Becker and Sons, contractor.
the National Music camp at In- the summer session Friday wjien broek.
er, Carl Japink, Jack Nieboer, C.
kOrlie Bishop, 10 East 21st St.,
terlochen, Mich., this week for a class of 144 received degrees
D. Knoll, Bert De Haan, Henrietta
single stalled garage, 14 by
and certificates.They included
"alumni week.”
Esther H. Koopers, degree of Mrs. Helmus Honored on
[20 feet, frame construction and Bos, Grace Ibelings,Jack Dryer,
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
[aspha't roofing, $200; George J. John Knoll and K. Bulthuis.
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Brower and bachelorof science; Florence G. Birthday Anniversary
Vander Bie, contractor.
children, Paula, Elizabeth and Kossen and Elmer Lievense, deMrs. William Habers and Miss
Fourth Reformed church, West
David, left today to spend a week grees of bachelor of arts, and
Gertrude Van Ark, state elemen- Ann Helmus were hostesses at a
15th St., roof repairs on church,
at Lake Charlevoix.
surprise party Saturday night in
$250; George Mooi Roofing Co.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dirk J. Dedel tary provisional certificate.
Harvey W. Stuit of Wyoming honor of their mother, Mrs. H.
contractor.
have returned to their home at 18
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Helmus, who celebrated her birthWilliam Vandenberg, 27 West
Gerrit De Witt of Fort Knox, East 12th St. after spending two park is spending a few days in
day
anniversary. The affair was
13th SL, reroof part of house with Ky., left Saturday night for camp weeks in Chicago and Detroit. the home of Harry Broek, route
held in the Helmus home at 15
asphalt roofing, $225; George after spending a ten days’ furlough They visitedMrs. Dedel’s brother 3.
East 17th St.
Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
with his sister, Mrs. Hilda De and sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
An informal social time was
C. C. Zwaan, in Detroit.
H. W. Timmer, 220 West 13th Vries, 81 East 25th St.
Record
Crowd
Attends
spent and a two-course lunch was
Dr. Victor J. Blekkink of CoSt, new asphalt roofing on home,
Larry Kolb of Holland was a
served by the hostesses, assisted
$145; George Mooi Roofing Co., recent guest at Gray Rocks Inn hoes, N. Y., is visiting his parents, Kollen Park Sing
by Mrs. Si Helmus. A gift was
contractor.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Blekkink of Colat St. Jovite, Quebec, Canada.
The “largest crowd eyer" at- presented.
lege
Ave.
C. Bouwman, 108 East 25th St.,
Ruth Hoeksma, Elsie Plersma,
asphalt roof on home, $120; George Vera Vanderbeekand Mildred HerMr. and Mrs. Charles R. tended the outdoor hymn sing Thwe present were Mr. and
Sunday night at Kollen park Mrs. Harry Helmus, Mr. and Mrs.
Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
man, student nurses at Butter- Sligh, Jr., entertained about 50 sponsoredby the Young Married
Si Helmus and children, Vernon
F. G. Watson, 191 West 18th St., worth Memorial hospital in Grand contestants in the National
People’s class of the City Mis- Jay and Kenneth Wayne, Mr. and
asphalt roof on home, $100; George Rapids, are spending a three Watei^Ski meet being held here
sion Sunday school. Long before Mrs. Albert Helmus, Mr. and
Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
weeks’ vacation. Miss Hoeksma is this week-end, officials and mem- the sing was scheduledat 9 p.m.
Mrs. Bernard Helmus and son,
bers
of
the
press
with
a
hamburg
C. Dombos, 87 West 18th St., visiting friends in Maine. Miss
the park was closed for cars as Barton Wendell, Mr. and Mrs. WilAt SELITIIDCE Field, hundreds
Already, $11,000,000 are bebg
asphalt roof on home, $175;George Piersma is in Benton Harbor and fry on the picnic grounds at their
all available parking place had Ham Habers, Miss Ann Helmus
home
on
Lake
Macatawa
Friday
[Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
keen young Army pilota roar into spent by this Company for
Miss Vanderbeek is on a southern
been taken.
and Case Ludema.
night
C. R. Trueblood, 91 West 18th trip.
tbe air In their awift pursuit plane* ment to serve camps, arsenals,
Supt. George Trotter and Nick
Robert E. Rich, son of E. B.
St, asphalt roof on home, $250;
Mrs. Joe Overway of 280 West
Ver Hey, president of the class,
—ready
for America's
lories and others engaged directly
George Mooi Roofing Co., con- 16th St., left Sunday for Los An- Rich of East Seventh St, has en both spoke briefly.Mr. Ver Hey Graveside Servicei Held
tractor.
listed in the air branch of the
Lightning-fast
communication
defense
work. In addition, bosinesa
geles to visit relatives.
introduced the song leader, Evanservice and is now located at Jef•t
Cemetery
for
Baby
Miss
Inez
Von
Ins,
Miss
Cornelia
gelist Walter R. MacDonald, beta necessity in Army flying. A special and home telephone demands
iuHier*plnk- 189 West
ferson barracks, Mo., and has
J 17th St., add dormer to west side
Van Voorst and Charles J. Stopter known as "Happy Mac." He
telephone switchboard handles
growing foster than ever. To meet
been
assigned
to
barracks
“Flight
of home to enlarge bedroom, $100; pels returned to Holland Sunday
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
led the singing and taught new
13,355 School Squadron."He was
Mr. Heerapink, contractor.
calls
dally.
Bell
System
teleaU
those telephone needs, the
-Graveside
services
were
held
night after attending a quarterly
choruses. The mission orchestra
I LeoJnfrd Vlaatr, 239 West 12th meeting of the Michigan Christian graduated from Holland high provided accompaniment. Special Saturday afternoon at Spring Lake
typewriters
bring
and
send
weather
pany
win spend moi* than
St, add small addition to rear end Endeavor union board of trustees school three years ago and took music was provided by the Mok- cemetery for David Hall, infant
reports, forming a vlul link with the 000 for constructionthis year,
of home for small porch and bath- Saturday and Sunday in Detroit two years in art school In Chi- ma brothers and the ' Vanden wn.of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Runroom, $140; Thomas Straatsma Most of the business sessionswere cago. Recently he was employed Bosch sisters. The Rev. John nion, route 1, Nunlca.
telephone and radia in controlling The tdqdione has • Mtlle part hi
on a newspaper in Traverse City.
contractor.
Lanting of Zeeland pronounced
pin. mmemmit. At nearby
held in the home of Ernest S.
plane
almost every NationalDefenMeflbrt.
The annual De Witt family reMarks, general secretary of the union will be held Saturday, Aug. the benediction.
Clement,
a
$430,000
telephone
Ami
mUtlU pvt im every effort tddt
MOTORISTS FINED
Mr. Mac Donald waa at the
Michigan Christian Endeavor unThe following motorists have ion: Mr. Stoppels was a guest of 16, afternoon and evening at Am- City Mission for the afternoon
p>re",j'
launder way. up to pretty big figured.
an park located a few mUes west
paid fines and costs to Municipal the Marks family since Thursday.
and evenings service* and will
of Grand Rapids on M-50. A basJudge Raymond L Smith for trafINJURED Df FALL
C. A. French, Randall French, ket supper will be. served. The spend this week at the Manna*
l fic violations:Alvin Dykema, 18,
Mrs. vJ. D. French and children, program will be in charge of Mrs. tha Bible conference near MuskeK**"™***. 120 East
*
[route 2, Holland, speeding, ’ $5: Jack and Peggy, Billy Butler and
17th St, waa released from HoiJ. Hoeland and Miss Erma Hoeelth Reimink, 18, route 4, H61- Carol Meppelinkleft today to
Announcement was made 'for land hospital Friday night foF
land. Augustine De Witt is the
the last outdoor hymn sing here kmdng treatment for cuts above
failing to stop for through spend two weeks at Crystal lake.
president and Mrs. H. Venhuizenis Sept 7 in charge of the Rev.
et, $5; Sylvia Yocum, Holland, , Dr. G. Mennenga was guest
and below the left eye which be
secretary.
Nicholas GosseHnk assistedby the
oifliNiff coiiffl
gal parking, $1.
-M
a ftl! on 17th St and
preacher at Fourth Reformed
Miss Inez Von Ins of Holland WolverineFour of Grand .Rapids.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Sunday School
Lesson

Prt*r Encourages Suffering
Christians
1 Peter 4:12-19; 5:6-11

A

party was given last night in
honor of the Misses Tiilie and
Sadie Spoelstra of Grand Rapids
who are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

IN 1912

Real Estate
.

Lanting.

On

the first of March Ihe Intercollegiate oratoricalcontestwill
lie held at Olivet began an article
in the February 2 Issue of the
By Henry Oeerlings
Holland Daily Sentinel published
Times do not greatly change. in 1912. Plans are already being
Nineteen centuries lie between us made by a number of students to

1941

Ottawa County Couple Returns

six miles north of aie city.

HOLLAND

August 17, 1941

of their uncle, S. Meppelink,

14,

From

CP.

Short Wedding Trip

CANOEISTS

HAVE ON

Transfers
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert George

The Ottawa County Farmers Institute Round-Up closed in Zeeland Saturday evening began an
Item in the February 5 issue. At a
businessmeeting the following officers were elected:President,Horace Walcott of Coopersville;secretary and treasurer, J. Parks, Jr.,
of Coopersville; for vice presidents, Holland, G. J. Deur; Zeeland, John Vande Luyster; Jamestown, Homer Freeman; George-

Mary E. Hoban to Rose Sheehy Van DU are established in their
SEi 20-7-13,Twp. Tallmadge. home at 420 West 16th St followA dm. Est. Wilbur Cochran to ing a wedding trip to Chicago.
Walter Victor & wf. pt. Lot 8 of They were married at noon on

Personals

Closed Tennis To

pt.

to Be Completed

(From TueMlay’iSentinel)
NWi 30-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Yonkman
Aug. 1 In Grace Episcopal church
and children, Freddie and GretExec. Est. Harm Knoll to John
with the Rev. J. Wendel Davis, chen, of Grosse Polnte Park,
Slag & wf. Lot 16 Vanden Bosch’s
former rector of the church and a George D. Albers of Holland, and
Sub. Holland.

This

Month

Early Monday morning an

cited bunch of Castle park
resident of Central park,
accompany Hessei E. Yntema,
and the time of the writing of this
Thomas De Feyter to Clifford officiating. The alngle ring cere- Mr. and Mrs. Dave Fletcherof left for the long-awaited
N«« H ob** of «h»
/u
who this year is Hope's representArlington, NJ., are spending
I>e Feyter & wf. Pt. Lot 2 20-5-15 mony was read in the presence of
Holland City N.w»
short epistle. We can read many ative to the contest.
some time at the Albers' cottage trip down the Au Sable and
Twp. Holland.
PublishedEvery Thura-/
I approximately
150 guests.
of ihe present day events in the
Today at his home H. Wykhuiz- town, Peter Stegeman; Blent'on,
at Idlewood beach.
istee rivers and are well on
day
the Sentinell
Raymond Koetsier& wf. to FranTTie bride is the former Jeanne
PrlntlnR Co Offlcs M-66'
Dean and Mrs. William B. Wes- way by now.
conditionsin which the early en quietly celebrated his eighty David Bekius; Olive. Henry Sierces
M.
Wagner
Lot
19
WesterElaine Wilson, daughter of Mr. selihk have left for their home
West Eighth street,Holsecond birthday anniversary. He sma; Grand Haven city, Foncl
(Tirustians lived and labored. They
^JAV’
land, Michigan.
hof's Sub. Holland.
Included in the group
and Mrs. Arie Van Slooten of Hol- In Webster City, la., after spendis one of the octogenarians in this Heap; Robinson, Harry Bartholehad to suffer for their faith and
Robert McCarthy & wf. to Peter land. Mr. Van Dis U a son of Mr. ing 10 days with their parents, Austin Brown, Bill Coeten,
city who have seen Holland grow to meau; Allendale,Willis Parish;
Entered as eecond class matter at
wf. Lot 2 McCarthy and Mrs. Bert Van DU of East Dr. and Mrs. J. Wesselink. Dean
the post office at Holland,Mich- patiently bear the afflictions that its present proportions.He is the Taimadge, Warren Root; Wright, Keefer
shall Miller, Platt Nobel,
under the aet of Congreaa,March a. were visited upon them. The same
Saugatuck.
oldest jeweler In the city and un- Ralph Wells of Berlin; Polkton, Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
Wesselink U connected with Jun- Carter. Dick Needham, Pie"
has been true all through the years
1871
Walter
Glueck
&
wf.
to
WilWedding attendants included ior college at Webster City.
til about a few year: ago was acJohn Jackson of Coopersville,
C. k- FRENCH, Editor and Managei and we may expect little change tively engaged in that business.
liam Blease & wf. pt
frl } Miss Henrietta Van DU and Miss
Crockery,
Olive Gleason. It was
Miss Ann Straatsma has re- Blrb, Johnny Robertson,
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager in these conditionswhile the world
Alice McClay as bridesmaids and turned home from her vacation Steketee and Carl Koehler
Last night Mrs. I. Altman gave decided to hold the next annual 6-7-15,Robinson Twp.
lasts. What has been is and what
sides Jerry Breen and Les Scheal
Be math P. Sherwood et al George Michmershuizen as best
Telephone — News Items 3113
in Sioux Center, la., where she
a plate shower in honor of Miss round-up at Coopersvilleas well as
is will continue to be.
Advertisingand Subscription*. 3191
Trustees,
to
Rut
De Roller & wf. man. Mrs. Leonard Kuite as organattended the Golden Jubilee cel- ter, leaders.
The probabilityis that Peter Grace Deuchers who will soon be a the 'Womans' congress.
While the boys are away
pt. Lot 73 & 164, Grand Haven. Ut played “0 Perfect Love," Bur- ebration.
National Advertising Representative
bride.
The
Oratorical League of Hope
wrote, this eptsile when he was
week
the Castle park closed te"
John
Demos
&
wf.
to
Frank
leigh,
"Song
Without
Wonft,"
On account of the high rost of college Ls becoming
Miss Ruth Bos of 50 East 19th
91 o ic rronri
The publishershall not he liable very well advanced in life and was
(Sweet Remembrance) MendeU- St. left this morning to spend nLs tournamentwill be under wa
for any error or errors In printing approachinghis martyrdom. The living the price of hoard at Vorwith play in girls' and junio
any advertising unless a proof of
gohn; "Bridal Song," Jenson; and two weeks In Chicago.
hees hall will be raised from $2.75
Grand
Haven
to John
such advertisementshall have been second one that bears his name
"Ave Maria," LUzt Wagner’s wedLeon N. Moody and Al Van girls' divisions.Boys’ and jur
Miss Irene Staplekamp of the senobtained by advertiser and returned must have been written not long to $3.00 a week.
boys’ will play their matches th
F
Kieft & wf. pt. Lot 11 & 12
A
number
of
people
interested
ding
march
from
Lohengrin
was
Zoeren
left last Friday for a trip
lor
class
will
try
lor
first
place
,n
|
R[k
]5
Akf|
s
Gran(i
Ha.
b him In Urns for correction with afterward. Neither of them u long,
week after the trip and all sen’
su h errors or corrections noted
in educationalmatters gathered this
used as a processional and the through the south and middle
matches will be played from A
plainly thereon; and In such case If as one can readilysee. Nevertheven
in the high school assemblyroom
Mendelssohn
wedding
march
as a west. They will return In about
A
magmficient
audience
listenany error so noted Is not corrected, less, they contain teachings of
25 to 30. Finals for the ju‘
Arthur Reenders & wf. to Ray- recessional.
a
week.
last evening to hear Prof H.
publishers liability shall not eiceed
ed to a lecture Saturday evening
large and practical value. They
divisioaswill be on Aug. 29 an
mond
A.
Zimmerman
&
wf.
Lot
6
such a proportionof the entire space
Miss Doris Ann Van Bree of DeFrench of the education depart- when Henry Clark spoke in the
White gladioli graced the altar
for the senior divisions on th
occupied by the error bear, to the are written in an affectionateand
Blk 6 Leggatt's Add. Grand Hatroit
is
visiting
with
Miss
Barbara
ment
at
M.
A
C.
deliver
an
adand
baskets
of
the
same
were
placM. E. church on "Play Ball."
whole space occupiedby such adver- fatherly style, and abound in com31st.
m.
dress on "A New View in EducaWhen the saw mill at the bend
ed on either side of the chancel Van Volkenburgh. 20 Blast 18th St.
fort for believers whose lot w'as
At the vesper service on A
Francis Robert Sonrel & wf. to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Mokma. 338
of the Singaporeroad in Allegan
&
SJ steps.
tion.”
TERMS Of 8 1) B8(.' KIPTIO N
by no means an easy one
24 which will be planned by
West
21st
St.,
have
returned
from
The Eagles last night in Eagle county was removed years ago
One year 12.00. Six months $1.26;
NEi SWi 21-8-16 Grand The ijride, who was given in
This letter Ls addressed unmisplay class, knighthood awards t'
Three months 75c; 1 month 25c. Single
hall had the times of their lives owners did not dream that the pile 1 „
marriage by her mother, wore a motor trip through eastern those who pass the
takably
to
those
who
cherish
a
knight
copy 6c. Subscriptions payable In adMichigan.
when they were treated to an ela- of saw dust they left behind would | aMary
der e, a| to Rey. white slipper satin with a seed
hood tests will be presented. Glr'
vance and will be promptlydiscon- living fellowship with Christ, to
Dorothy Boerigter of East Sauborate fish supper in charge of be a valuable asset in years fo: ^
& wf p, Lo( 8 Sec pearl yoke. Her fingertip veil of
tinued If not renewed.
are also eligible for some achiev
those who hold the name of Christ
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
Ed Bertsch.
come A Terra Cntta manufactur- .
illusion was fashioned with a gatuck who underwent a tonsillec- ment awards for the first
dear
as
any
treasure
To
them
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
tomy
Monday
is
convalescing
in
A kitchen shower was given )n ing concern of Chicago had a
Hek>n Hulst t0 Ruben Nyen. shoulder-length face veil. White
l delivery. Write or phone 3191.
this year. Tests for the green, ail
the spirit of Jesus and the salvahonor of Miss Frances Anema at there to look over the pile which | h^s & wf. pt. Lot 10 A. C. Van rases and gardenias formed a col- the Albert Redder home, 101 Blast ver and gold knight badges wf
tion of Christ were intensly real.
her home, 321
Fifteenth Street he declared worth $400 and
18th
St.
Add No 2 Holland
onial wedding bouquet. Her mother
be given in athletics, pati
They had been turned from a
LOOSE NTTTfi IN STATE
last evening.
an offer of that amount or it
Kroll
et*a, (o wore a navy blue dress with a
campcraft, handicraftand com
former
way
into
a
new
way
of
life.
MACHINE
Tbe Holland Independentsde- be taken when the supply which ,
p.]e^ & wf Lot 62 Mc. matching coat.
munity cooperation.
All their values had undergone
Wendell L. Lund, secretary of
feated the West End Independents the company already had was oxA(jd Holland
Her attendants wore similar
Vesper services last Sun
revolution.They were quite literby a score of 15 to 8.
the state administrativeboard, has
were led by Tom Hair.
Pauline Osner to Laura Robin- gowns of pink marquisettewith
ally new creatures ecause of this
Dr. Gerrit Vermeer left this
Dr. G. J Kollen. president emer- pon Lot 34 0rjg plat Grand Ha. blue velvet trim and blue marrecommendedthe closing of the new gospel. Had not Peter known
Gilbert Van Wynen of Holland
noon for Chicago. He will go to itus of Hoik* college, left today lor
quisette with pink velvet trim,
state garage at Lansing because that the Christian gospel and the
ven.
provided special music in the
his home in Sioux City, Iowa, for New York city where he will atof ‘^mismanagement”and person- name of Christ were so precious
Jacob De Pree & wf to Jacob with lace insertionsin the skirts. form of vocal solos at the morna visit before coming back to tend the Pan-Presbyterian Allial and politicalfavoritism.”An to them, there would have been no
Baers & wf. pt. Lot 45 Hene- Both had bouquets of pink roses. ing worship here Sunday. Miss
Michigan to practice.
ance.
Gift tables were set up In the Blaine Timmer sang in the evenaudit by Auditor General Brown s point in urging them to endure in
veld's Plat No. 12 SWI & pt.
Scarlet fever has broken out at
The annual stockholders meet- NWI sec. 36-5-16.
guild hall of the church with Miss ing.
staff showed unpaid bills amount- their first loyalty to Christ Here
Hope college among the students, ing of the Borculo Independent
ing to $76,448. Of this amount is where so much modem loyalty
Gerrit J. Visser & wf. to Mar- Vivian Tardiff in charge.
Clifford Onthank led the Young
and although several have been ex- Telephone company took place
A luncheon was served in An- People's ChristianEndeavor so$55,000 is uncollectablebecause it to Chnst breaks down. It fails in
vin Overbeek & wf. pt. Si SEi
posed Health Officer Godfrey nip- Saturday in the Borculo school
SEI 26-7-13 Twp, Tallmadge.
chor Inn to 45 guests. Among ciety Sunday on "Setting Chrisis outlawed by the statute of lim- the test because it has failed all
ped the disease in its incipiency house when the following officers
Stephen Kuiper & wf to Isaac those present from away were tian Standards in
itations; some of the bills went down the line before the test came.
Friendand expects no trouble to stamp it were elected: John Marling, presThe problem of an Inadequa
back to 1929. Hence this is not a
F Sleesman & wf. pt. SEi SEI Mrs. William Bradford and son, ships.”
Peter writes that Christians out. Two or three of the boys have
farm labor supply for Ottawa an
ident; David Bekius vice P1™- , 26-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge
Billie, of Muskegon, Mrs. Mildred
partisan matter; the leakages are should have expected the persecuThe "AfternoonCircle" of the Allegan county farmers is ex
been quarantinedat their homes dent; Roclof P. Lamer, secretary, Johanna Oosterhof to Ralph
spread over several administra- tion. Logically, they would have
Taylor, Clare Englehart, Mr. and Aid society of Central park church
and a close watch is being kept. and Paul De Groot. treasurer.For Houston
pt
SEi
tions. About one sixth of the total been prepared for it since they
Mrs. Jacob Tiggleman, Mrs. Ray will meet Wednesday afternoon pected to be remedied by th
Lee Cummings, the smallest trustee Benjamin Schout, John I
action of the selective send'
32.5.15 Holland.
amount is chargeable to state of- knew that Christ had suffered
C. Spicer, Mrs. Francis Wilson in the home of Mrs. Blaine Timman in Holland, was married this L. Lamer and D.
Arnold, Ottaw
Mary
Haessig to Carmen j and children of Grand Rapids, mer with Mrs. Monte Emmons board, L.
ficials and employes while the re- long before them, giving the exmorning at the home of his brothcounty agricultural agent, an
The Rev. G. De Jonge who
et ai Lot 6 Villa Park Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Van Dis assisting the hostess
mainder is owed by institutions ample and preparing the path. er E. Cummings on West Eighth
A. D. Morley, Allegan agricul
and
and son of South Haven and Mrs. service Thursday at 7:30 pm.
Chmt had brought salvation Street The name of the happy ducted the services yesterdayat Add. Spring Lake.
tural agent, said today.
Now $76,448 is not a big amount through his suffering. By suffer- bride is Miss Johanna Riemersma. the Second Reformed church in
Maurice Martin of Fennville.
At the consistory meeting last
Directorsof selective send
Zeeland
announced
at
the
mornIn state business as such things ing in fellowship with him they
The bride has resided in Hol- week it was decided to devote have asked all local draft boa"
This item appeared in the Satur- ing service to the congregation
go, Michigancan stand this short- were sharing in the glory of his salland
for the past 11 years. She was a special offering to Western
day February 3 issue.
to give special coasideration t
that the Rev. B. Hoffman of Grand
age; it will be absorbed quickly. vation. They were thereby doing
graduated from Holland high Theologicalseminary next Sun- defermentof men needed in agri
Mr. and Mrs. William TenBrink Rapids has accepted the call exDoubtless another management the bravest and most effective of Zeeland were pleasantly surschool and a business college in day.
cultural produrtion.
The annual Dyke reunion again
tended to him by that church
will be put into this particular thing they could do to redeem the
The Rev. F. J. Van Dyk and
prised by a sleigh ride party at TTie new pastor will succeed the was held this year in Gemmen Grand Rapids and has been emIn addition,the WTA is mak
state garage — and a few years world. This brought upon them
ployed as a stenographer. Mr. Van Miss Ann Jane Van Dyk were
their home last evening. Those
special efforts to supply der
hence the story will probably be the glory of Christ's mission to present were Grace and Cora Rev. William Moerdyke D. D. who grove, where many of the descend- Dis is employed as a switchman in Battle Creek and Fort Caster
for farm labor.
left several months ago for Grand- ants gathered last Wednesday
repeated. Or if not in this state humanity and made them parVan Tatenhove, Katherine Wol- ville to become pastor of the Re- afternoon and evening. £ program for the Pen? Marquette railway. Friday when Miss Van Dyk
In case a man believed to be In
institution, then in another.
For traveling, Mrs. Van Dis passed a physical examinationfor dispensable to the farm is draft
takers in it.
fert. Alice and Reka Koetsier,
and
sports
were
the
activities for
formed
church
there.
For the incident is not nearly Christians must put their trust Katie Lyes, Kattie Plagemars,
the Red Cross Naval Reserve.
ed, this is what Arnold and Mo
The Rev. J. Wayer formerly of the day with supper at 6 p.m. Of- wore blue and white striped sheer
as importantin itself as it is as in God. In a time of crisis we put
Miss Marijane Miles was organMary and Rena Bareman, Mannes East Holland, now of Grand Rap- ficers chosen for the ensuing year with a blue straw beret and white
ley advise him to do:
an Indication of the many loose our trust in something. It may be Larman, Lane, Bert, John and
ist
at
the
two
worships
in
Cenaccessories.Her corsage was of
When the selective service
ids, has declined the call extended were Ben Lotterman, president;
tral park church Sunday.
nuts in the state’sfiscal machine. the strong right arm, or the strong
James Barman, John Wolfert, M. to him by the Reformed church Herman Lotterman, vice presi- gardenias.
tionnaire is received, ask d
If the nuts in a private busmess right arm of a million armed men,
ment in class 2, occupation"
Van Tatenhove, John Eilander and of Vriesland.
dent; John Kraker, treasurer;Mrs.
were as loose as in state econom- or the promises of rulers,or the
ferment; or, if there are depend
Lane Koetsier.
Miss
Nina
Colman
has
accepted
William
Masselink,
secretary;
Church
Groups
Salvation
Aids
ics, the capitalisticsystem itself power of money, or the securityof
enls, class 3, dependency.
Yesterday afternoon the High a pasition as teacher in the Zee- FYed Veldink, chairman of prowould go to smash even more mass action. We are to place our school basketball team defeated
Entertained at Beaches The employer or dependen
land high school.She entered upon gram committee;John Andrew in British Drive
quickly than the Communists hope trust where it will be reciprocated.
should submit to the local draf
the Hope college second team by her duties this morning.
During
the
past
four
months,
Dyke, sports, and Mrs. John Van
it will
We must trust God. The causes of a score of 45 to 35.
At
least three large church board Form 42 or a letter prope
John
J. Cappon has been elect- Koevermg, historian.
the Salvation Army Ladies aid of
For while it was a state garage anxiety are obviously manifold in
Today Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Gil- ed president of the Holland hospiThe Rev. William D. Vander Holland has made over, cleaned groups were entertained at pic- ly witnessedand presenting
this time, only a few months ago times of crisis. We can bring these
reasons for requesting defermen
ILspie left for San Antonio, Texas, tal associationat the meeting Sat- Werp of Grand Rapids preached and sent 1,000 garments for men,
it was shortages in sales tax col- anxieties to God with the assurnics at Idlewood and Cardeau The registrant should also pwhere they will spend a number urday,
women
and children, as well as
the
sermon
for
the
morning
service
lection. That business was shown ance that he cares for everyone
sent the facts and request for
beaches last week
of weeks. Last evening a farewell
Sunday at the local Christian Re- 100 pairs of ladies shoe* to the
to have been so grossly mismanag- who trusts him.
Mrs A. C. Van Buren entertain- ferment by letter, if necessa
meeting was held by the Knights
British Isles to be used for strickformed
church
and
Prof.
C.
Bouma
ed in some sections of the state
But trust in God does not mean of Pythias in their hall in honor Womenfs Service League
in addition to the statement
conductedthe afternoon and even- en people of England as well as ed a division of the young women's
that the people of Michigan had to that the Christian must not do all
the questionnaire.
of Dr. Gillispieand Att. M. A.
refugees.
guild of Immanuel Reformed
ing services.
Meets in Mission
swallow the bitter pill that they that is in his power to safeguard
If the local board does
Sooy in behalf of the lodge, preBoxes
leaving
Holland
are
sent
church,
Grand
Rapids,
at
a
picnic
Next Friday the Christianschool
The Women’s Service League
had paid in millions of dollars to himself against organized evil. We
grant the requested defermen
sented Dr. Gillispie with a beautito
Chicago,
where
they
are
packdinner last Wednesday. Present
will be the scene of a general
the sales tax fund that went into may never underestimate the
the case may be appealed to th
l of the City Mission met
in the
ful gold headed cane.
"house cleaning”in preparation ed accordingto shippingregula- wore 13 women and 23 children. board of appeals by the
other pockets than the state's. strength of the evil he is pitted
Fire of unknown origin was dis- 1 mission building Monday night
tions,
and
then
sent
to
New
York
Also entertained recently at the
for the coming school term.
The people not only had to pay the against. The organized power of
trant, by the person who sign
covered in the bam of John Bous Wlth the president,Mrs. Margaret
An outdoor hymn sing is antici- city, where they are sent direct Van Buren cottage were Mrs. E. Form 42, by a dependant, by th
tax, they had to pay it again to evil is demonic, like a lion roving
this morning about a quarter of a Murkham presiding
meeting pated Friday, Aug. 15, on the Al- to London to The Salvation Army De Groot and Rober and Loren.
make up for the leaks that were about seeking whom he may de- mile from the village of Graafgovernment appeal agent, or
headquarters. It is interesting to A birthday party to which nine
revealed.
ojienod with the singing of a lendale high school lot. The directthe state director of selectiv
vour.
schap. In spite of all efforts the
know
that
the
hundreds
of
car- Grand Rapids guesLs were invited
That loose nut has now been
service.
government appea
The Christian must not live in a barn was completely destroyed and hymn and Mrs. T. Potts conduct- or will be John Smits of Grand tons sent from the Salvation army
was held there late last week for agent is attached to each loca
Rapids.
more or less forgotten;at least no fools paradise.He must not close
ed
devotions.
the loss Ls estimatedat not less
The fire department was sum- of the central United States, only Robert De Groot, who celebrated board and he will assist in fill"
one seems to know whether it has his eyes to evil. He must not unEncouraging reports of chairone ship did not reach its des- his ninth birthdaj. Mr. and Mrs.
than $2,000.
moned
last Wednesday when a
been tightened up or not And no derestimate the power of the foe.
appeals.
The Zeeland Olympic basket men of the sunshine and sewing grass fire on the Carl Van Westen- tination.
Willis Van Farowe and Ruth have
one can very well keep track of He must endeavor to be as intellicommittees showed renewed inball team last night defeated the
The
Salvation army of Holland been other recent guests at the
it. For such incidents as that of gent, as resourceful as he knows
terest. A|>preciat]onwas express- burg farm was beyond control. The
South Haven team in Zeeland by a
will continue to remake and send
Holland Man Given Fine
the state garage come too fre- how. The assurance of God's care
ed for nxiperation at the Mission Milo Mulder family occupies the clothing to England, and anyone Van Buren cottage.
score of 76 to 25.
Leonard Rose of St. Joe spent
quently and too fast to be kept in should nerve him to redoubled
Sunday
school picnic Members re- residence.
in Justice Court at G.
The Woman's Congress of the
having wearable clothing may the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Many farmers are busily enmind.
watchfulnessand keen effort on Farmers Institute was held yes- sponded to the roll call by giving
continue to send to the Salvation W. H. Pyle of Detroit who wil' be
Bible verses containing the word gaged these days with straw balIt is all part of a loose organiza- his own behalf.
terday afternoon in Zeeland.It
Army building at the rear of the at Idlewood until Aug. 28.
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special
tion that is built up not #n the
The individual Christian who was opened by the president,Mrs. "Blessed.” A social hour followed. ing operations.
First State bank, where a clothes
—Peter Stygstra,51, route 4, Ho
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
J.
Rider
and
Ruth Gemmen assisted her chute will be found in the second
basis of getting the state's work tries to stand alone is making it
Lilia W. Harrington of Holland,
family of Lansing spent the week- land, pleaded guilty before J
done with the greatest amount of unnecessarily difficult for himself. and the invocationwas pronounced
grandmother,Mrs. Nick Rosema, door, or call 4461.
end
with the Norths. Jay Gerber tice George V. Hoffer on Aug. 7
Central
Foo’t
Shut
Out
efficiency at the lowest cost— as is He ought to develop a close bond
last week Monday and Tuesday.
by the Rev. P. P Cheff of Zeeland.
of Evanston and Harry Brown of a charge of leaving the scene 0
done in private business that wish- of union between himself and
Dodgers in Game Here Mrs. George B'rens of Reeman
Mrs. Dora Stochman of Lansing
Grand Rapids were also guests re- an accident and paid a fine of
es to survive it; it is based on get- others who arc naturally joined to
is a guest at the home of her Group Gathers for
and costs of
gpoke on "The Vocation of Home
cently at the North cottage.
ting the largest number of votes him in the fellowship of suffering
mother, Mrs. Grace Gemmen.
His car Ls alleged to have ni
Making.” Since Mrs. Edie DunThe Central Foo’s shut out the
Wiener Roast
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
K.
Brodie
of
for the party that is in, or the for Christ. The jiowor of the felning of Coopersville was unable Dodgers. 19-0, in a game played
Cincinnati were guests for the another vehicle in Spring
A
wiener
roast
was
held
at
Tunparty that aims to get in The lowship of the church must be to be present, Mrs. Harrington
township near the railroadviaduc
Friday morning on the 19th St
nel park Saturday evening honor- week-end at the Coith cottage.
state economic machine is like a made real in times of crisis by the
last July 31. Driver of the othe
read her paper on "Discussion on diamond
Bernard
Arendshont's
and
Neling
Mrs.
James
Palmbos
who
cele1912 model car that strews its active promotion, by those within Home Making.” Mrs. Edna JackFIVE brated her birthdayanniversary. son Bosnian's Third Reformed car was Marie Doorlcy of Gran
The
winners battered John
bolts along the highway.No one it, of the spiritual sensitivitythat
Rapids.
son of Coopersville delivered an SweLs for 15 hits while L. Borgchurch Sunday school classes were
A gift was presented.
even makes any seriousattempt to makes them one.
address on "Woman as a Home man held the loser> to hut four
TTie local selective service board
entertained at the J. Dykema cotAmong
those
present
were
Mr.
tighten the loose nuts.
Our faith in Christ is a source Maker ” Vocal solos were given by safeties. D Van Langevelde, Borg- has announced that the order
TRANSFER SELECTEE
and Mrs. Palmbos and their chil- tage Thursday. Guests of the Dykof comfort at any time. We may Bert Pruim and the Misses Lyda man and M. Van Oort led the winWord has been received he
numbers
of five registrants who dren, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sein- emas have been Tom Casey of MisTHE CHURCH INVITES YOU not believe that he will work a De Pree and Edna Brandt of ners with three hit> each.
registered in the July draft had en and Marcia Ann, Mr. and Mrs. sion, Tex., Dr. and Mrs. Frank that Willard Sloothaak of Hollf
"I have in my heart,"says Oliv- miracle for us when we are in disZeeland.
The Foo's scored heavily in the been changed upon iastruetions John Naber and Joyce Elaine and Dykema, and Mrs. J. Rodes and formerlystationed at Camp Ro‘
er Wendell Holmes,”a little plant tress or afflicted.
erts, Cal., has been assigned to t‘
Last night a few friendsof the second and fourth innings when 14 from Lansing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Palmbos,all daughter.
called reverence; I go to church
third division artillery and
We ought to be better Christians Misses Susie and Minnie Bouw- mas were tallied. Van Ry caught
At the time the order numbers of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
About 45 women belongingto
to have it watered.” This is an ex- because we have suffered. In the
kamp enjoyed a sleigh ride to the for the winners.
were assigned, they were scatter- Kraght and Laveme Dale of Hol- the Ladies Bible class of Bethel been transferredto Fort Lewis
ample for us all. Our country's book of Kings there is an account
Wash.
ed among the old registrantsby a land, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Palm- Christian Reformed church enjoygreatest need is a greater measure of a famine which settled over
ratio of 1 to 7. However, there bos and Hudsonville,Mr. and Mrs. ed a picnic Wednesday at the cotof reverence for childhood,woman- Palestine and caused great sufferwere five remaining registrants.
Help
!
Harold Elbers and Alma Jean and tage of Dr. and Mrs. George
hood, personality, truth, justice, ing every where. There was
As the board's highest order Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rigterink of Broodman.
privacy, law, religion and God.
drought, and men and women ennumber was 2,005, these five were Overlsel and Justin Palmbos of
The church is the dynamo of treated God for water. Little
assigned coasecutive numbers. Drenthe.
reverence. Why not accept the in- children cried for it. The cattle
PER
However, state headquartersadvitation and go to church next lay down upon the hillsides and
vised the local board that there
Sunday ?
BILLS
died. Klijah the prophet was livshould be a lapse of seven num- Birthday Party Held
ing close by a cool, refreshing
bers in each of their order numat Buchanan Beach
stream. He might hear in an inCollectionof city and school *Om It never mtiiM with a portrait of
bers.
io Hospital After
An enjoyable evening was spent summer taxes from July 7 through
direct way of the sufferings of
Those assigned new order nums person one knowt"— Goethe
at Buchanan beach Saturdaynight Aug. 8 amounted to $195,004.08,
Accident Near Glenn other people, but it would not be
bers, the new one listed first and
when a party was held in honor City Treasurer Henry J- Becksfort
AUGUST
very real to him because he was
the old one last, follow: William
of Johnny Johnson who celebrated reported Monday.
. Glenn, Aug. 14persons quite comfortable.No doubt he
Habers, S-2012 and S-2006; Elmer
D-Fim W*Uh *0 tiler* arhis 21st birthday anniversary.
The total tax roll amounted to
were confined in the hospital at rejoiced in the fact that he was so
rived in America 1681
Jay Van Dyke, S-2019 and S-2007;
Those
present were Jay Slagh, $362,087.71,leaving a balance of
fortunate.
But
finally
Elijah’s
South Haven as the result of an
Gerrit Henry Swieringa,S-2028
Conrad
Slagh,
Harvey
Prins,
Bob
$167,083.63 to be coUected. Mr.
automobileaccident near Glenn brook dried up and he found himand S-2008; Harold Frederick
14-Probe •treamllne train
Baker, Sonny Maatman, Johnny Becksfortreported that about 70
self in the same pitiable plight as
Saturday.
wreck In Nevada 1839.
Ingraham, S-2033 and S-2009; LesYonker,
Bud
Witteveen,
Mike
per cent of the tax bills have been
They are Mr. and Mrs. Harold the rest of the people. No doubt
ter Louis Diekema, S-2040 and SStoel, Ruth Lindsay, Mabel John- paid.
Murner of Big Rapids. They re- after that experience he became
2010.
14— Fremont climbedMl Freson, Laura Knoll, Clara Van WierFriday, Aug. 15, is the deadline
mont. 1&43.
ceived cuts and bruises when their more human and his messages to
Arnold Willis Appledom who
en, Mary Wierenga and Jo Wier- for payment of summer taxes, he
car crashed into the rear of an- the stricken people more underregistered at Battle Creek but
enga.
reminded local taxpayers.
other car, driven by Mrs. J. M. standing and more sympathetic be14— Woe torey named Collier*
had his registrationcard sent to
cause he shared their suffering.
Burford of Terre Haute, Ind.
nla capital1775.
the local board has been given a
According to Dirby Gooding,
FANT8 RETURN TO
serial number of S-105 and an or- Announce Engagement
MOTORIST CHARGED
deputy Nheriff,Mrs. Murner was
D-Strlke cu! Hew York mIDi
der number of S-20Q5-A, the “A”
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
driving the auto and her husband
Whr.lKR
designating him as a late regis- 0/ Local Couple
—Prosecuting Attorney and Mrs.
was asleep in the car. Their ma- -Clyde Bulliment, 47, of Grandtrant
Mr. and Mis. John Brewer of Howard W. Fant, returned to
il— Virginia Dare, lirtl white
chine hit the rear of the Burford vllle, was issued a summons Friroute 2 announce the engagement Grand Haven Friday after a vachild bom to Amwtaj.
auto pushing Murner partly day for failing to yield the rightAn average of 3 persons is re- of their daughter, Betty Mae, to cation trip. While away Mr. Fant
through the windshield where he of-way after he was involved in an
quired as the crew of a transport William Mokma, Jr., son of Mr. attendedthe prosecutors’ convenreceived aerious cuts. Mr*. Mur- accident on M-50, five miles east of
plane, but a total of 58 employes and Mrs. William Mokma of East tion on Mackinac Island Thursner was treated for shock and U. S.-31, with a car belonging to
are involvedin each flight, in- 18th St. The wedding will take day, Friday and Saturday of last
bruises.
John Bylsma, 29, of Grand Rapids.
place later this month.
cluding ground crews.
week.
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St south to

with US-31. Committee reported the Council and of all other patri- thtfUlkitextant and do wbl
that they have been in contact otic organizations in the commun- they could to tltaUftlt asu
Referred to Street Committee. with Mr. Vos at different times ity so that they not be compelled amok* as possible.
Clerk presented communication and that Mr. Vos has stated he to move.
visitedin the home of her grandReports ef Spas
from De Fouw Electric Supply would give the city of Holland the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Aid. Mooi stated that If he as 'Ald»i Raymond
Co., De Vries & Dombos Co., and first opportunity to purchasethis Chairman of the Building Com- half of the special
Roelofs last week.
Teerman Hardware Co. request- property.
Miss Verleta Klomparenshas
mittee had been instrumental in pointed to inveatigitf
ing the Council to reconsider Committee further reported pestering the Draft Board during tion of a cRy-wlde
completed a six weeks’ course of
Says He Detests Acts of
their action in ordering all that Mr. Vos has received definite the past few weeks, he wanted to garbage and rubbish,life.
study at Western Michigan college in Kalamazoo.
Mother
and
Twin
Girl
of signs and other property re- offers to sell his property and that apologize. Mr. Mooi stated,how- stated that they have rad
Nazis, But Defends
moved from the curbs adjacent to he believed the City of Holland ever, that he haa been called so posals from three different 4
Harold Lugtigheid, who is staGeorgia Treated in
their premises where they are should not delay either buying this many tlmea by representativesof nee ring concerns to make a
tioned for military training at
Individuals
now boated in the curb directing property at once or securing op- the different organizations who llminary survey and malok
Fort Custer spent last Sunday
Hospital
he public to parking spaces in tions from Mr. Vos so that the had previouslyused this room ask- mendatlons as to the most
in the home of his parents.
Dr. Arnold Mulder, former editthe reaf of their respective City might be assured that they ing him what progreaa was being able system and the coat ct
or of the Holland Evening Sentinel
A mother and her twin daughter businesses. City InspectorWler- could get the property for the ex- made in restoring this room to s system that would be
who is professor of English at
were
injured in a two-car head-on sema reported that in addition tension of this street.
them.
to take care of the city’s
Saugatuck, Aug. 14 (Special)
to the 3 signs above mentioned,
Kalamazoo college,addressedthe
LICENSES
AM. Mooi also stated that he be- Mr. Raymond stated that
Committee
further reported that
collision
which
occurred
about
William A. Ochs, 44. 412 Grand
Mr Herman Prins had a sign in in case the Council decided to go lieved the Council waa more or leu reived quotations ranging 2
Holland Rotary club at its first
noon Monday on US-31, five and
Blvd., Detroit, died Sunday at 8
front of his oil station on State ahead now and purchase the prop- misinformedwhen they originally $500.00 to $1,500.00 for
A
August meeting at the Macatawa
Albert Bruins, 24, route 3. Hud- one-half miles north of Holland
St. and that this sign would erty, funds from the Gas and granted the Draft Board perma- vey. It waa further stated
a.m. in his summer home near
Bay Yacht club Thursday, using as Ganges following a heart attack. sonville,and Kathryn Bekius. 19,
They were Mrs. C. J. da Silva, come under the same category. Weight Tax monies are available nent space. He stated that he and the firm of Alvord, Burdick
Wierscma further stated and can be used for this purpose. many of the other Aldermen were Howson had quoted the low
his thesis, "Germans, Too, Are
He was found lying on the lawn route 2, West Olive; William 51, and her daughter, Jane. 15
at his home by his wife shortly George Brady, 25. route 2, Hol- years of age. of Atlanta, Ga. They that Mr Prins had been informed
People."
Report adopted and Gty Attor- of the opinion that it waa up to of $500 and since this firm
land, and Florence Jean Nien- were taken to Holland hospital in that these others were sending to
•The German people are Just after he had left the home.
ney and Gty Engineer were In- the differentcitlea to furnish free previously done other work
He was a World war veteran huis 20. Holland; John Miller,27, the automobileof Mr. and Mrs letters to the Council and that structed to proceed at once to se- space for draft boards in the dif- the Gty In other Unas, it
like the rest of us,’’ he said, ' just
and a member of the American le- and Freida Johnson, 21, both of Arthur H. Moore of Fort Wajne. he could have the same oppor- cure the necessaryoptions from ferent communities. Mr. Mooi their recommendation that
as kindly, friendly and good as any
tunity if he desired. Mr. Prins,
gion in Detroit. He was a mem- Grand Haven
further stated that the Aldermen firm be employed .as per
Ind
of the rest of us."
Mr. Vos.
Gustave Lemke, Jr , 21, Grand
Mrs da Silva suffered cuts on however, stated that he would Public Safety Committee report- were of the opinion that the patri- quoted figure of $500 to make j
Dr. and Mrs. Mulder traveled ber of the PalestineMasonic lodge,
abide by whatever decision the
extensivelyin Germany in 1936 No. 1 of Detroit, of the Knights Haven, and Mary Nehmer, 19, her forehead and chin and the Council came to in regard to the ed that they have no recommenda- otic organizations could continue a survey. This survey
Templar
of
Commandry
No.
1 Nunica.
to use this room even though the elude coming to Holland and
daughter
was
cut
and
bruised
and. because they drove a car and
tions at this time relativeto the
and of the Detroit Elks lodge.
The
driver of the other car was other signs.
Gerald
Breen.
32,
Holland,
and
proposed addition to Fire Station Draft Board did occupy it during ing all necessary facts and
pitched camp at night, they were
Referred to the Street CommitHe was a service manager for Florence Jane Eldridge, 26, route E. G. Rexford of Indianapolis who
the day time. In view of these to write up their
in close touch with the average
No. 1.
tee with power to act.
the American Automcbile associa- 4, Holland.
facta, Mr. Mooi took the position make definite
was
driving
north
In his car which
Public
Safety
Committee
further
German. When they parked in
Clerk presented petition from
tion for Michiganin Detroit.
was pulling a house trailer A
that the Draft Board should seek together with the eetlmata of
farm yards for the night, Dr. and
Robert D Evans, 21, Grinnell,
taxpayers living on E. 6th St. in reported that there is a real seriSurvivorsare the widow. Mrs.
deputy sheriff reported that the
other quarters and was agreeable for constructingan
Mrs. Mulder often were invited
ous
parking
problem
In
the
vicinity
Grace Ochs; one daughter. Doro- Iowa, and Mary Ann Jonker, 19, Georgia car was being driven on the vicinity of the Llmbert Co.
into the house to join the evening’s
of the Holland Furnace Co. and to giving them an additional 30 plant and also annual cost of
Grand Haven
thea, at home; the mother, Mrs.
the wrong side of the highway protesting against the spray dust Baker Furniture Co. plants due to days to move and Aid. Mooi pre- lection.
festivities.
and saw dust which settles on
Henry J Grit. 26, Jamestown
Anna Ochs of Detroit; one brothAid. Smith stated that
He stated that while he and his er, Clarkson, sergeantwith the township, and Leona Brown, 24, The force of the impact caused their washings and porches and the lack of parking space and the sented auch a motion which waa
supported by Aid. Slagh.
the trailer to crash into the rear
as the tentativeplana wan
narrow
streets
adjacent
to
these
wife were setting up their camp,
filters into their homes from the
Michigan state police at Lansing Ellsworth.
of the Rexford car.
Aid. Raymond stated that in his Incineratorto be built at the
factories. It was the Committee's
the Germans watched them closely
h lower at the Llmbert factory.
John Haveman, 2.3, and Geraland two sisters.
When
the deputy sheriff arrived
recommendation
that 22nd St. be opinion the Council should not ent locationof the Fifth St
and found the Mulders more enAid.
Kleis
reported
that
he
had
dine Rietman. 19. both of Zee- on the scene he found that another
order the Draft Board out of this station, that this committee!
tertainment than a circus.
land, CliffordR Erickson, 25, and car had been involved in an ac- been informed of this petitionand widened on the south side of the
room at the present time. Mr. Ray- first have a meeting with
street
between
Prospect
and
He read to the club several exhad
contacted
Mr.
Dick
Van
Margaret Brown, 24, Andrew cident sometime during the night.
mond
stated that he was not so Board of Public Work* tad !
Columbia
Aves.
It
was
further
cerpts from a dairy which he kept
Niemiec. 21, and Agnes Brylka. 17, Identity of the owner of this car Raalte, Mgr of the Llmbert Co.,
recommended
that Columbia Ave. much concernedover the amount out just how the Board fait in
while visiting the Germans. One of
and
he
had
promised
him
that
all of Grand Haven.
had not been completed but
gard to the Gty taking over af
them concerned two former soldthese matters would all be taken be widened on the west side of the of rental as he was over the serHarold Lugtigheid, son of Mr
Albert Willis Preston, 26, Mar- check of the license number show
of this building.
rare of so that the residents in street between 22nd and 24th Sts. vices which this Board ii renderiers whom he proved were also and Mrs. C. Lugtigheid, left last ne, and Lena Margarete Kober 26,
ed that the plates were issued this vicinity would have no fur- It was reported that the expense ing to the community as a whole by
Mr. Smth stated that he
people although they had been Friday morning for army service. Conklin.
to William P. Muehlhausen of
looking after the Interests of some been informed that this
classedas "mere caricaturesof hu- He Joined 17 other draftees at
John Peoples, 21 and Lillian Muskegon. From all indications ther cause for complaint. It was for this street widening could be
therefore moved by Aid. Kleis, paid from Gas and Weight Tax 2100 youth In the Gty as well as not as yet been formally
Allegan, which made up the Molenkamp.19, both of Grand
man beings.”
the car jumped the culvert,crashthe parents of these boys. Mr. ed to the Board of Public
seconded by Raymond, that the monies.
He pointed out that although he August quota from the county. Haven; Wiliam Aukeman, 21,
ed into a tree and caught fire The
Referred to Street Committee Raymond stated that he believed
detested the things the Nazis do. The local baseball team and mem- Byron Center, and Jeanette Van
petition be filed.
In reply to AkL Smith's
rear tires were blown out and the
Clerk presented communication with the suggestion that they there was no other space in< the ment, Aid. Raymond stated
he hoped that the German people bers of his Sunday school class Ess, 26, route .3, Hudsonville.
tire on the right front wheel, the
from the Great Lakes Harbors bring back a definite report as City as well suited for this purpose whenever Engineers have
would not he beaten down to earth met at his home for a fellowship
front of the car and the rear of Association, requesting an approas the Gty Hall and this is espec- here to look over this
soon as possible.
evening on Wednesday of last
as in the last war
the car were burned.
priation of $50.00 for expense in
CARS CRASH
' Young and old alike, every week A number of relativesand
Public Buildings Committee re- ially true during the times when had always called in Supt
connection with the fight now ported progress in arranging with the boys leave for camp when the so that he was familiar
(German) individualseems to friends were at Allegan to see
INTERSECTION HERE
pending in Washington to secure Drs. Clark and Hamelink for im- parents and other friends meet what was going on and ha
share in any glory that comes to him off on Friday.
approval of the Great Lakes Sea- provementsto the city property at with them to bid them goodbye.
The Women’s Missionary society
Germany."
that Mr. Nauta had brought <
Cars driven by Ralph Witzcman.
of First Reformed church met for
way.
Mr. Raymond also called atten- matters to the attention
the corner of River Ave. a^l 12th
Referred to Committee on St. and passible lease to extend tion to the fact that it now appears Board. However, AM.
a regular meeting last Thursday 30. St Bernard. O.. and Ward
Ways and Means with power to over a period from 3 to 5 years. as though this present emergency stated that there would
afternoonin the church parlors, Collins. 69 route 2. Fennville,colwith Mrs. N. Rozeboom presiding. lided at 17th St. and Pine Ave.
act
Public Buildings Committee fur may last for quite sometime and objectionto their meeting i
Clerk presented communication
Devotionsand the program were Tuesday at 4:15 p.m., according to
ther reported that they have not that many more boys would be Board and going Into this
from Great Lakes Port Terminal
in charge of Mrs. E. Tellman a report made to local police.
as yet taken any definite action In called within the next year or two, Alderman Raymond furthay
Witzeman was driving south on
and Mrs. G. Kleinheksel. AssisBen Timmer, one of the active Operators requestingan appro- regard to opening up the former and he believed that the citizens ed that it waa the opinion of
priation of $100.00 for expense in
ting the committee in the discus- Pine Ave. and Collins was eastgolf players at the Holland CounTannery lot as a free parking as a whole would not be in favor committeethat this ayitWR rt
sion of the topic, ‘The Amoy bound on 17th St. Witzeman told try club, became "hot" on the golf connectionwith the proposalto
of asking the Draft Board to aeek be put in on a public utility
space.
Mission Carries On" were Mrs. police he stopped for the intersec- course Friday afternoon when he have such Port Terminal OperaCommittee presented a further other quarter! at the present time. and the residents would bo ~
Contending that the dog situa- John Hanls, Mrs. John Brink, Sr., tion hut that Collins was driving
tors come under the jurisdiction
Mr. Ben Hamm who waa present for these services,perhaps oaj
got a 66 to tie the course record
report relativeto re-wiring of the
tion in the southern part of Ot- Mrs. H. Oldebekking,Mrs Wil- too fast to avoid a collision.Collins
of the I. C. C. These Port Terestablishedlast year by Lee Kleis.
City Hall. Committee stated that with 3 other comrades spoke on quarterly basis, the same pi r
tawa county is out of control,the liam Ten Brink, Mrs. H. Kemp- claimed that Witzeman did not
minal Operators wish to protest
golf professional at the country
the electrical inspector— Mr. Loo- their behalf and listed that it was bills are now handled.
Ottawa county sheriff’s depart- kers, Mrs. H. H. Nyenhuis and stop for the stop sign.
against such legislation.
man— has drawn up specificationshis opinion that other suitable Mr. Raymond further
club.
ment announced today that it will Mrs. Rozeboom. Mrs H. D. ScabCollins’car skidded completely
Referred to Ways and Means
Timmer scored a 33 on the first
for changes which he deems neces- space could be secured in the City It was his opinion that
take advantageof a state law and bing favored with a vocal solo around and came to rest 50 feet
Committee with power to act.
nine holes and came in on the last
sary, and It was the Committee’s of Holland which would meet the Gty Charter the Ootmefl
will shoot all animals which are accompanied by Mrs. Tellman. from the point of impact, police
Clerk presented communication
nine with another 33. Already this
needs of the Draft Board. Mr. have the right to tun this
found running at large.
from the Michigan Municipal recommendation that they be auThe social hostess for the after- said Robert Aitena, 117 West
season he had shot a 68 and a 69
thorized to go ahead and receive Hamm also called attention to the the Board of Public Woria
The state law gives the sheriff's noon was Mrs. Etta Kaper.
18th St., Mrs. Ralph Witzeman
League thanking the Council for
felt the Board would have no
but the 66 is his best score for
department this authority and
the prompt remittance of the bids In accordance with these fact that when the Draft Board
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kooiker and and Helen Witzeman were listed
had first taken possessionof this Jectlon to taking on this addodi
this year.
proposed
changes.
Annual dues, and requesting the
makes it mandatory for the shoot- Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kempkers of as witnesses.
On the 18 holes, he scored six City to take advantage of the
room, they changed the locks on sponsibllity.
Adopted.
ing of all d‘>gs which are found this place accompanied by Mr.
CorneliusHaveman, 24 West
After some further
’birdies," was one stroke over on
Building Committee further re- the doors and that their group had
various facilities for municipal inrunning at large.
and Mrs C. Teusink and Mr, and 14th St., reported to police Tuesthe matter, it was moved ky
A deputy sheriff reported that Mrs. F. Rutgers of Holland mo- day that as he was driving his car one hole and shot the remaniing 11 formationmade available by the ported that one of our local inaur been treated disgracefully.
Mr. Hamm suggested that the erman Raymond, 2nd by
numerous dogs arc at large despite tored to Missouri to visit camp, on River Ave. between Fifth and holes in par. His score for the 18 League. The communication also ance companies has made a comThat the report of the
Council again uk the Draft Board
calls attention to the Annual plete analysisof all the fire Insurnumerous warnings.In the past the former to see their son Jun- Sixth Sts. a small boy on a bicycle holes follows:
Par
................343 444 444 - 34
to vacate these rooms by Sept, lit, committee be accepted
ance
carried
by
the
City
on
Its
difLeague meeting to be held in
several weeks, several flocks of ius, and the Kempkers to visit rode into his car, but apparently
committee discharged ind
333 544 344 -33 Traverse City on Sept. 10 to 12, ferent properties. Committee 1941.
chickens have been raided by the Mrs. Kempkers brother, who is was not injured.
Par
........ 453 444 544-37-71
Gty
Attorney Lokker arose and matter from now on be
stated
that
certain
changes
were
1941,
and
suggests
that
the
City
also
stationed
there.
dogs, resulting in the deaths of
Timmer 352 433 544-33-66 of Holland be represented at this recommended and suggested that stated that he seldom enters into over to the Board of Public
The Women’s Church League of
many of the fowls.
a thorough study be made of this an argument on the Council floor. Committee so that they may
First Reformed church enjoyed a TRUCKER GIVEN FINE
important meeting.
report and analysis which they However, he felt that it was his with the Board of Piddle
picnic supper at the Zeeland City
Acceptedand filed.
Convention Scheduled
ON HAULING
HEAT,
park, instead of the regular AugClerk presented communication have received. Committee recom duty to speak up at this time. Mr. and go into this matter more
at Country Club
from City Atty. C. Lokker thank- mended that the Gty Attorney to- Looker stated that his sentiments oughly before engaging
ALCOHOL AND CARS ust meeting.
Charged
with
hauling
houseSeveral local church people atSalesmen of the Hart and ing the Council for their kind gether with the Committee on ran along the same lines as those to make this preliminary
WILL
TOLL tended the annual Colonial Mis- hold goods for hire without a per- Cooley Co., numbering between remembrance and well-wishes Ways and Means be delegated to presented by Aid. Raymond. Mr. Carried.
Alderman Slagh called
sion Fest of the Holland Classis, mit of public convenience and 45 and 50, will gather at the during his recent illness. Mr. Lok- work with the Building Committee Lokkers tated that he could apprenecessity.John Franzburg,46, 17
Holland Country club next Mon- ker states that he is glad to be In giving this matter a thorougn ciate why Aid. Raymond felt as he to the fact that a petition had
Warning drivers against imbib- held at Spring Grove, Jamestown,
East 13th St., pleaded guilty on day, Tuesday and Wednesday for hack on the job after his short study and report their findings to did because he, Mr. Raymond, had presented by residents of the'
ing mint juleps and other so-call- last Wednesday. Main speakers
occasionto address a group of Ward in the vicinity of the
the Council.
ed "cooling" drinks while motor- included Rev. John Muilenbergof arraignmentTuesday before Mun- their annual convention. About forced vacation.
these boys when they were about Company In which they made
Adopted.
Acceptedand filed.
ing in the terrificAugust heat, New York, Reformed church min- icipal Judge Raymond L. Smith 15 salesmen from outside will be
Building Committee further re- to leave for camp. Mr. Lokker plaint about the smoke and
Clerk presented petition from
James H. Oughton of the Keeley ister to Refugees, and Dick Win- and was assessed a fine of $25 included.
and casts of $3.35.
Conferences are scheduledfor property owners requesting the ported that no progress has been stated that he too had addressed and asked the Gvic
Institute'salcoholic research de- ter of the American Sunday
The
complaint was sworn to by
School
Union
at
the
afternoon
Monday afternoon, Tuesday morn- clasing of the alley between 23rd made relativeto the action taken another group when they were Committee if they had any
partment predicted that the next
John G. Wagner of the Michigan ing and Wednesday morning. A and 24th Sts. running from Van by the Council on April 17, 1941, leaving and on these occasions a mendatlonsto make..
.30 days will be the most dan- sendee and Miss Tena Holkeboer
public service commission who ball game between the sales force Raalte Ave. west approximately in which the Council requested the large number of parents and
Aid. Ketei stated that he did
gerous in terms of heavy mid- of China and Dr. George MenDraft Board to move out of the friends of these boys are present recall that this matter had
summer traffic as record num- nenga of Western Theological charged that Franzburg was and the factory' will be held Mon- 392 ft.
hauling furniturefrom Holland day evening,a golf tournament Granted and hearing set for so-called G. A. R. room in the City and he felt that the impression referred to their committee;
bers of motorists take to the high- seminary.
to Chicago.
Mrs.
Henry
Wedeven
motored
that these boys get when they ever, he would look into it and
Hall within 60 days.
Tuesday afternoon ami a com- Sept. 3. 1941.
ways for vacations and short
The trial of Franzburg who also pany dinner Tuesday evening.
to Ann Arbor last Thursday with
Clerk presented communication Mr. Mooi stated that representa- went away would have a far better had been referred to them,
jaunts.
is charged with selling spoiled
On Friday evening the local from the Warm Friend Tavern tives from the patrioticorganiza- effect on them if they could be would give the matter att
Gasoline consumption has in- her father, Mr. Nykerk of Holsugar, which had been set for Kiwanis club will entertain the complainingabout annoyances to tions who had formerly used this sent from a place like the City C ommunlcsUona from
creased about 16 per cent so far land.
Gty Officer*
Henry H. Nyenhuis was in Tuesday afternoon, has been con- wives at dinner at the country tiieir guests on account of un- room were present to present their Hall, which, after all, is the heart
this year over last, Oughtoh reThe
claims
approved by the
charge
of the Christian Endeavor tinued until Tuesday, Aug. 26.
of
the
Gty,
and
he
felt
it
much
club. Also on Monday about 35 necessary noises from motor traf- viewpoints. Mr. Moot further
vealed, along with a 17 per cent
lowing Boards were ordered
service at First Reformed church
more
appropriate
to
bid
them
stated
that
he
had
asked
represenmen
of
Grand
Rapids
will
gather
fic
during
the
late
evening
and
increase in traffic deaths for the
last Sunday evening, discussing
at the club for a Kroger stag early morning hours. The com- tatives of the Draft Board also to goodbye from such an environ- fled to the Council for
first five months of 1941. Alcohol
the topic. "Setting Christian Stan- Ebenezer Charch Holds
with golf, dinner and cards.
municationmentions sounding of be present. However, he was just ment than to have to assemble Hospital Board
figures in one out of every five
Library Board
dards in My Friendships."
Picnic at Tunnel Park
horns, cut-outs open and racing of informed that they have present- perhaps in some upstairsroom for
of these fatalities, he stated.
Miss Rozeboom of Steen, Minn.,
Park and Cem. Board...
truck motors. The communication ed a letter to the City Clerk set- this purpose.
During the first five months of
The annual picnic of the Eben- Sorosis Alumnae Enjoy
visited in the home of her brothPolice and Fire Board......
Mr.
Looker
further
stated
that
ting
forth
their
views
in
the
suggests
as
a
remedy
an
adequate
this year, a total of 13,760 traffic
ezer Reformed church and Suner’s family, the Rev. and Mrs.
Board Public Works
.38,4
it
was
his
opinion
that
a
large
masquad car patrol on 8th St. or by matter.
deaths were recorded, as comparday school was held Tuesday Bridge at Yacht Club
N. Rozeboom for a few days last
Allowed. (Said claims on f0e:
jority
of
the
citizens
of
Holland
Clerk
was
requested
to
read
this
an
officer
to
be
stationed
at
Cened with 11,790 in 1940. If the inweek. She returned home last night at Tunnel Park with nearly Alumnae of the Sorosis society tral Ave. and 8th St. during the letter from the Draft Board. This would not approve of asking the Clerk’s office for public
crease continuesat the present
every family of the church repre- of Hope college enjoyed a dessertSaturday taking with her Judith,
tion
sented. A picnic supper was bridge and informal summer meet- middle of the night It further letter in brief set forth the fol- Draft Board to move from their
rate, 1942 will sec 40,000 motor
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Board of Public Works
present
quarters
at
this
time.
Mr.
lowing
facts:
served. The Rev. William E. ing Monday afternoon at the Mac- suggests the rerouting of truck
deaths, and in 8,000 of them inRozeboom.
First — On October 19, 1940, the Lokker further stated that he too the collectionof $47,600.60;
Douw.stra of Schodack,N.Y., pro- atawa Bay Yacht club. About 33 traffic and taking it off 8th St.
toxicated drivers or pedestrians
The Sunday school of First ReReferred to Safety Committee Council unanimously invited the was a member of a patrioticor- Treasurer— $36,000.26 for
nounced the invocation.
will play a part. Geographically,
members including a large outformed church contributed nearly
laneous items, and $89,642J6
After the meal games and con- state representation attended the and Board of Police and Fire Com- local Selective Service Board to ganization, viz, the American
the largest increase in auto deaths $124 for China Rebef in a recent
tax collections.
Legion.
However,
he
felt
that
if
occupy
the
former
G.
A.
R.
room
tests
were
held
for
all
classes
missioners.
came in the rural areas, while offering.
affair.
Adopted.
he
were
in
a
position
where
he
as its permanent headquarters.
children under four years old acSix tables of bridge were in play Reports of Standing Committee*
Mrs. H. D. St Tabbing attended from the beginners’ departmentto
Clerk reported bonds and
would
have
rights
to the G. A. R.
The
communication
further
set
Claims
and
Accounts
Committhe
adult
Bible
classes
including
counted for the greatest increase a concert by Cameron McLean,
and first and second prizes were
est coupons due and presented
room,
that
he
could
show
no
better
forth
the
fact
that
before
the
the Sunday school teachersand awarded to Mrs. Kathryn Yntema tee reported claims in the amount
among age groups.
baritone, sponsoredby the Greapayment in the amount of
"Overheateddrivers can de- son Summer School of Fine Arts prizes were awarded. The sports and Mrs. Arthur Visscher.respect- of $7,081 75 and recommended pay- Council had granted the Board patriotism than to relinquishsuch
892.50.
rights
in
favor
of
these
other
boys
this
room,
they
had
been
looking
committee
was
composed
of
Mr.
crease the accident rate if they at Douglas, last week Tuesday
ively. Bridge tallies were decorat- ment thereof.
Ordered paid.
around for other suitable space. who now are answering the call of
Allowed.
Will eat melons under a shade tree evening. The singer was assisted and Mi's. William J. Vanden Beldt ed with miniature sailboats.
Clerk presented report
their country.
However,
when
the
Council
offerand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
KorStreet
Committee
reported
during the heat of the day, or cool by Miss Marion Stange, soprano,
Miss Cathalene Mersen. presiAid. Mooi stated that he won- City Inspector giving resume
ed them this room, they were haprecommending
the
purchase
of
30
off in air-conditioneddrug stores, and Adalyn Vennan, pianist. The tering.
dent of the alumnae group, made
dered if the matter were put up to his activities during July.
rather than filling up on intoxi- artists are all from Detroit.
arrangements for the party which tons of calcium chloride for use •v- to take advantageof the offer
Accepted and filed.
these young men themselves, if
and
immediately
took
possession.
during the coming winter season.
cating drinks which do not allay
The Rev. and Mrs. N. Roze- Holland C.E. Union
it is hoped will become an annual
Clerk presented cotnmi
they would even want to push
Accordingly,
the
G.
A.
R.
room
Adopted.
the heat but serve only to impair boom and children left last Tuesaffair.
from
Police and Fire Board
aside
the
Veterans
of
former
wars
became
the
headquarters
for
the
Street Committee reported
the driver's control," Oughton day morning on their summer Has Beach Party
mending the installation of 2
2100
young
citizens
in
Holland for their own benefit.
recommending
that
they
be
ausaid.
vacation. They expect to visit in
Between 45 and 50 attended the
Aid. Kleis stated that he believ- ditlonalfire hydrants— one at
thorized to receive quotations on who would be of draft age. This
the home of Mrs. Rozeboom’s annual beach party of the Holland
COUNCIL
ed this matter should be given fur- intersectionof Michigan A\
fact
was
reported
to
Washington
a
suitable
heating
system
for
the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Has- Christian Endeavor union Tuesday
Marriage Is Solemnized
street dept, garage. Committee and Lansing and the Board has ther consideration and offered a and 30th Street, and one on
selman of Pella, Iowa, and also evening at Buchanan beach. ActiStreet in the middle of the
further reported that it becomes continued to keep this as its office motion to have the matter tabled.
the parents of Rev. Rozeboom at vities started with a ball game bein Zeeland Parsonage
Holland, Mich., Aug 6, 1941
This motion, however, was lost so between Maple and Wl
ever
since.
necessary
to
provide
for
a
heating
The Common Council met in
The marriage of Mrs. .largaret Steen, Minn. The local pulpit at tween teams captained by Charles
However, on April 17, 1941, the the originalmotion of Aid. Mooi Avenues.
First Reformed church next Sun- StoppeLsand Don Vander Haar. regular session and was called to system at this time due to the fact
Haastjes of Holland to Benjamin
Approved.
that steam from the Fifth St. Council took a differentaction to have the Draft Board moved
day
will be supplied by Rev. A. The former team won with a score order by the Mayor.
Bultman of East Saugatuck was
Clerk presented Municipal
within 30 days was put to a Yea
and
sent
a
written
request
asking
Power
Station
will
no
longer
be
Present; Mayor Geerhngs, Aids.
of about 8 to 4. There was no umsolemnizedAug. 5 in Zeeland in Haverkamp of Pella, Iowa.
tenance contracts for fiscal
available
as
it has been in the past the Draft Board to vacate within and Nay vote which resulted as
Miss
Juella
Brower,
daughter pire and no fights.
Arendshorst, Kleis, Steffens,
the parsonage of the Rev. John
1941-42 with the State
60 days. Since that time the Board follows
for heating this garage.
After a wiener roast, singing Ketei, Faasen, Slagh, Smith, Mooi
Lanting who also performed the of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. BroDepartment
covering
Ayes:
Aids.
Stiffen*
raasen,
has
searched
for
other
suitable
Adopted.
wer, was united in mariage last was led by Miss Inez Von Ins. Damson, Menken, Raymond, and
single ring ceremony.
Street Committee reported quarters at a fair rental and has Slagh, Smith, Mooi and Damson— on trunk lines within the Qty.
Friday evening at the home of Arrangements were in charge of the Clerk.
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Approved and Mayor end
her parents, to James Cooper of Harvey Koop, recreational superDevotions led by Mayor Geer- recommending that the Holland received 3 offers which they have 6.
Jack Bultman of Holland, brother
Nays: Aids. Kleis, Arendshorst, instructed to sign the coni
Furniture Co. bo permitted to con- hesitated to submit to Washington
Grand Rapids, by Rev. Stanley intendent, assisted by Miss Mil- lings.
and sister-in-law of the bride^
Board of Public Worts
struct a 4 ft. sidewalkadjoining due to the fact that the low bid Ketei, Menken and Raymond—5.
Schipper, uncle of the bride. After
Minutes read and approved.
dred Borr.
groom. A reception followed in the
called for a rental fee of $40.00 per Since the motion lacked the nec- that they were about to
their
property
on
7th
St.
and
runa
wedding trip Mr. and Mrs.
Petlfcjona and Account*
Jack Bultman home for the imorder with the W<
Cooper will take .up residence in
Cleric presented application ning from River Ave. west approx- month but this was on quarters essary 7 votes as requiredby Char- Electric Supply Co. for a
mediate families. Mr. and Mrs.
ter
the
matter
was
declared
lost
Grand Rapids. The bride received Yacht Club Plans Buffet
and agreement signed by John imately 140 ft. along their build- which the Board feels are not suitBultman will mak$ their home on
of assorted poles it a
her early educationin the local
Wierda for permission to .con- ing. Said walk to be built in such able and desirable for their head- by the mayor.
a farm in East Saugatuck.
$1,485.25;also for four
Aid.
Ketei
reported
that
someSupper
for
Sailors
quarters.
Accordingly,
the
Board
school and upon graduationfrom
nect his premises at 195 E. 16th a way as to have the outer edge
serve as a curb to prevent cars was requesting the Common Coun- time ago the matter of smoke nui- transformers from the
high school took' a nurse’s trainThe Macatawa Bay Yacht club St. with the sanitary sewer.
about to park from running over cil to permit them to submit to sance from the Security Sports- Electric Co. at a price cf
ing at Blodgett hospital in Grand will be host at -a buffet supper
RESIDENT OF
Granted.
their superiors the office space wear Co. had been referred to the also for two-2400 volt, si
Rapids, in which city she 'has Friday night to sailors and others
Clerk presented application on to the property.
they are now occupying in the City Gvic Improvement Committee and phase, oil immened 60-cy de
been employed as registerednurse who are connectedwith the Hol- and bond of John Israels for
Adopted.
for several (years.
Street Committee reported that Hall at a rental fee of $40.00 per since that time he had been watch- lators from G JL Co. at a cc
land-to- White Lake race. From 40 license to construct sidewalks.
(It was stated that
Bumips, Aug. 14' (Special)
. H. D. Strabbing and son, Alvin, to 50 yachtsmen,guests and some
Bond approved and license since work has been started on the month. The letter further states ing conditions as they have been $3,678.00
regulators
are necessary
existing
since
then.
Mr.
Ketei
fur*
Jacob Jacobs, 57, died «t 10:45 motored to Baldwin last Saturday members of the U.S. Power granted.
the
fact
that
their
present
office
extension of Pine Ave., it would be
care of the Increasedoutput
pjn. Sunday In his home in Sa for a day of trout fishing.
squadron are expected.
Clerk presentedcommunication advisable to contact Mr. Voi, own- is centrallylocated and very con- ther stated that recently comlem township following A long illDorothy Poll of Holland was a
The 22-meter boats will leave from both the W. E. Dunn Mfg. er of propertyon North River venient to the boys and other citi- plaintshave come In and then he plant). AH them
ness. Survivingare the mother, guest of Blanche Rigtering during Holland at 8 p.m. that night and Co. and the Holland Precision Ave., for the purpose of purchas- zens in Holland who of necessity and Gty Inspector called at the ject to the approval of
Mary, and a brother, Theodore. the past week.
ApPfWtd..the boats in the handicap class Parts requesting the improve- ing some of his property so that make use of the services which plant and received the assurance
Council adjourned.
The body was taken to the KlineHie Rev. James Wayer of Ra- are^scheduledto leave at 8:30 ment of 24th St from Ottawa Pine Ave. might be extended on to this Board renders: The Draft from the plant manager that they
steker funeral home at Bumipa. cine, Wis., conductedthe services pjn.
Oscar Feteno* GU|M
Aye. to Mich. Ave., and Ottawa a point where it would connect up Board solicits the cooperation of would co-operate with the City to
American Reformed church
Sunday.
Donna Oiarter of Holland
in the
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Fort Custer Troops Have Picnic at Tunnel Park

ARE

their third out-of-town game

night, 3-2.

The Cuba, one of the few outfits
beet Holland on its own field,
all three of its runs Friday

the fourth inning. Joe Zengot to first on a fielder’s
~ and Bar boro and Hosinski.
on aingles to center. All of
cored on other singles to
ter field.

'd’s late rally started in
ninth inning but was stopped
of tying by one run leavtwo men on base. Harry De
tingled and Nels Van Lente
both scoring on Ken VanBerg’s single to short.
Bill Storey, winning pitcher,
out six and walked one
Bob Vanden Berg of Holfanned three and walked two.
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COURT

In the Dykema Tailor-Armour single to center.
Pres Bos allowed six hits, and
Leather softball game at Riverview park Friday night, the Dyk- struck out six while Irey allowed
emas won by a big 12-6 score but five hits, struck out seven and
the other two contests were de- walked five.
In the Dykema slugfest,Vrycided by only one run.
The visitingCasco outfit beat hof and Westerhof scored In the bride’s parents.
out Steffens Brothers food store, first, Westerhof, Jansen, Prince
The ceremony was performed
MunicipalJudge Raymond^ L.
3-2, scoring all their runs in the and Dykema in the second, Koop- by the Rev. Stanley D. Schipper,
man in the third, Kraal, Bos, Wes- pastor of TrinityReformed church Smith has reported that the
seventh.
HuLst Market also dunked the terhof and Jansen with a homer of Grand Rapids, uncle of the municipal court did its largest busPure Oils, 6-5, scoring their win- in the fourth and Costing in the bride. Wedding music was proiness in June since its establishning run in the last half of an ex- fifth.
vided by Miss HenriettaBrower,
ment
in April, 1940.
Five
singles
for
the
Armours
in
tra inning.
sister of the Iride, who played
He said ordinance fines and court
Hulsts and the Oils went Into the third brought In Douma, Brown Mendelssohn'swedding march.
an extra inning after a 3-3 tie. C. Weener and Bloemers,and a
White and colored gladioli, wild costs, totaling $1,020.10 had been
Conklins single to center for the single and double in the sixth fern and mixed flowers formed collectedin June. A check for this
Oils in the first half drove in both brought in Scheerhorn and R. an improvised altar.
amount was presented to City
R. Kempker and Ingraham and Weener.
The bride wore a platinumblue
put them into a two-run lead. A
Jansen gave 13 hits, fanned four crepe ensemble. The dress was Treasurer Henry J. Becksfort.
couple of hits and a couple of er- and walked three and C. Weener fashioned in simple lines with a
Judge Smith said this is the first
rors, however, allowed Hulst, struck out three and walked three. draped bodice and
straight time the fines and costs exceeded
Schurman and Westerhof to come
The Casco village band ac- skirt. The big-length jacket was $1,000 for one month although
back for the marketersin the last companied the visitingteam and made with three-quarterlength there have been several months in
played several times during the sleeves.She wore a corsage of which $800 had been collected.
half.
roses and mixed flowers.
De Neff had scored for the Oils evening.
For the first six months of 1941,
in the first inning and Thomas and
Non-scoringplayers:
Attending her as maid of honor I (he court collecteda total of
Vander Ploeg in the fifth.
Dykemas— V’an Gelderen and was her sister, Miss Florence $4,200.75 in ordinance fines and
Brower, who wore a rafia tan court casts. The amounts by
Tuls and L. Bouwman brought Catena.
Armours— Hulst, Van Dorple, crepe dress, three narrow tends months follow: January,$622.05;
in two Hulst runs in the second
and Waldyke added another in the Paauwe, Van Liere and Van Nor- of pleating trimming the square February, $510 65; March. $682;
yoke and peplum effect sash. She April $702 85; May. $663.10.
den.
seventh.
Bos of the lasing team walked
Oils— L. Elenbaas, Conklin. Rut- wore a corsage of roses and
Judge Smith explained that
mixed flowers.
three and fanned three while gers, Schrotenboerand Bos.
these figures do not include state
James Roeper of Grand Rapids fines which are turned over to the
Schurman of the winners fanned
Hulsts — Gnep. Slager, Van
performedthe duties of best man. county treasurer.
four and walked one.
Dyke, Vander Ploeg.
For her daughter's wedding.
Handwerg of the Steffens team
Casco— Adkin, Harris, Hutton,
drove in T. Bouwman with a hit in Kooney, P. Ely, Overbiser and Ru- Mrs. Brower wore a navy sheer
ensemble with the jacket neckthe sixth and scored later on an mez
error V. Ely and Fowler and Irey
Steffens— Buursma, Overbeek, line and bodice trimmed with a

the Michigan City Cubs there

AB R H

SET BY

IS

On the 30th wedding anniversary of her parents, Miss Juella
S. Brower, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry E. Brower of Hamilton, became the bride of James H. Collection oi Fines, Costs
Cooper, son of Duke Cooper of
at New Mark in City
Grand Rapids, in a ceremony Friday evening in the home of the
lor June

TTie Holland Flying Dutchmen

........

NEW RECORD

and Hulsts Win by Close Scores Vows Spoken

HOOSBS

an Lente, cf

Cooper-Brower

Dykemas Drub Armours, Cascos

GAME

IN

Neff. 2b

14, 1941

brought in the Casco counters, the Crozier, S. Bouwitian, Woldring, fine design of fluted ribbon
A reception for about 20 guests
last two coming in on Kooney’s De Witt, Johnson and Bos.
followed the ceremony Out-of0
town guests incluik’d the Rev.
E
and Mrs. Stanley D. Schipper, Mr
OF
and Mrs James Roeper. Mr and
DIES
ILLNESS Mrs I^onard J. Verseput, Lillian | Five minor automobile accidents
Hulsken, Gladys Meengs, Eunice m which no one was reported mHageLskamp and Winifred Over- Hired Friday were reported by p<>Zeeland, August 14 (Special)
| lie.1.
Sietse Bystra. 81, died Thursday
The comje left on a wedding, An accident at 4.50 p.m. at 15th
Aug. 7 about 5 pm. in his home
in Noordeloos after a lingering trip to Great Smoky Mountains c;t and Pine Ave. involved cars
National park in Tennessee They (invcn ()V Arnold E Teusink. 26,
Grand Haven. Aug. 14 (Special) illness. Until about two months
make their home at 11 [530 Omiral Ave. and Henry O.
—Mrs Sena Baker. 81. widow of ago he and his wife lived in Bea- will
Dwight Ave. SE. Grand Rapids, Brown. 67. 103 East Ninth St. Teuverdam.
the late D. W. Bilker, died in OsSurvivingare the widow and after Aug. 18.
sink was driving west on 15th
kaloosa. la., at 9 pm. Thursday
three daughters, Mrs. Matthew
St. and Brown was northbound on
0
Aug. 7, after gradually failingin
Heyboer of Noordeloos, Mrs. MarPine Ave.
000 000 002-2
health for the past several years.
Cars driven by Dorothy Waldo,
yt^iipn City 000 300 OOx— 3
She became blind several years inus RoeLs of Holland and Mrs.
279 South Wall St . Zeeland, and
Batteries; For Holland
Bob
ago. Mrs Raker, nee Sena La- George Heyboer of Grand Rapids;
two sons, Cyrus at home and
Reiaster Van Pell. 116 East 18th
Berg and Wenzel; for
Mann, was born March 12, 1860,
Martin
of Grand Rapids; eight
St , collided at 16th St. and ColCity — Storey and SmilIn Germany near the Dutch borgrandchildren; two brothers and
lege Ave The Waldo car was beder and came to America alone as
ing driven east on 16th St. and
a young woman, residing in Hol- a sister living in The Netherlands.
Van Pell was driving north on Colland and Eremont before moving
to Grand Haven.
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Mulder, lege Ave
Lewis Tubergen reported to poShe was a member of First Rewho are summering at Maple lice
that as he was hacking his
formed rhurch and its Aid society.
beach, have gone to the upf>er car from the curbing near the A.
Mrs. Baker, after the death of her
peninsula where Dr. Muld’r will & P store at 10th St. and River
husband in 1925, retained his interestsin the Baker Lumber and
give courses in novel writing tech- Ave, it struck the car of Donald
Coal Co of Grand Haven.
nique at the Nahma Vacation Waheke. at 2 p.m.
Mr and Mrs. Baker were marThe automobileof
A. Panschool. This ls a school organizBrand Haven, Aug. 15 (Special)
ried in Grand Haven April 27.
ning 48 East 17th St., is reported
; notion to dismiss the case
ed three years ago in the Hiawa- to have struck the car of Albert
1886.
O. \V. Lowry, commodore of the
Henry Schreiber,49, formtha National forest for writers [ Schurman route 1 Holland at
Survivors are two daughters,
Macatawa Bay Yacht club, has
Weat Olive fanner, charged
Mrs. George Steininger, formerly announced plans for the annual and artl>ts from a wide area m 4:15 p.m as it pulled away from
anon in connection with the
Della Baker, of New York city, sailing race from Holland to White many states.
the curbing on Eighth St., east of
'of his barn last June 29.
Among the facultymembers this Central Ave.
and Mrs. Teums Prins, formerly
Lake
which
will
be
held
this
In Ottawa circuit court
year will be: Wallace Kirkland, Cars driven by Charles Sours, 9
Harriet Baker, of Pella. la.; one
week-end.
___ _ by his attorneys.
head photographer for "Life" East Seventh St., and Robert Oltson William Baker of Battle
The entrants will leave the piers
A Biotten to dismiss also was
Creek; six grandchildren, includ- oppasite Holland harbor at 8 p.m. magazine, who has just return- hoff, 252 West 24th St., crashed
In court here In the cases
ed from a year's assignment in on 10th St. near the A. & P. store.
ing Douglas and Charles Baker,
Friday, Aug. 15, arriving at White
tba people vs. Fred Pierce, 17,
sons of the late John Baker who Lake sometime Saturday morn- India; Lester Dent, popular maga— Rapids, and Dale Davanzine short story writer; Frederic
died March 15. 1920, and a brothing.
25, of Lansing, charged with
Nelson Litten, writer of adventure
er, Gerrit LaMann of Denver, Col.
Two perpetual trophies will be stories; Frank Schersehel, head of
disorderlywhen it is alleged
JAIL
offered to the winners, one for the
raided a house party of girls
the photographystaff of the Mil22
square
meter
class and the othpark here last May
waukee Journal; Warren Beck
er for the open handicap class. Mr.
Three transients,charged with
some of whose stories have been
Lowry said that about eight 22 selectedfor the Edward J. )'Brien ,lrunk and ^orderly conduct.
boys were arrested by
square meter boats will be entered
were sentencedto serve 10 days
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Haven city police and
collection;and Lester Bentley,
in this class and about six to eight
_ ! before JusticeGeorge V.
whase paintings of the southwest each in the county jail at Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Heneveld
boats in the open handicap.
Haven Friday by Municipal Judge
June 2 at which time they
and Mexico are well known.
of Chicago are spendingtheir vaThe
event
is being sponsored by
Raymond L. Smith upon their
wen assessed a $50 fine and
cation at Castle park
pleas of guilty.
the Western Michigan Yachting
^ of 96-20 and required to serve
Mrs. C. L. Rich. 25 East Seventh
associationand will be in charge of Kammeraad Reunion Is
They identifiedthemselvesare
ditys in the county jail. An
St., entered Holland hospital
the associationsvice-president,
Harry Carraher. 41, and John
was immediatelyfiled by
Thursday for treatmentof an illWarren S. Merriam of Holland. Held in Grand ville
Gilmore. 44. t>oth of Detroit, and
boys to the higher court and
ness.
His assistants will be Howard BaxThe
19th
annual
Kammeraau
re- Donald Cochrane,28, of Danville,
furnished $150 cash bond for
Kenneth Lee is the name of a
ter of Grand Rapids, chairman of union was held in Johnson park. 111.
appearance at the September
son bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
Carraherand Gilmore were arthe Macatawa Bay Yacht club re- Grandvillelast Thursday afterof court
Conrad Vanden Bosch of Crisp.
gatta committee;HoIIls Baker of noon and evening The program rested at 12:50 am. Friday on
Mrs. Vanden Bosch us the former
Grand Rapids, fleet captain of the consisted of community singing being removed from the engine of
Alice Zuidema of Holland
local club's sail boats; A. W. Ta- directed by Bernard
Kam- , a Here Marquette train upon comMiss Frances Koeman has rehaney of Holland, fleet captain of meraad. A program of s[x)rts was ] plaint of the railroad. The two
turned to her duties in Butterthe club's power boats, who will be carried out by Mrs. Frank Kam- ; men are said to have refused to
worth haspital.Grand Rapids, afleave the train at the request of
in charge of the power boat escort meraad and Mrs. Bernard
Mr. and Mrs. Jac H. Tigelaar
ter spending a few weeks’ vacathe crew.
to White lake; Tom Hefferan of Kammeraad.
Donna Lou and Arie Tigelaar
tion with her parents on route 6.
Officers elected include Arie
Cochrane was arrested at 10:05
the Spring Lake Yacht club; and
enjoying a two weeks’ vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Ered Meyer and
Dr. Leland Holly of the White Van Doesburg. president; Lester p m. Thursday by local police on
i cottage at Green Lake.
Coming in two groups of about die picture, a "firing squad" poses and company cooks provided a son. Howard, and Mr and Mrs. H. Lake Yacht club.
Essenburg, vice president; Mrs. East Eighth St Police said Coch>. and Mrs. R A. Bowman of
70
trucks between 500 and 6(0
new Garrand rifles From , substantial meal tor the picnic- Mass and childrenare taking a trip
Jud Bolhuls, secretary; and Mar- rane was so "filthy dirty" that
___ called on their father,
lei [ to right are Privates
kers consisting of roast beef, around the lakes and to the Wisian Pastma, treasurerThe pro- they took him to police headquarBowman, Wednesday.
Plan Local Drive lor
soldiers of the seventh engine e:j, L\'<»nt. .1 Sail.
mashed potatoes and gravy, corn consin dells.
gram committee for the 1942 re- ters in the poundmaster'struck.
The Rev. A. Rynbrandt and famMr. and Mrs. Russell Boeve and
union consistsof Mary Jane Vauof Kalamazoospent several Ing battalion of Fort I'ustor \]1|]lT an(| ^ Thompron. In the on cob, cabbage salad, spinach,
British
War
Relief
children of Lincoln Ave., have
Proposed Vacatingof Alley lying
pell, Mrs. Richard Aardsma and
of their vacation here with passed through Holland Wednes- |M>ttom picture part of the sol- bread and butter and ice cream,
A
committee
to
collect
used
between 23rd and 24th Streets
day.
Aug.
6,
for
an
outing
at
(jlrrs
an.
shown
in
the
"chow
Th(‘
troops
were
in
command
of gone to Detroit to spend the weekAlberdena
Essenburg;
and
comand at Forest Grove.
West of Van Raalte Avenue.
(’apt. Daniel Spongier, assisted by end with Mr. and Mrs. J. D. QulsI. clothing and shoes for the British mittee on sports. Clarence KamVictoria Van Westenberg
line" The bag at the right conHolland, Michigan, Aug. 7. 1941.
...... i Lieut. W. G. Penly. A comm, tire Mrs. Boeve and Mrs. QulsI are sis- War Relief society has been form- meraad and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
spent two weeks with her
ed in Holland with Mrs. Irene SulWHEREAS, several of the proRegnerus. all of Holland,mem- ' ims walpr' KlU',irn <,'l'“pnunt , ()f the Holland Chamber of Com- ters.
Klomparens.
in Wisconsin returned home
The Rev. and Mrs. James Wayer kers as chairman. Barrels,painted
bers of the battalion.In the ni.d- ' ua> included in the mobile unit morce greeted the soldiers.
About 150 attended the reunion. perty owners abutting on 23rd and
of Racine, Wls., will spend the red, white and blue, soon will be The next reunion also will be held 24th Streets west of Van Raalte
The parsonageof the Reformed
week-end in Holland. On Sunday placed in shoe stores of the city in Johnson park.
Avenue have requestedthat the
is being given a fresh coat
Appledorn Draft
BEING
Rev. Wayer will preach in the in which the public will be urgentalley in the rear of their premises,
paint by Frank and Roger Van
American Reformed church in ly requested to deposit their semiviz. LoLs 65 to 80 inclusive, B. L.
Sent to Local
FIRES Hamilton.
SINK VIRGINIA
worn shoes, rubbers and galoshes. Farewell Party Held
Scott's Elwood Addition,be vacatA young people’s rally of the
The clothes gathered by the
ed. discontinued and abolished,
Coach and Mrs. Malcolm Maskay
tian Reformed churches of
Total registrationsfor the local Grand Haven, Aug. 14— All per- and daughter plan to leave tomor- committeewill be packed and ship- at Port Sheldon
The North Shore Cubs defeated
THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVvicinity enjoyed a picnic at
at Virginia park selective servicelx>ard for the July
^/[‘Wnt w,K)ded or brush row for Clifton.N. J., where they ped to New York, where they will A wiener roast was held at Port ED, that the Common Council of
Virginia
park
Spring Grove Thursday even, ,
.
| areas of Ottawa county are urged
be placed on British ships end Sheldon beach Tuesday, Aug. 5, by the City of Holland deem it advisdraft has reached Kto with the1 to use extreme care in dtspasmg will visit Mrs. Mackay's brotherRev. Boeve, former chaplain Friday night,
in-law and sister. Mr. and Mrs. thence distributedto the air raid the Nienhuisfamily as a farewell able to vacate, discontinue and
Marv Waterway pitching for | j-pcoipt of the registrationcard of | 0f matches, cigarettes and cigar
Camp Livingston,La., was the
Don Schrier. Mrs. E. A. Hinga. sheltersin the British Isles. More for the Rev. and Mrs. Martin A. abolish said alley.
speaker. A large crowd at- the winners allowed four hits and Arnold Willis Appledorn. 198 West 1 butts, pipe ashes and in use of fire
mother of Mrs. Mackay and Mrs. complete plans for the collection Punt and son. Roger, who left
And the Common Council herestruck out seven. North Shore, 17th
[until the current dry spell Is bro- Schrier, who has been visitingin of clothing will be arranged in the Thursday morning for Rochester, by appoints Wednesday, SeptemTWo trailer homes are stationed coilected ten hits of De Maat 1 Appl.-dorn had registered with ken. Serious woods and brush fires the east, will return to Holland near future, but anyone wishing N. Y., after spending a week in the ber 3, 1941, at 7:30 P. M. in the
the east side of Spring Grove
to donate any articles immediate- home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Koot- Council rooms of the City Hall as
who struck out six. Van Huis
No- - (,f CaHha,vp purred recently,
with the Mackays.
a few weeks as the men are the packers and P Kolean of the boun county at Battle Creek when! Clarence Reenders of Grand Hathe time and place when the CounE. P. Stephan, secretary-mana- ly, are asked to telephoneMrs. stra.
in the gravel pit on the winners were the catchers. ' ihe second registration was held j ven township,secretary of the west
Those who attended the papty cil will meet to hear objectionsto
ger of the Holland Chamber of Chester Van Tongeren,52768 or
H. Van Noord faun.
Ottawa conservationdistrict. Commerce, will leave Saturday Mrs. Henry Carley, 2801.
were Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nien- same.
Kapenga, Mart and Marv in July.
|fr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy.
Bernard Arendshorst, chief speaking for its directorsand for morning for Lake Winona, Ind., to
The British War Relief society huis, Anna Jean and Constance,
By Order of the Common CounWaterway led North Shore at
four children and Mrs. Vanbat wnth two hits each. Tin? clerk, announced that the first j the sods conservation service, is- attend a Bible conference. He ex- administers aid not only to Eng- Miss Lena Nienhuis of Grand cil.
Kooy’i father, Bert Ensing park’s hits were scattered
group examination for those of the sued the warning. Reenders suffer- pects to be. gone about two weeks. lish civiliansbut to refugees of Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. George NienOscar Peterson, City Clerk.
Triday for a trip to Iowa to
North Shore plays Bentheim second draft will be held Mon- ed considerablelass when 15 acres Leading speakers of the country conquered countries, of which huis and son, Randall,Mr. and
idatives.
there are now over three million Mrs. Ray Kootstra and children,
at North Shore Tuesday at 6 day. Aug. 18, at the board's quar- of -land, newly planted in pines, will appear on the program.
A. Bowman accompanied p.m. They would like games with ! 'ers in the city hall. Between 15 was burned over.
sheltered in the British Isles.
Janice and Ronald, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Kibby on a business trip any fast class B clubs and are Hnd 20 registrants will be given
A tract of five acres on the
Henry Koop and son. Dale, Mr.
SERVICE
Harbor Friday,
Peter Engle farm adjoining Reen- Water Lines Are Tested
requesting those interestedto physical examinations.
and Mrs. Raymond Nienhuis of
Alan and Philip Huizenga write M. Matchinsky, route 4,
29
Ea
it
9th
Phone 896S
'Diose passing the examination ders' was burned over at the same
Grand Haven, Mrs. Maggie NienAlong South Park Road
Arlene Bowman enjoyed two Holland, or call 2404.
will be included in the board's time and a serious woods fire
IN
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
huis, Mr. and Mrs: Willis Nienit Green lake with the Tige(X'tober quota as it is too late for was reported near M-50.
huis, and Rev. and Mrs. Punt and
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
Using the No. 1 pumper truck,
s at their cottage there.
the September quota, Mr. ArcpdOther woods and brush fires in
Allegan, Aug. 14— The state de- son, Roger.
firemen
tested
the
water
lines
Miss Gertrude Visscher
shorst said.
isolated regionshave been reported
along the south shore road Thurs- partmentof agriculturehas orderand enrollees of the CCC camp
Held
day night to ascertain whether ed a dog quarantine, lasting until
Honorefcd Shower
have been called several times in
they were in working order. Such Sept. 30, because of an outbreak
Two
Automobiles
in
Mrs. G.^BPscher,Sr., and Miss
the past week to combat fires.
tests are made twice each year, of rabies in western Allegan
Kathryn Visscher were co-hos teasJapink reunion was held es at a miscellaneous shower FriCrash at Intersection
Fire Chief Cornelius Blom, Jr., re- county, Sheriff Louis A. Johnson
at Tunnel park with
MOTORISTS PAY FINES
reported.
ported.
day evening in the Visscher home
42 pefioiis present A pot- honoring Miss Gertrude Visscher,
The following motoristshave Firemen were called to 26th St Several dogs affected by rabies
Automobiles, driven by E. J.
dinner was enjoyed at noon a bride-elect. Gifts were present- Fairbanks, 141 East 10th St., and paid fines and costs to Municipal and Columbia Ave. about 5 p.m. have been known to have bitten
and fames were featur- ed, games were played and V. V. Hoover, 280 West 17th St., Judge Raymond Smith 'for traffic Thursday to extinguish a grass persons and stock in the western
the afternoon,
part of the county.
prizes were awarded.
two- figured In an accident at 13th Si., violations: Gordon B. Bowman, fire. ” ! ,
t the business meeting plans course lunch was served.
Twelve townshipsare affected
and Columbia Ave. Saturday after- 227 Central Ave„ Zeeland, Charles
P. B lazier, Chicago, speeding, $5
made for next year’s reunion
by the order, which states that
SEEK PROWLERS
Those present were Mrs. K. noon.
held at Kollen park. Officers Buurma, Mrs. C. Buurma, Mrs.
Local police were informedthat each; Donald Davison, 19, 20 West
Holland police were called to dogs must be chained or confined
Henry Ten Brink, J. Vander Hill, Mrs. R. Visscher, Fairbanks’ car "hooked” the Hoo- Fourth St., faulty equipment on 57 West 22nd St„ about 11:34 at- all times in Clyde, Cheshire,
# Philip Brower, vice Mrs. N. Visscher, Mrs, C. Viss- ver car as the former pulled away car, $5; William Bosma, route 4, p.m. Friday to search for prow- Casco, FiMore, Heath, Ganges,
and Joseph Brower, cher, Mr*. F. VUacher, Mrs. H. from the curbing. Both were east- Holland,failure to signal for a lers. They found no trace of Uketown, Lee, Manlius, Overisel,
turn, $3.
Saugatuck and Valley townships.
Viascher and Mrs, G. Visscher, Jr. bound on 13th SL
them.
If
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FOUR HUNDRED Bolt of Lightning Plays
Pranks on West 12th St.
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Turns on Radio and Stove, Smeenge and children, Marjorie,
Gerald, and Esther, Mrs. Alice
Leaves Hole in Ground; Looman, and Mrs. Lucy De Boer, Kaltmtzoo

*f
tf.
It Selected lor
Grand
Rapids.
PEARL BUTTONS — ManufacYouth Stunned
Michigan Convention
The bride was bom in Holland
turers of Pearl Buttons employ
Next Year
Local Queen Wilhelmina A bolt of lightning which struck and Ls a graduate of Holland high
more people than all other butschool. She has been employed as
tons combined.
American
during Monday night s rainstorm a clerk in a local store. Mr. BouFund Sends $2,500 to
product, made by American laGrand Rapids, August 14
about 7:30 p.m. created consider- man has lived in Zeeland most of
bor. See that the garments you
Michigan legionnaire* adjourned
Assiit Them
buy have Pearl Buttons.
able excitement on West 12th St. his life and was graduated from
their 23rd annual convention late
before it spent its charge into the Zeeland high school.
Willard C. Wiche.-s,secretary of
Following the reception the cou- Tuesday after selecting Kalamaground, leaving a comparatively
ple left for Belding where they zoo for their 1942 convention and
the local chapter of the Queen large hole
will make their home Mr. BouWilhelmina fund, is in receipt of
Bert Kempker, 16, was stunned
electing Herman Luhrs of Flint
man is employed as a railroadexby
the
Ixilt
when
it
struck
the
tree
information from the war prisonas president to succeed A. C. Putt
roots in front of the home of Mr. press agent in Belding.
ers' aid committee affiliated with
brese of Battle Creek.
and Mrs. Gerald Kempker, 255
the international committee of West 12th St.
Other officials named: Finance
Young Men’s ChristianAssocia- The bolt was described as being Zatphen Girl Honored
officer, Isle Alexander, Plymouth,
tions that there are approximate- in the form of several "balls of at Bridal Showers
reelected;chaplain,the Rev. W. L.
Two accidents, Involving thre«
fire " Tony Vander Bie, a neighly 400 Netherlandsprisoners
Miss Jeanette Van Biss, a bride- Cruthers, Charlevoix; historian,
bor, reported he saw at least seven
John Frye, Wayne, reelected;and
vehicles
In each Instance, were
politicalprisoners, and prisoners
elect of Zutphen, has been feted at
or eight "balls of fire" enter the
sergeant at arms, William BE Teninvestigated
Monday by Holland
of war— and interned civiliansin ground.
several prenuptial affairs in that ter. Benton Harbor, reelected.
police.
German camps.
Sam Habing, another neighbor, locality recently.Mrs George En- Auxiliary officers: President,
Three automobile* were involved
Some of the men in these camps said one t>all continued down the
Mrs. Albert D. Vining, Greenville;
are among the best leaders of boulevard on 12th St. to Washing- sing and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess en- first vice-president, Mrs. Ward
in a crash at 10th St and Central ‘a*
tertained with a miscellaneous
Holland, highly Intellectual, deepton Blvd., then turn south toward shower for Miss Van Biss. Those McAllister. Battle Creek; second
Ave. at 1:15 p.m. Monday. A taxi
ly spiritualand these men crave 13th St.
driven by Milton Lynn Schofield, J a
present included Mrs. Harvey Ver vice-president,Mrs. Walter Lee,
to keep in touch with the thought
A crowd gathered about the hole Hage, Mrs. Roy VelteiVia,Mrs. Flint; secretary,Miss Bertha Proe24. 19 West 1st St., crashed In- 5'life of the world.
stel, Detroit,reelected,and trea*
to the car of Lawrence E. Cudahy,
left by the bolt.
William
Koopman.
Miss
Kate
The Queen Wilhelminafund has
38, 100 East Eighth St, causing/./.:!
Tlic bolt silenced a portable Troost, Mrs Maud Brower, Mrs. urer, Mrs. Bernice Harman, Three
found it was possibleto supply the
the latter to strike the parked au- ‘ "/a
radio in the home of Pat Nord- Charles Elzinga, Mrs Lawrence Rivers, reelected.The new auxilDutch prisoners with recreational hof. j"( West 11th St., but mystertomoblie of Kenneth Woltman. ,•$]
Brower, Mrs. John Polher, Mrs. iary officers were installed by
articles such as books, tobacco,
Schofield was driving south on
iously turned on a larger radio. It Jacob Peuler, Mrs. Julian Auke- Mrs. N J. Danhof of Zeeland, nagames and luxury articles. Chief was necessary to pull the plug to
Central Ave. and Cudahy was tra- 'h\\
man. Mrs. Joe Zwiers. Mrs. Dick tional commit teewoman.
The recent city-wide campaign at Riverviewpork for storage, a Wassik, Warren Church. Melvin vcllng west on 10th St. Cudahy
need of the prisoners, according turn off the radio.
Luhrs, considered only as
Vander Molen. Mrs John Loeks
for scrap aluminum by Boy scouts group of scouts removed the iron Church and Ervin Knooihulzen.
to Tracy Strong, general secretary
told police he saw the approaching
The electric stove in the upstairs and Janet. Mrs Allen Brower, "dark horse" candidate, received
and Camp B'ire girls netted 3,095 and steel and wooden handles from Supervising their work arc Albert taxi but thought he had time
of the committee, is for educationapartment of Harry Scholten, 255 Mrs. Jack Doom and Evelyn Van- support in the roll call for nominapounds Before the scrap alumi- the various utensils. Those shown ' A. Walters, scoutmasterof troop pass through the Intersection.
al books of all kinds, classified West 12th St , was turned on by
tions from all the 17 districts with
der Molen
num was moved from a "silo'' in i.i above are (left to right) Dick Mo. 7, Third Reformed church, and Schofield told police he saw the
literature,biographies,religious
the
exception
of
the
fifth
which
the effect of the bolt.
Mrs. Raymond Van Haitsma of
Centennial park to the grandstand Geenen. Adrian Gecnen, Alvin I Bernard Arcndshorst.
books and light fiction. The single
approaching car but thought that
Bert Smith, local weather ob- Zeeland was hostess at a shower nominatedThomas E. Walsh, Kent
book most in demand is the Bible server,reported the rainfall totalCudahy would stop. A fourth car
county
airport
manager.
At
the
recently for her sister, Miss Van
After investigationof the ways
was waiting at the Intersectionon
mg a trip to South Dakota to visit
ed one inch. Up to 7 p m. Monday. Biss. Those present were Mrs. conclusion of the roll call, Walsh
adopted by the YMCA for purchasfriends.
Central Ave. to make a left turn,
.88 of an inch fell and another .12 William Albrecht. Mrs. Alfred De withdrew his name and moved
Is
ing and forwarding these articles
The Rev and Mrs. Marion de
police
of an inch fell after that hour.
Weerd, Mrs. Harry Ernzer, and that Luhrs be elected unanimous| ( to The Netherlands prisoners,the
Two automobiles and a truck
Velder and children will leave
From Today's Sentinel)
Miss Mane Albrechtof Hudson- lyof
1^ Queen Wilhelminafund decided rewere involved In an accident at
A native of Cadillac,Luhrs has
ville, Mrs. Paul BZnsing of JamesMrs. Lawrence 1! B’rench,the next Monday for Iowa where they
cently to appropriate $2,500 for
will spend two weeks' vacation.
4:10 p.m. Monday on River Ave.
town, Mrs. John Ensing and Mrs. resided in B'hnt since 1916, and
former Florence Vennema, recentthis purpose and to send the check
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Maxin of Despite cold weather approxi- at 10th St. Marvin Poatema, 27, of
Fred Visser, of B'orest Grove. Mrs. was an organizerof the Buick
to the aid committeein New York
ly spent a week in Holland She San Diego, Calif.,announce the mately 500 persons attended the Muskegon, in a truck, and Jerald
William Bnnks and Mrs. James Liberty post of which he Is a memMr. Strong, writing from Berlin,
church-Sunduy school picnic of McFall, 17, route 'i, Holland, were,
Ensing of Grand Rapids, Mrs. R. ber, in 1932. He has been post was accompaniedby her children. birth of a son Saturday at the
Third Reformed church at Tunnel driving north on River Ave.
states:
Before a background of palms Aukeman and Grace of James- commander, president of the Flint Elizabethand David, the latter at- Tibia* home at 281 East 13th St.
park Wednesday afternoon and
"We will use part of the money
As McFall attempted to paaa the
and salmon and white gladioliin town, Mrs. George Ensing. Mrs. American Legion council, district tending Camp Gray for the week The baby has been named Michael
evening.
for the purchase of books in GenThomas.
truck, his car struck the car cT
the home of the bride's parents Leonard Van Biss, Mrs. Wilbur commander and department vice Dr French is serving a church in
eva. in order to fill personal reGames were provided for all Peter Mulder, 47, of Grand Rapids,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Herweyer
Wednesday,evening Miss Car- Albrecht,Miss Tena Van Ess, president from the third zone.
Iowa for the summer.
ages throughout the afternoon, which was being driven aouth on fv. -l
quests for books for scientific stuof
Me
Bam
spent
the
week-end
at
He
was
a
corporal
in
the
96th
olyn Ruth Dalman, daughter Miss Jemima and Vivian Ensing,
Mr and Mrs. Edward Van Eck
dies, theology, education, philosowith prizes awarded as follows: River Ave. McFall was giver.
'•
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Dal- Lenora and Geneva Van Haitsma. Co., 6th regiment, 2nd divisionof and sons. Marvin. Dale and Paul, the Alla*rtTibbe home on East
phy, engineering or any other inin the color scramble for girls, traffic summons for passing anoth13th
St.
and
at
Macatawa
park.
the
marines
and
served
13
months
man, 41 Cherry St., became Mrs. Jacob Van Doeselaar of
have
returned from a trip to the
Barbara Kraal and Carolyn De er vehicletoo near an Intersection*
terest* that the prisonershave We
the bride of Gordon Bouman Hudsonville entertained for her in France and was wounded three Rad Lands and Black Hills, South Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Rosie of
Witt received first and second
are asking Dr. W.
Visser't
of Belding, son of Mr. and cousin, Miss Van Biss, with a mis- times. He is married and has five Dakota. YellowstoneNational South Manitou Island are visiting prizes respectively,and for the Police listed Ida Mulder and
Hooft, a Dutchman and the generRobert Mulder, both of Grand
at
Macatawa
park.
Mrs. Gerrit Bouman of Zeeland. cellaneous shower recently in the daughters and one son.
park and Denver, Colo.
al secretary of the World Council
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Newhouse boys, Roy Morris and Bob Post Rapids, as witnesses.
Important resolutionsadopted Pvt Willis Boeskool of Holland,
The Rev. Gerrit Visser performed home of Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Biss.
received first and second; running
of Churches, to get in personal
Robert Lanham, 16, 36 Weal
the ceremony at 8 o'clock
Among the guests were Mrs. by delegates at Tuesday’s session stationed with Co.
at Camp announce the birth of a daughter, races for 3, 4, and 5 year olds,
touch with Dr. Ejkman who is inThe bride wore a smart street- Percy Newhouse of Holland, Mrs. included establishment of a labor Livingston,La, has boon promot- Juanita, at Holland hospital Aug. Nancy White and Marcia Koning 18th St., reported to police Monterned in one of the cam[>s, ir orday that while his car was, parked
length redingote in beige and Lester Ritsema, and Mrs. Dan relationscommittee by the Mich- ed to Private First class with a 7.
received prizes for the girls and
der to ascertain just which books
In the service station drtufeway at
The B'nendly Comer class of
brown
and
a
corsage of salmon Gray of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Wal- igan departmentand recommenda- fifth class specialist rating. He is
Billy Van Oosterhout and Paul
are desired. Again thanking you
369 River Ave., it rolled bade Into
Trinity
Reformed
church
will
meet
tion
that
the
national
organizagladioli. Her sister Miss Florence ter Vander Veen and Mrs. Henry
the first selecteeof Co. M. to reVan Heuvelen,for the boys; the street and hit the passing car
for your cooperation in helping
Dalman served as bridesmaid and Mlnnema of Hudsonville,Mrs. tion form a similarcommittee. The ceive such an honor He also has B'nday evening for a wiener roast. hopping race for girls 6 and
to bring comfort and cheer to the
wore a brown print street dress Burton Hall of Jamestown, Mrs. convention also supported De- been made first cook Boeskool is Husbands of the members are in- years old was won by Betty of Josie TTvompsonof Douglas. He
Dutch prisoners interned in Gerand a similar corsage of gladioli. R. Van Haitsma, Lenora and troit's invitationfor the 1942 na- a son of Mr. find Mrs Herman vited Those planning to attend are Klomparensand Glennis Kleis; was ordered to report to Municipal
many.”
Judge Raymond L. Smith for fail- „ ^
asked to call Mrs. Harvey De
tional convention.
Donald Bouman, brother of the Geneva of Zeeland.
Boeskool, 77 East Eighth St.
skipping race for boys 6 and 7
bridegroom, performed the duties
On August 12 Mrs., Marvin Increasedpromotion of army The Rev. Raymond C Van Zoer- Vree, 2072, before Thursday noon. won by David Moran and Jackie ing to set the brakea of his car.
of best man.
Zwiers and Miss Hilda Aukeman flying cadet recruiting,promotion en. pastor of the Woodlawn Re- Those having wiener forks are ask- White; Potato race for girls 8
The traditionalLohengrin wed- entertained with a miscellaneous of an integratedsystem of defense formed church of Schenectady. N ed to bring them.
OF SPRING
and 9 was won by Joann Harms,
Mr and Mrs. Carl Winstrom of and Barbara Bolhuls; battle royal
ding march was played by Miss shower in the home of Mr. and airports, support of defense bond Y., will conduct the midweek pray
IS
BY
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Van Dyke Rosetta Visser as the bridal party Mrs. L. Van Biss honoring Miss sale activityand consideration of er service in Tnnitv Reformed ^,>,‘l‘lndannounce the birth of a for boys 8 and 9 was won by
j 'lighter. Kalynn, last Wednesday
c and daughter of Lansing, 111., are assembled. A trio composed of the Van Ess. Those present were Mil- auxiliary fire corps for use in church tonight at 7:30
Jimmy Dewys and Dale Post.
* vlaiting their parents, Mr. and Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Gallup and Ida dred Ver Hage, Beatrice Zwiers, event of sabotage or war were Mr. and Mrs Harley Holmes and i ln Holland hospital. Mrs. Winstrom The Kangaroo race for 10 and Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
'he former Donna Hieftjc of 11 year olds was won by Beverly —Alex A. Paleskl, 77, of Spring
Mrs. Frank De Boer for a few Mae Bouman of Zeeland sang Evelyn Van Spyker, Minnie De other pledges by the legionnaires. daughter Nadia, of' Lima. Ohio
Vree,
Nora
De
Kleine,
Gezina
Van
"Jesus,
Rose
of
Sharon."
Mrs.
are
visiting
the
Cornelius
Nicholas
day*.
f I os An- 1 l’ershing and Daisy Parker; the Lake, died in Municipal hospital.
The Rev. S. Van Der Werf of Gallup sang "O Promise Me" and Haitsma. Florence Tanis, Evelyn
this forenoon where he had been
Bakkers
a,
them
coring,*
on
R,; 'a
OF
Michigan Mr Holmc.s
Holland conducted services at the Mrs. Gallup and Miss Bouman also Cook, Beth Meengs, Loraine Van
11 was won by Billy Van't Hof admitted Wednesday.
.’1
Spyker, Jemima Ensing, Caroline PIONEER FAMILY DIES connect.*'! u.th Hi
Cleveland ,U(> vm'k> V1SI1 wi,h h,'r Kran<1' and Donald Davidson; the rope
Reformed church Sunday. Rev and sang "I Love You Truly.”
He was born in Poland Nov. 26,
mother,
Mrs.
John
Hoffman
and
Following the ceremony a re- De Vries, Malta Venema, Ruth
Symphony orch'Mr.i !"i T> years.
1863, and was retired.A resident •/
Mrs. Van Der Werf were dinner
other relatives Mrs Walker is skipping race for girls 12 and 13
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L De ception for 75 guests was held in Meyer, Vivian Easing, Jessie De
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special) Prof and Mi^ Albert T: miner tin* daughter of Henry Dangre- was won by Eleanor Van Dahm of Spring Lake for many years, he-i
Vries. Rev. Richard Van Farowe the bride'shome. Waitresses were Vries, Hermina De Weerd, Thres- — Charles McMann, 79, a member and family have returnedfrom mond of Los Angeles.
and Betty Kuipor; tire race for made his home with his stepof Portage will be in charge of the the Misses Blenda Johns, Ella sa Veltema.Ethel Ensink, Geneva of one of Ottawa county's best spending ten da\> at Glen lake
boys 12 and 13 was won by daughter and her husband, Mr. f j
Mrs
John
Maxin
of Grand RapWyma, Myrtle Padgett, and Mary Nyenhuis, Henrietta Polher, Doro- known pioneer families, died in his
The Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles ids is .spending a few days with Eugene Davidson and Bud Mied- and Mrs. Dan Hushyn.
services Sunday, Aug. 17.
thy Brouwer. Elsie Ensink. Hilda
At the congregational meeting Jane Kragt.
home at Pottawatomiebayou will have a regular meeting in the Mixx Joan Parker, East 11th St. ema; the marshmallow mixer for Survivors are the following
Out-of-townguests present in- Aukema. Mrs. Marvin Zwiers
at
pm
held Monday evening, Aug 4. a
Monday at 5:15 p.m. after an ill- Eagle hal! Frida
Mr and Mrs. P. G Vlsschers of girls 14 and 15 was won by Ruth children: Mrs. Cora Hanysz, Mias
Birthday* uil! tie rclebrated after
call was extended to the Rev. J. cluded Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ten and Fleatrice Elzinga.
ness of about two years. He was
75
\Ye>t ]3th St announce the De Boer and Virginia Decker; Julia Frances Paleski, Felix, Leo
and the ball kick-accuracyfor and Frank, all of Detroit.
Rikkers of Fourth Reformed Brink and children, Bob, Eunice,
born in Crockery township May 13. the meeting
birth of a son. Robert Bernard, in
and Helen, of Allendale: Mr. and
The
Ro>
a I Neighbors societx
Funeral arrangements had not
boys 14 and 15 was won by Don
church of Kalamazoo.
1862, and had been a resident of
Holland hospitalSunday.
Mrs. Sligh Has Guest
will have a im nic tonight at KolJalving and Irvin Knooihulzen; been completed.
Funeral services for S Bystra Mrs. G. Bouman and children,Ida
this vicinity all hi* life.
Holland
firemen
were
called
to
In rase the Montello park, about a block discus accuracy throw for girls 16
were held at the local Reformed Mae, Donald, Mary, Melvin, Mil- of Massachusetts
His wife. Nellie Douglas, whom len park at 6
weather i> • *o e 'Id the group will
church Monday, Aug. 11. He was a ton, and David, of Zeeland; Mr.
Mrs. Richmond K. Bachelder of he married in 1882, died in 1918.
southwestof the rrr.nne base of to 20 was won by Phyllis Van
former resident of this community and Mrs. Bernard Sherman of Big Newton Highland, Mass., who During the last 20 years of his ac- go to the Ro\ a I Neighbor hall Hie Giolx* (nl Refining Co., about Lcnte and Alta Van Heuvelen.
Bean bag throw for 21 year
moving to Noordeloosseveral Rapids; and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas came to Holland for the Water tive life, before ill health forced for supper
TO PLAN
1 55 p
today to extinguish a
Chari, > II M, Bride 280 Cololds and up for women was won
months ago. Rev. Peter Muyskens„
grass lire.
Ski tournament as a guest of him to retire two years ago, he
by Mrs. L. Essenburg; ball throwlege A vi* let t Tuesdax on a two
former pastor here, conducted the
The industrialcommittee, workMrs. Charles R. Sligh, Jr, will conducted a large chicken farm
accuracyfor men 21 and up was ing under the general committee
sendees at the church and Elder
Surviving are two sons, James weeks' va< at ion tup through
leave the latter part of the week
won by Loran Wenzel and the to conduct a campaign in HolA. Van Farowe at the house.
Return From Extended
of Pottawatomie bayou and Gor- northern Mieingan
for her home.
clothes pin race for 35 years olds land on behalf of the sale of naAh in Re/elman, East 32nd **1
Burial was at the Beaverdam
Mrs. Bachelder was honored don of Muskegon; a daughter, Mrs
and up was won by the Rev. tional defense savings bonds and
underwent
operation Trip to West Coast
cemetery.
H.
W.
Proctor
of
Grandville,
O
.
wb()
guest at a luncheonbridge MonWilliam Van't Hof
Tuesday
in
Holland
hospital
f->r
Ah's
Maude
Van
Drezer
and
Miss Florence De Boer was a
Late summer’* choicestfruit of- day at the Macatawa Bay Yacht 18 grandchildren and six great
stamps, held an organizationmeetIn the special contests the ing Tuesday in the directorsroom
visitor with her cousins in Forest fering,the rich. Juicy grape, Is
two sisters,Mrs appendicitis,is improving
Miss Enid Bush made a motor
club. She has been a guest of grandchildren;
prizes were awarded to the folThe Seventh Reformed clmreh i t[.
Grove a few days last week
beginning to appear on the market Mrs. Sligh on previous years and Bert Champlain of Chicago and
the west coast recently, lowing Gordon Berkel for the of the Holland State bank.
The Sunday school picnic of the In quantitythis week to tempt the has mutual friends among the Mrs. Clara Willi* of Muskegon; will have its Sunday school picnie
Discussions were held on how
a’ ^'^Panying ’he latter's father, man nearest 21 \ears of age; to proceed with the campaign
Reformed church will be held at budget-wiseto make Jelly, and con- Slighs' friends. Mrs. Bachelder nnd one brother, Abram McMann Saturday afternoon. Aug
Bush and C J Morse of Corey Prins in horse shoe pitch- among the industrialconcernsof
Veurink s grove Cars and a truck j Dr H
Veurinks Grove, 2 miles south and aervea. The quality and quantity has been on an extended six of Grand Rapids.
j ing contest, Mrs
P Russell the city. A plan was agreed upon
will leave the church on Wi-.o 1 I'M lictru.a half mile east of Zeeland. The of peaches, too. makes them an weeks' trip through Canada, Cal. , , ,, ifor the woman with the smallest in which committee members will
St, at 1:30 pm. All memlvr' and
picnic will begin with a program excellent choice for all sorts of ifornia, Grand Canyon and other
Di< ,r itineraryinc uded the , ,
,, ___
Miss Gertrude Visscher
( feet Sam Habing for the man
friends of the church wi'lung
with Rev. P. Muyskens, former canning againstwinter's needs.
places of interest and stopped
call upon all of the industriesand
(.rand
(
anyon,
Boulder
Dam,
&
i with the least hair on his head;
transportation are asked to n oct
pastor here, as the guest speaker.
Among other budget buys are here en route.
urge their cooperation in the camIs Honored at Shower
droe along the Pacific over the Dr and Mrs. F J Blekkink for
at the church at that time
^ Vocal singing and readings will be corn, beets, green beans, celery,
paign.
Miss Gertrude Visscherwhose
The Welcome Corner cl i.'.v ,'f CitmelSan Simoon highway be- lie oldest couple using the comgiven by the littlefolk and some of cucumbers, squash, peas, currants,
Henry Ketel is chairman of the
marriage
to Paul Vander Hill will the First Methodist chuivn w
bined ages of husband and wife;
the older members followed by gooseberries, honeydews, limes and Central Parh Boys
take place Tuesday, Sept. 9. in Wold its regular mon tills m-s Nug i W ''en I/is Angeles and San Fran- Bill Lokker for the light weight committee with Henry Maentz as
sports.
early new rarleties of apples.
cisco and a stop at Santa Cruz man over 35 years old; Dr. and co-chairman. Other committee
Trinity church, was guest of honHave Beach Party
at the south end of the o\ i! a’
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bowman
With few exceptions, meat prices
members who were present at the
j to see the giant redwoods.This
Members of the Little Men’s
Mrs. Blekkinkfor the oldest famwere called to Jamestown Sunday are littlechanged from last week.
meeting were O. W. Lowry, Dave
, highway rises at times over a
class of Central Park Reformed
ily at picnic (combined ages);
because of the sudden illness of Fractionaldrops are reported on
i thousand feet alxive the ocean, j Mrs F. T
Boyce for having the Boyd, Joe Kramer, John De Wilde,
church of which Louis Van Dyk is
their father, Arthur Bowman, who lamb rib chops and pork loins.
and John Donnelly.
of her aunt Tuesday evening. p'm'
teacher
gathered
at
Laketown
(From
Wednesday's
Sentinel i | affording spectacularmarine most perfect teeth (not store
was taken to St. Mary’s hospital Best poultry buys are fowl, broiling
The gifts were brought to her in
Mr.
and
Mrs
Peter
Pnn>
and
,
teeth';
Rohm
Arens
for
the1
park Tuesday, Aug. 5, for a beach
where he underwenta major oper- and frying chickena.
a clothes basket artisticallydecK2 ! A number of the CaliforniaI youngestwalking baby; and Mrs
Driver to Face Charge
ation.
Many housewiveslend variety party. Refreshments included orated in nink and uuhit^ and a children, Bob and Peggy
wieners
and
buns, pop, water- chair decorated <dmilcrlvwas oro- Wcst 12th Sl • 1<,f! * >',irday j missions, among them San Ga- 1 Loran Wenzel for the youngest
to summer menus with flsh. ExcelFollowing Auto Crash
melon, cake and ice cream. Ber- Sited
™rning for a two weeks' tr.p bnel. Santa Barbara and Mission mother present.
lent fish buys are haddock, mackGeorge
MooTs
Sunday
school
ILLNESS IS
nard Kole assistedthe teacher.
edwith prizes Agoing t^Mrs. 3R through the u,„
to | 1 Mores were visited. While in
erel and flounders. Salmon Is someAn automobileaccident occurMembers present were David
the Black H.ILs a:
Mt Hollywood they attendeda ISO class was in charge of planning
TO
OF S.L. what lower, and can be prepared In Becksfort, Dale Streur, Robert Hilbink, Mrs. R. Visscher. and ,’ visit
Mrs. W. Visser. Refreshments Rushmorv. S D , and Y' llow 'tone | benelit program given in the for the games and Joseph Moran red Tuesday about 7:30 p.m. on
many ways— with aspic, with mayNational
|lx>wl in which Lionel and John was in charge of them nt the the lake shore road, just north
Paul Teusink, Harold Driscoll, Jr., were served by the hostess
~
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special) onnaise or boiled— for cool-appeai^ Alvin Vander Ploeg, Alden Klom- Betty Visscher and Gladys Buur- Mrs. Priscilla Alim h..* pm urn- Barrymore,Orson Welles B<tte grounds. Mrs. Arthur White, Mrs. of the former Getz Lakewood
Ing attractive meals.
— Mrs. Mary M. Gunderson, 67, of
Van- farm, the sheriff's department re, ed to Holland after spending two Irivis. Tyrone Power and many Fred Beouwkes and Mrs G
To assist the homemaker plan parens, Woody Knoll, Gordon De ma
Spring Lake, died at 10:10 a m.
der Borgh took charge of the food ported
Pree.
Don
Van
Hula
and
Bill HamOthers
present
were
Mesdames
I weeks with her daughvi. Mrs. I others participated.
today after an illness of two her Sunday dinner Marlon Roust elink.
G. Visscher, J. Havinga, William Ross, in Aurora.
I Several tours about San Fran- for supper and Mrs Al Van John Benson. 20, 64 East Ninth
Budd, director of the . , “* Kitchmonths.
Wolvius, N. Kiungle, J. Atman,
Dr. and Mrs Jacob Gmriings
were made including Golden Lento and Mrs. Ray Knooihulzen St., was driving north and Harold
en.
has
prepared
the
following
Mrs. Gunderson,sister of Sam
De
Roos, B. Olgera, N. Havinga, I and family lelt Tuesdax lor their 'Gate park, the Presidio, (7nna were in charge of serving. Trans- Van Tongeren, 18, 574 Central
Rymer of Spring Lake township, menus for three different budgets:
Kuiper, J. Vander Hill. N. home in Salt Lake City Utah, Town and Fisherman's Wharf portation was in charge of Ber- Ave., was attempting to turn from
well known farmer in the county,
Low Cost Dinner
Ooms, A. Kasten, R. Visscher, P after spending the summn in from which they glimpsed alca- nard Arendshorst.Wilson Dick- the driveway at the Thomas
was bom in Crockery township
traz at night.
cma served coffee and lemonade. Marsilje cottage onto the road.
Lamb Stew with Fresh Peas,
Klaver, L. Olgers and J. Vander Holland.
Jan. 18, 1874, and lived there for
The regular monthly evening Elst.
One of their most thrilling ex- A large part of the success of
Carrots, Potatoes
The sheriff’s department reDr. James E. Cook of Virginia
about 30 years after which she
service was held Sunday evening
Tomato tnd Lettuce Salad
Park, veterinarian, left Tuesday periences was crossing the Mo- the picnic was attributed by Nel- ported that Van Tongeren made a
moved to Chicago.
with the Rev. I. Scherpenisse of
Bread and Butter
for the five-day American Nation- jave desert from Las Vegas, New, son Bosman who provided for the wide turn, and when he saw
Woman Breaks Knee
She and her husband returned to
Hamilton in charge.
also
loud speakingfacilities.
Corn-starchPudding with
there was not sufficient room for
al Veterinarians convent. on at to Los Angeles at sunrise.
Gjand Rapids two years ago and
Dr. Bush and Mr. Morse conpreachedIn the afternoon.
Sliced
the other car to pass, he tried to
Cap
in Fall at Store Indianapolis.
last spring they moved into a newTea or Coffee
straighten out his car toward the
Members of the Christian EnThe Rev. and Mrs Lambert Ol- tinued to Yosemite,Lake Tahoe Celebrates Birthdav
ly erected home in Spring Lake.
and Yellowstone park while Miss
east. No one was injured,but the. ^
deavor society enjoyed a wiener
Mrs. Nellie De Jonge, 239 East gers and children of Sault Stc.
Medium Cost Dinner
Funeral arrangements had not
Bush and Miss Van Drezer re- With Beach Party
investigating officer said Van
roast
Tuesday
evening
at
Du
Marie,
Canada,
are
spending
a
Central
Ave.,
Zeeland,
suffered
a
Maryland Style Smothered Chicken
been completed.
turned from San Francisco via
Tongeren
would be given a trafflo
Mont
lake.
month’s
vacation
with
Mrs
OlBobby
Felkema
celebrated
his
fractured right knee cap when she
Mashed Potatoes
the Southern Pacific.
12th birthday anniversary with a summons for interfering- with •
The Rev. and Mrs. Anthony fell at a downtown store Tues- gers* parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Fresh Corn
Date for Examination
beach party last Thursday at Ot- traffic.
Van Ham are spending their va* day about 3:10 p.m. She was re- Potter, East Ninth St.
Hot Biscuits
Mrs. J. Boeman of West 12th Former Holland Boy to
, "IfaL
tawa beach. The time was spent in
cation.
moved to the office of a local phyLettuce and Cucumber Salad
Set for Next Tuesday
playing various games. Prize win- Coast Guard Reservists i |f
Mr. And Mrs. Gerrit Kruithoff sician for an x-ray examinationSt., is confined in Holland hospital
' Cantaloupe a la mode
ners were Willard Weaver, Bud
visited friends at West Branch and medical treatment and then With a badly fractured arm suffer- Marry Albion Girl
Tea or Coffee
The examination of Johan Rooded in a fall in her home last WedMr. and Mrs. N. C. Smith of Al- Biggs and Barbara O’Connor. A
Arrive in Grand
*
last week.
taken home.
Very Special Dinner
voets of Grand Rapids, charged
nesday.
bion, Mich., announce the ap- wiener roast was held and birthMr. and Mrs.* John Cook and
..... .
with bastardy, Was set for Tues- Fruit Cup with Orapee, Oranges family attended the Koops reA. Nykcrk of East 13th St., Ls proaching marriage of their day cake and ice cream were servDRIVERS PAY FINES
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
* and Grapefruit
day, Aug. 19, at 9:30 a.m. when
union at Veurink’s woods on
The following motorists have confined to University hospital in daughter, Barbara Jean, to Philip ed. Gifts were presented.
—The opaft, guard reserve boat
Roast Ribs of Beef
he was arraigned Tuesday before
M. Sirrine,son of Mr. and Mr*.
Those present were Sonny Tjal- No. 106, cartying 35 reservists, arTuesday.
paid fines and costs for traffic Ann Arbor.
Browned Potatoes
j)
Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Mrs. L. F. Shaw and children of Alfred T. Sirrine of Grand Rap- ma, Willard Weaver,. Glenn Nie- rived from Chicago today fbr tarThe annual reunion of the High violations:Ray Van Den Brink,
Buttered Broccoli v
Smith.
Point school district was held 30, route 5, Holland, speeding,. $5; Muskegon Heights visited In the ids. Tho wedding will take place boer, Bud Biggs, Billy Penna, get practice on the
. Bread end Butter
Roodvoets furnished$500 cash
Saturday.
Ed Nyhoff, Hamilton, . double home of hfer parents,Mr. and Mrs. Sunday afternoon, Aug. 17, in the Richy Van Dyke, Jerry Van Dyke, range. The boat, the former itodi
Watercress and Tomato Salad
' bond for hi* release.He was a^
First Methodist church of Albion. Mary Tjalma, Joyce Weaver, Bar- ra of Chicago,was turned over
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook at- parking, $1; Frank Hiscutt, 21, J. De Groot, Tuesday.
4 rested in Grand Rapids . and Vanilla Ice Cream with Chocolate- tended the wedding anniversary Grand Rapids, recklessdriving,
Miss Evelyn Den Uyl of West Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sirrine are bara O’Connor, Dora Feikepia, Mr. to the coast guard forehMigi||jKj
Mint Sauce
T brought to Holland Tuesday by
celebration for Mr. and Mrs. Fred $29.15; R K. Frisk, Grand Rapid*, 15th St;- and her sister. Miss Nell both former teachers in Holland and Mrs. A. Tjalma and Mr. and purposes. It is in command of
Tea or Coffee
Police Officer Ernest Bear.
Peterson in Holland recently.
Den Uyl of, Grand Rapids, are tak- high school
Mrs. R, Felkema.
Chief BoatswainC. M. Feddersen.
parking on highway, $5. •...
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Crowd Attracted

to C. G.

Festival at Grand
Winner of One of Races
Is Knocked Oat When

Pelon Service

MANY CLAIMS

Haven

14, 1941

Super

Is

SPRING LAKE WOMAN
DIES IN SANITARIUM

SCHOOL BOARD
IN BRIEF

ARE PAID HERE

lowed by John Klop and Emory
Holzinger of Grand Haven. John
For the past 15 years Ben L.
Ringelberg of Grand Haven was
Van Lonte of this city lias been
the imly boat with 33 horsepower
representing the State Farm Inmotor to finish.
Mr. Eraley, after winning his surance companies of Bloomingrace, capsized before a large crowd ton, 111. These companiesconsist of
while rounding a buoy and was the automobilecompany and the
knocked unconscious when he hit
fire and life companies. TTic State
the water. He was rescued by Sea
scouts from Benton Harbor and Farm Mutual Auto Co. was or-

Grand Haven, Aug.
MEET —Miss
Novelda

14 (Special)
Blackmer,
26, of Spring Lake, died at 10:30

FOR FUNERALS

Eliene

p.m. Sunday in '.he Muskegon
county sanitarium where she had

Renames

President

ADDED SERVICE

Nibbelink-Notier, located at 18

Full been confined since last June 6.
She was born in Nunica Feb. West Ninth St., furnishesall those
Committee Rosters
Boat Upsets
19, 1915. and had resided in Spring things which go to make up a
I.ake for the past 17 years. She truly desirable funeral service in
lor Year
Grand Haven, Aug. 14 (Special)
was a member of the Spring Lake a generous measure.
The fine establishment, backed
—The celebrationin Grand Haven
Standing committees of the Presbyterian church and also
by many years of experience,high
board of education will remain the taught Sunday school there.
on Saturday, commemoratingthe
Until her illness, she was em- ideals, modern equipment and low
same for the ensuing year, it was
ISlat anniversary of the founding
ployed
In the office of Dr. K. N. prices has been in existence since
announced Monday night by Fred
of the coast guard, was a huge suc1909.
Wells of Spring Lake.
his boat was pulled to .shore by the ganized in 1922 and today is leadBeerwkes,
chairman
of
the
board,
cess. Plans were earned out in
The chapel of this establishment
Surviving
are
the
mother,
Mrs.
at its regular monthly meeting.
ing the mutual field in number of
every detail and the docks, piers scouts.
Avis Blackmer; one brother. Ir- is at the disposalof those wishing
The
fete o[>enod at noon SaturThese
various
committees
foland other points were crowded
policy holders and premiums writvin; two nieces and a nephew, all chapel service. It Ls attractiveand
day with a short memorial service
low:
with spectators.
ten.
has a seating capacityof more
of Spring Lake.
in honor of the coast guard dead
Teachers.
Mayor
Henry
GeerThe Holland American legion
These companies have agent:, in
than 200 persons.
on
I^ike Michigan at the memorlings, Mrs Martha I). Kollen and
hand, under the directionof EugCanada and in mast every state of
The invalid coach of NibbelinkThis Super Service station, -44 lubrication, the station has in- C. J Do Kaster. schools, John
ene Heeler, played at the evening s ial tablet at Kelly j>ark the dock the union.
Notier is noted for iLs riding comof the cutter.
celebration.
This automobile company was River Ave., is operated by K stalleda Rock-A-Car lubrication Olert, A. E. Lampen and Albert
fort and Is designed to give both
The annual dinner, given b\ the
E. Van Zoeren, claims and acAbout 30 boats were entered in
the originator of the 80 per cent Pelon and W. Pelon. Trained jack to assure quicker and better
the patient and those accompanycity
in
honor
of
the
visiting
coast
counts.
Lam
lie
n
and
Olert;
ways
the parade and A1 Miller s cabin
collision policy which pays 80 per workmen use high grade merchan- work. A completeline of batteries
ing
him every possible comfort and
guards, followed at 1 pm at the
and means, Beeuwkes. Geerlings
cruiser, with its theme "United We
cent of any loss of $250 or less, the dise and up to date equipment in makes possible a 30-mmutc batconvenience.
Legion
building. Claude Verduin,
and
E.
V.
Hartman;
buildings
and
Stand,” and which earned Miss
balance of any loss exceeding this servicing cars. With its A to Z tery charge.
grounds, A. E. Van Lente. HartDoris Welling, who was honored as editor of the Great Lakes Journal, amount is jmid in full by the comMoney already spent on defense
man and Beeuwkes
Mias Grand Haven this spnng. and was toastmaster and short talks pany.
Is estimated at twice the value of
were
given
by
Lt.
Commdr.
MurVisiting schools.September and
her court, took first prize in the
The fire and theft section of this
The U. S. naval recruitingser- ail the farm land in the 13 origFebruary, Van Zoeren and Beeuwmajor division. E. J. Stone of Mus- ray and Mayor Van Wcssem.
policy also covers glass breakage
vice has made arrangements to inal states.
The
festival
was
concluded
with
kes. October and March, Kollen
kegon won second place. The third
from any cause without additional
and I-ampen; November and April. open a recruiting station in Holprize went to a cabin cruiser the boat parade and fireworks shot charge.
at
Do Koster and Van Ix'nte; Decem- land for one day. Monday. Aug. 18
on which was the sign ‘The Tulip from Dewey hill at 10 pm
yii seei? The ICE
Mr. Van Lente states that durIt will lx* located on the second
ber and May, Olert and Hartman,
Colors— 1941," and which carried
ing the first six months of 1941,
Coiditiued
REFRIGERATOR?
floor of the post office building
a number of girls dressed as tu340 collusion and comprehensive Macatawa parkers nearly split' Pierce Winningham. atton.ry January and June. Geerlings.
No
Noise,
No
Defrosting, No
here
and
will
be
in
charge
of
Claims and accounts amounting
lips. Harry Brown of Grand Rapclaims were paid to the local State their sides at the come-as-you-airfrom Jackson. Tenn.. has been
FYank
Data. U S naty recruiter Machineryor Expensive Repairs
to
$7,728.26
were
approved
upon
ids was owner of the boat.
Farm policy holders.These claims party given last week Wednesday | spending the week with his grandwho will explain the various •SuperiorPure Ice & Mach. Co.
Prizes were awarded after the
averaged$11.50. The low cost per hy Miss Georgia Miller, manager mother, Ma Birmingham, at Ten- motion of Geerlings,supported by
classesof the enlistments into the
Olert.
Trustee
Hartman
opened
9th A Van Raalte Ph. 2863
parade at the Spring Lake Yacht
claim indicatesthe benefits of the of the hotel, in the ballroom nessee cottage.
naval reserve and regular navy.
Dancing and games topped off the Ruth Ellis of Grand Rapids has the brief meeting with prayer.
club by Lieut Commander J. P
80 per cent collision policy.
All men desiring to enlist in the
Beeuwkes reported that repairs
left on an extended trip to MusMurray of the cutter Escanaba.
Mr. Van Lonte state; that ir the
on various school buildings are naval reserve or regular navy are
“Ma" Birmingham of Jackson souri.
In the small class, a boat owned
early years of the company the
requested to contact Data at the
by A1 Jacobson, Jr., of Grand Havpeople residing in the rural dis- Tenn., and Gilbert Quick of Pitts- [ Mr and Mrs. C F Louenstein coming "along fine," that one
ABSTRACT A TITLE CO.
Over a period of 32 years the
post
office between 9 a m. and 4:30
er won first, Felix Pytlinske won
tricts received lower rates than burgh, Pa., first and second prize and family of Indianapolis have school is being painted and that
Superior Pure lee and Machine
All Matters Pertaining To
p.m.
Ifcond and Chester Vink of Spring
city residents.However, the resi- winners, respectively, led the left after two weeks at the park as another will bo' painted before
Co. has expanded from a 10-ton
ABSTRACTS of TITLE
Data
said
a
great
many
vacanschool
opens.
Lake took third.
dents of Holland now enjoy the grand march. Mrs. Nye of Grand have the J. R. Fosters.
ice plant to the 50-ton ice making
Given Prompt Attention.
cies still exist in class V-2, for
A feature of the festival which
same rates as apply to rural policy Rapids won third place and a mir- j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and
plant that is operating today,
aviation only, and in class V-6
PHONE
CITY HALL
was arranged at the last minute
holders.This automobilecompany rored match box and Earl Carroll Mr and Mrs. Albert C. Dicksons
nection with the iee plant n cold
which is the reserves for draftees.
was the appearance of Mias Donna
also maintains a travel bureau of Noblesville.Ind., won fourth of Grosse Pomte have arrived for THREE
storage plant and looker system
More enlistments for the regular
I’
Martineau of Arcadia 1941 Manwhich furnishes touring informa- and some cigarettes.Ma was pre- a month Dr. and Mrs.
IN JUSTICE
The company maintaiasin connavy also are needed
istee forest festival queen, who
tion without charge to its pat- sented with a work basket and Mr Hampton and son of St. Louus have
F. B.
‘
to preserve surplus meats, chickHe explained that men enlisted
also arrived.
flew to Muskegon airport and was
rons. Any State Farm policy hold- Quick with a tie pin.
Grand
Haven.
Aug
14 (Special) in the reserves are enlisted for
ens, fish, fruits and vegetables.
Painter
*
Decorator
Walt Beanlslee has returned to
Ma was dressed in a hoiuse coat
escorted during the festival by
er who is planning a vacation trip
The cost is small
Stanford Summers. 20. Dearborn four years but go into active duty
DEALER In WALLPAPER
Ensign J. B. Phillips of the Esis invitedto call for a State Farm and a red sunbonnetwith a white I-ansingafter visiting at the Marpaid $5 fine and $1 costs in Jus- only for the duratior of the preCoal of all kinds, wood by the
tmdale
cottage.
"We Beautify Homes
canaba
road atlas at Mr. Van Lente's new pompon on it. She carried a beadcord, bundles of kindling, a best
Inside and Outside”
Among the recent arrivals at the tice George V. Hoffer's court on sent emergency. As soon as the
The evening's program was
office located at 177 College Ave. ed pocketbook forty years old
grade of fuel oil. the best second
and an overnight hag with her hotel have been Dr. and Mrs. B. A Monday after pleading guilty to emergency is over thev are dis- 429 College Ave_ Phone 2810
opened with a thrilling exhibition
to have his ear under con- charged from active duty to an inand third cuttings of alfalfa hay
Smock and daughter and Mrs. failure
negligee hanging out
of outboard motorboatingby Jim
trol.
active status to completetheir enand two kinds of rabbit pellets are
Mr.
Quick
wore
one
of
Ma
;
Annie
K.
Taylor
of
Louisville,
Ky.,
Kastener of Toledo, followed by
He
was
arrested about 8.30 a.m listment and then the government
among
the things sold by the
white dresses, a wig with curls ami Mr and Mrs. S. E. Chamberlain
three races. Kenneth Janssen of
plant.
Aug. 11 m Crockery townsship by has no further hold on these men
one white and one black
of Webster Grove, Mo., Mr. and
Grand Haven won the race for 8
state police after his car was in- as is true under the selective serA well equippedmachine shop,
Mrs. Nye was invited in the Mrs. Spencer Kelley of Lansing,
and 10 horsepoweroutboards, fol2 4 6 5
run by the firm does all kinds of
morning when dressed in a house1 Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson of De- volved in an accident, one-half vice system, he added.
lowed by Frank Holzinger of
mile north of the junction of Mmachine
repairing
Experienced
coat and apron ard with her j troit. Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. ScheeGrand Haven, second, and Ben
For Prompt
104 and US-16 on US-16 with a
welding is done on wornout or
hair up so she came that way. Mr baas of Cincinnati, Edgar Males,
Plews of Spring Lake, third.
Efficient
car belonging to Christopher Past- Two Automobiles in
broken parts.
Carrcll appearedin house slippers John Carroll,Alice Poland of NoGordon G. Gay, Grand Rapids,
ma. route 1. Zeeland. Officer Kent
Dry
Cleaning
A. J. Fairbanksis president and
Drapers Dutch market, located and in his shorts and dressing 1 blesvi lie, Ind., and Phyllis MorriCrash on Van Raalte
won the 16 horse boat race, folLumbard estimated damage to the
manager
and
B.
Naberhuis is at 31 East 8th St.. Is fast becomService
. son of Indianapolis,
Don
Ibsen
and
lowed by Ranny Presley of Grand
Postma car at $100. Summers alsecretary and treasurer.
ing nationallyknown for its homeDean Hefferman in behalf of the party of Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Fred
Holland police investigated an
Haven ind Wesley Brown of
so paid a $1 fine and $3.35 costs
made
products.
Harold
Draper
is
II.
Schmitt
of
Indianapolis,
Mr.
parkers
presented
Mr.
and
Mrs.
r>rryabun. Charles Fraley, Grand
IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
for having no operator's license. accident which occurred Thursday
proud of the fact that through Gilbert Quick with a large, three and Mrs. O. H. Olson of Rockford.
Ripids, wen the race for 22’s fol- Regulations Changed
Raymond
Benkert, 18, coute 1, August 7, when cars driven by
“The House of Service"
demand of his tourist trade he now decker white cake trimmed in red III., Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Macllvaine
James Den Herder. 16. 17 East
Nunica. paid $5 fine and $5 costs
Corner
Sixth and College Avs.
roses
for
their
sponsoring
of
the
and
family
of
Indianapolis,
Donald
24th St., and Donald Parts, collided
to Permit Enlistment shl[W ,0 a11 Parts of lhe countr>‘| Mr. Draper specializesin sugar sunset church services which they Dempsey of Chicago, Mr and Mrs. to Justice Hoffer Monday on a on Van Raalte Ave 200 feet north FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
charge of driving without being
have done for five
Festus J. Krebs an I son of St.
The local selective service tx>arcl
bac,on'limi
accompanied by a licensed opera- of 14th St. Den Herder, driving
beef and Dutch metwurst.During
Miss Miller was also presentedLouis, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Nansen
has received notice from state the Tulip festival, Mr. Draper sold with a large assortment of flowers and Nancy of Webster Grove. Mr. tor. The-shenff's drjiartment made north on Van Raalte,Ave., claimed
that Paris made a left turn in
headquarters that regulations had more than 1,000 pounds of this by the cottagers'association. and Mrs. Gary Slabik of Chicago. the arrest Saturdaynight in Crockery township. He also paid a $2 front of his car.
been modified to permit regis- famous meat.
Mrs. Robert Bradfordof Chica- Rabbi and Mrs. H. E. Snyder and
fine and $1 costs for driving withtrants to enlist in the army. navy,
Draper's market is a store where go planned a luncheon at the family of Springfield,111., Mr. and
marine corps or coast guard after the Dutch j>eople like to trade be- yacht club this week, Mrs. Johnson Mrs. Karl A. Korrcgold and daugh- out lights.
City Property, SuburScott-Lugers Lumber Co.
John Wright, 18. of Grand Rapthey had received theii cam to cause here they may order their
bans and Business propplanned to entertain several boy ter of St. Louis, James H. Melville ids, colored,arrested by state poOldest Lumber Co In Holland
report for induction under the na- provisionsand speak in their
scouts' mothers from Grand Rap- of Miami, Mr. and Mrs Adams of
LUMBER
A
BLDG.
SUPPLIES
erty.
Farms and Vacant
lice Saturday in Spring I>ake
- SPECIAL
tional selective service act. Pre- native tongue.
ids at Palmetto and Mrs. Klyne Canton. O.. Miss Janet Cocke of
Equipped to handle Building
Lots,
Rentals, Property
township
for
drinking
beer
on
USNoonday Lunches ..... 60c
viously.the registrantforfeited
under FHA Plan
and daughter Martha planned to St. Louis, Jack Lieb and party of 31 while in a car in which he was
Management. Frontage,
Cvonlnf Dinner* ....... 85c
this right when he received his
entertain several out-of-town Chicago and Mr. Benkert of Cin- a passenger, paid $10 fine and 140 River
Phone 3496
notice of induction card.
Cargo of Coal Brought
Macatawa and
cinnati
friends at dinner.
costs of $3 75 upon his plea of
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Macatawa Parkers SplitSides

Hotel’s Come- As-You- Are Party
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DRAPER MEAT
IS IN
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years.
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REAL ESTATE

-

Ave.

Warm

Friend Tavern

Here by Lake Freighter

VEEN and MANNES
SUPER SERVICE
TIRES BATTERIES

WASHING

guilty.

mony

Tip Toppers Plan Beach

GREASING

USED CARS
Phone 4551
Columbia Ave. and 8th St

Get a uniform job of

will he perform'd

F

by

the

Very' Rev. John
Fenlon of
Baltimore,Md . uncle of the

After unloading about 7,000
tons of coal on Harrington's Party In Grand Haven
docks, the lake freighter John L.
Tall young men and women of
Reiss left Friday night for Holland and vicinity are invited
Sturgeon bay to take on a load of by the Tip-Toppersclub of Weststone for Erie. Pa. The Reiss, in
ern Michigan to attend a beach
charge of Captain Pringle, arrived
outing at Grand Haven state park
in Holland harbor Friday noon Saturday beginningat 2 p m at
from Toledo. O.
the south end of the ln'ach.

Body A Fender Repairing

bridegroom-elect.

Ushers will

he James H

Shields, John Good, Jr. of
Adrian, and George M. Good and
Frank Dulfy. Jr of Holland
Other parties being planned in

HENRY TER HAAR

1

John Deere Van Brunt

—
Knoll

from

—

& Kaooihuizen

86 w. atii st

Unema’s Shoe Service

Electric Household

Appliances
# ABC WASHERS
# GALE Electric Refrigerators
# ESTATE Electric Ranges

Phone 8505

230 River Ave., Holland, Mich.

Opposite Post Office

HOLLAND BATTERY
West Michigan Laundry

STATION

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

Walter Van Meeteren
9

W. 7TH

ST.

PHONE

3691

Called For and Delivered
407 W. 17th

WELL PREPARED!

MEALS

TEXACO

MARFAK
Cushion The Moving Part*
of Your Car
Have leaa trouble and expenae.
It laata twice as long.

At Reasonable Prices
OPEN 7:00 A M. to 8:00 P M.

TULIP RESTAURANT

Service
681 State Street, on M-40

59 E. 8TH

as

you

look. Don’t

let darkened
blonde hair or
grey

threaten
your youth!
It's to

to

Z

eaay

ROCK-A-CAR

j

J. Bacheller, D.C. Ph.C.

AVE.

Peloa’s Super Service
44 River Ave. Phone 3457

AND INSURANCE
See C.

SHOPPE

MORTGAGE LOANS

Phone 2212

JOHN GALIEN
17

WEST 8TH STREET
PHONE 2512

WOOD

85 W. 8th 8L

HENRY

J.

Phone 2948

ENGELSMAN

Commercial Photographer
46 West 8th Bt. Telephone3992

SERVICE
Motor Rebuilding
A Honing
•earing Lined Boring
' Clutch Rebuilding"

kti

Tip Toppers clubs which are
"Jack rabbit" starts and abrupt
exclusively for girls at least five
stops
waste gasoline.
feet eight inches tall and men at
least six feet have been organized in many cities throughout
the' country. The Detroit club has
more than 300 members and the
Flint High-Hattershas over 100.
The local club has over 100 on
roll and expects to increase the
PRICES
membership as the club has just
been organized The local club's
Shop Here
correspondingsecretary is Miss
Thelma Vander Meiden 623
And Save
Columbus St., Grand Haven

QUALITY FOODS
AT MOST

Draper’s Market
34 E. 8th SL

Roofing and Asbestos Biding

Replacenent Parts
107 E. 8th

tt

Phone 2861

FLINTKOTE PRODUCTS

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
Ndrthshore

Orly*

Phone 9051

I

'Attachableoil flltaraprotect your motor and get
most out of any oil. Qot
your filter today

it

SANDING

Phone 4S42

THE THRILL OF

Scrubbing

Polishing

NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO

HAZZARD & STULL
PHONES

HUIZENGA

J. Y.
209 River

Ave.

Yard— 192 E. 10«l
»

For

Quality Inner Spring Mattresses hand made. 6 carrier

the yacht club.

handles. All sizes.

§

*9

-

Let us help you with

your Building

prob-

lema.

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Swimming
and Sport

VAN DYKE-VOLKERS

Get A

Commercial and Residential

LILLIAN
Permanent
Easy to brush

26 E. 20th SL. Ph. 4529—2848

Builders
Industrial— Store Fronts

place.

's'

Lillian Beauty Shop
210 River Ave. Phone 2950

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRICAL

Centos' SERVICE
Wiring
Fixtures
Commercial Electric Shop

PETER STEKETEE
79 E. 24th

SL

Phone 3368

INTERSTATE COMMON
CARRIERS
BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS
SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION

S»«.......».*****«*»**«»**«.*..*..e FORT

WAYNE

MUNCIE

Henry Oosting

of Grand Rapids whose
marriageto John Fenlon Donnelly
of Holland will take place m St.
Thomas, the Apostle, church
Grand Rapids, at 11 am Saturday, Aug. 28. Mrs. Bernard P.
Donnelly, mother of the prospective bridegroom,was hostess at

OWNING YOUR
OWN HOME

Phone 1476

2402-4496

Shields

A

LIFETIME

Motors

FINISHING

EE

for your lawns

FLOOR WORK

Katherine

ANDERSON

HOLLAND MOTOR
EXPRESS, INC.

REALTOR

GIFTS
.FOR EVERY OCCASION

Miss Shields has chosen

her
sister, Marian Shields, as maid of
honor for her wedding and Bernard P. Donnelly, Jr., will attend
his brother as best man. The cere*

- Stoker Coal - Coke
RED COMB CHICK STARTER
FARM and GARDEN SEEDS
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER

—

G. BUIS

& SON

8L

E. 8th

Phone 2187

Phons 2230

INSURANCE
THE DUTCH SLOCK

Growers Special

FERTILIZER
We use Dolomite, which Is s
Limestone Filler and has three

ft

BREEDING MASH

1*2.40 per 100 Ibt.
PRICES J $2.35 per 100 lb*.
For Farmore Feeding Their Own Milk
a Mash

«

$2.15 per 100 Iba.

IMPORTANT 70

FOR

REMEMBER

EVERY

That our service, despite
its deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
had for a very reasonable sum.

PRINTING

NEED.

TWO

B We Have

8L

3101-2

and

PHOTO A GIFT SHOP
10 E. 8th

Central Phone
HOLLAND, MICH.

5th and

REAL ESTATE

Finishing, Framing

DU SAAR

UPHOLSTERING SHOP
M

Kodaks, Film, Photo

SEE

stek£tee.van HUIS

I

PRINS SERVICE
ISO E. 8th

SL

3014

Coal

RELIABLE BICYCLE SHOP
Open Evening*Edw. Voa, Prop.
136 W. 19th
Phone 3492

Home

OLD8MOBI LE DEALER
Styled To LeadBuilt To Last -

curls Into

BICYCLE SALE after Liber Day
Over 200 guaranteed uaed
and Rental Bikei

tawa Bay Yacht club August II
of parties

began a gay round
complimentingMiss

Chicks.

YOU SAVE CASH

207-208 Dutch Block Ph. 3312

PERFECTION.
Old Floors Made Like Newl

•

Tbit Service Through
Tour Dealer.

AUTOMOTIVE

Phone 2172

PLANS

Announces Wedding Plans
A dinner dance at the Maca-

Piston Pin Fitting

laetot as

—

DESIGNS

Balance For Vltamlna and Minerals
FortifiedWith Cod Liver Oil
For Hatchablllty and Starting

Velvet and teats Refaced

7133

KOUW

ISAAC
Office 2364

USED CARS OF ALL MAKES

VAN LENTE

j

STARTING

Cylinder Reborlng

Time

j

2464

REAL ESTATE

of

NINE"

J

Miss Katherine Shields +

PH.

YOUR

ol Local Couple
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McFall

route 4 announce the engagement
of their daughter, Lillian, to Randal Brewer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Brewer, also of route 4 No
honor of the bride-electinclude a
date has been set for the wedbreakfastat the Macatawa Bay ding
Swimming and games will proYacht club to be given Sunday.
vide entertainmejit.Local persons
Aug. 17, by Mary and George ....................... .......... •;
not having transportation are re“A Stitch In
;
Good of Holland Grand Rapids
quested to meet at the tront
SAVES
I
friends of Miss Shields also are
entrance of the city hall at 1 15
arranging various luncheonsand
Insure
Now
With
pm.
dinners in her honor.
Last Thursday evening. GO tall
BEN L
;
young people gathered at Tunnel
New Location — 177 C» Nege J
( AR OVERCROWDED?
park for the club's beach party.
PHONE
!
A wiener roast, games and sing- John Grotenhuis, about 19.
ing were included in the pro- route 5, Holland. i>aid a fine and
gram which was in charge of costs of $3 to Municipal Judge
H. L. COLTON - Architect
the Holland young people Irene Raymond L. Smith on Saturday
P. ELZINGA — Designer
Kleinheksel and Lucille Kooyers after pleading guilty to pennitting
had charge of the eats and Rus four persons to ride in the front
Sakkers had charge of the games seat of his car. The allegedoffense
occurred at Holland state park.
SUPERVISION
and singing.

REASONABLE

Only 75c

INSURANCE

MACHINE SIOP

8L

190 RIVER

HOLLAND BEAUTY
Ave.

J. WE8TENBROEK A CO.
82 E. 8th
Phone 3394

1 Service

Keeps Out
Squeaks
Twice as Long

REAL ESTATE

River

i

Palmer Graduate
X-Ray and Neurocalometer

to have it
retouched and bring back new
beauty. A professional job.

HIM

Sheet Metal Work of All Kinds

E

Lubrication

young

•

J

$••••••••••••••••• A#a#ass###AS>vaac*

A
You’re as

ST.

Rhone 9767

I

daily except Sunday

Mannei Super

St

MOTOR SALES

Announce Engagement

..

seeding with a

Lake

Michigan.

Printing House, Inc.

Holland Co-Operative Co.
88 f. 7TH
PHONE 2283

8T.

'

' Holland's Leading Prlntsrs

Ph.

4337-9231 9

E. 10th

St

NIBBELINK-NOTIER
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
18

W. 9th Mraat

distinct phases.
1. Controlled Acidity.

2. Calcium and Magnesium art
nacesssry plant foodW ‘
3. Aids In controlllrtg toxic sub-

stances In ths soil.

HAMILTON
FARM BUREAU
PHONE

70J

